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Editorial Note

This document presents research and development results of NIRS, representing com-

bined annual reports for the two fiscal years of 2011 and 2012 (April 2011-March 2013).

Since the 3rd mid－term plan of NIRS was begun in fiscal year 2011, the Editorial Work-

ing Group felt this was a good opportunity to revise the contents and format of the an-

nual report. The main revision we made was to publish summarized results on each re-

search theme as “Highlights”. Then, from them we chose two themes and published

these results as “Topics”.

This report is available as an electronic edition on the NIRS web site (http://www.nirs.go.

jp/ENG/publications/index.shtml). This electronic edition includes the “List of original

papers” which was not included in the print edition. The Editorial Working Group hopes

that you will use it to explore more deeply what NIRS researchers have been doing.
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Preface

The National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) continues its scientific activities as Japan’s leading re-

search institution on radiation protection and promotion of radiological sciences. This annual report summarizes

our accomplishments and research outcomes during the initial two years of the third mid-term plan from 2011 to

2015.

On March 11, 2011, just before starting this mid-term plan, the eastern part of Japan was hit by a huge earth-

quake and tsunami, and the events which followed triggered the severe nuclear accident in Fukushima Prefec-

ture. NIRS directed our maximum efforts and activities toward emergency medical procedures coping with this

nuclear accident. The Radiation Emergency Medical Assistant Team (REMAT), which was established in 2010,

has made significant contributions to this mission. Training experts and professionals in radiological proce-

dures and radiation protection is another important mission of NIRS, and its activity is expanding dramatically in

responding to the requests of society.

In spite of such busy and difficult situations, NIRS has continued its activities for research and development

in medical applications of radiological sciences. Carbon ion cancer therapy is now recognized as the most ad-

vanced and effective of radiotherapies for treatment of locally advanced cancers, maintaining excellent quality

of life of the patients. The total number of patients who received this treatment has reached 7,000 cases since

the first clinical trial in 1994. The technology is now being transferred to other institutions including facilities out-

side Japan. Molecular imaging, which can visualize molecular function in a living body, now serves as an es-

sential tool for the accurate diagnosis of various diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular diseases, dementia

and other neuropsychiatric diseases, and it is also expected to make a significant contribution in the develop-

ment of new drugs. NIRS aims to serve as the nation’s core institution for development of new technologies as

well as for standardization and quality assurance of PET imaging technologies used for clinical research.

At the beginning of this third mid-term plan, I proposed three key targets for our activities: “Visible NIRS”,

“NIRS in the World” and “NIRS in History”. With new challenges and opportunities, NIRS continues its maxi-

mum efforts to establish a solid base as a leading institution promoting comprehensive scientific research in a

wide range of radiological sciences.

YoshiharuYonekura, M.D., Ph.D.

President
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The National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS)
was re-organized as an independent administrative insti-
tution in April 2001. Since then, NIRS scientists have been
performing research studies according to the mid-term
plans. Every 5 years, the mid-term plan has been revised:
the first mid-term plan was started in April 2001; the sec-
ond, in April 2006; and the third, in April 2011. Research
activities at NIRS are done in five fields: heavy charged
particle therapy, molecular imaging, radiation protection,
radiation emergency medicine, and radiation technology.
These mid-term plans have been carried out by four re-
search centers and one fundamental technology center.
In this report, the research activities at NIRS during the
first and second years (FY 2011 and 2012: April 2011 to
March 2013) of the third mid-term plan are presented.

The Great East Japan Earthquake measuring 9.0 on the
Richter scale struck the northeast coast of Honshu, the
main island of Japan, at 14:46 on March 11, 2011, trigger-
ing tsunami with over 10 meter-high waves. The earth-
quake was followed by numerous aftershocks. Although
the operating reactors automatically shut down after the
initial earthquake, damage primarily from the tsunami re-
sulted in loss of electrical supplies for reactor cooling
functions, which led to hydrogen explosions in some reac-
tor units of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant
(NPP) of Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) that re-
sulted in large amounts of radioactive materials, mainly I-
131, Cs-134 and Cs-137, being released into the environ-
ment.

In April 2011, 3 weeks after the start of this huge disas-
ter, NIRS began the third mid-term plan. Since NIRS is

designated as the national core center for radiation emer-
gency medicine, we first had to respond to the disaster
by: sending experts, receiving contaminated emergency
workers, providing information on radiation and its effects
to the public, and performing dose estimation. The people
of Japan are still struggling with the effects of the multiple
disasters, even though almost 2 years have passed and
many NIRS researchers continue to be involved in re-
sponse activities to the Fukushima accident.

The numbers of original papers published reached 214
and 251 in FY2011 and 2012, respectively and many of
them were published in international journals of high repu-
tation. Furthermore, more than 100 proceedings were pre-
sented at international and domestic scientific meetings,
806 oral presentations, and 95 patent applications. Col-
laborative studies and exchanges of researchers were
also actively carried out: 268 collaborative studies were
done, 812 researchers worked as visiting staff, and 277
students were accepted as trainees. In short, substantial,
high level achievements have been realized by NIRS per-
sonnel and recognized by their peers, both domestically
and internationally.

The Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy, as
a leading research organization in this field, has con-
ducted clinical, biological and physics research studies
using heavy ions generated from the heavy ion medical
accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC). In FY 2011, more than 650
patients were treated despite the confusion and extra
work caused by the East Japan Great Earthquake. The
clinical trial for lung cancer (single fraction) was com-
pleted in March 2012 and moved to the stage of clinical

Outline of Research Activities Makoto Akashi, M.D., Ph. D.
Executive Director for Research
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practice in April 2012. In FY 2012, the clinical trial team
started work with patients receiving carbon therapy with a
newly installed scanning beam delivery system. The high-
lights of research progress in FY2011 and FY2012 are
shown in other parts of this chapter.

The Molecular Imaging Research Center, consisting of
four groups, has long experience with medical imaging
technologies including positron emission tomography
(PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The Center
conducts basic science and technology for molecular im-
aging and also application studies for diagnosis and
pathophysiology of oncology and psychiatry. Current pro-
jects include the development of molecular probes and
radiopharmaceutical production techniques and the in-
vestigation of measurement techniques for PET and MRI,
in addition to preclinical and clinical applications in oncol-
ogy and psychiatric and neurological diseases.

The Research Center for Radiation Protection has been
providing a scientific basis for establishing regulations
with global standards for radiation protection, security and
safety, focusing on effects of low-dose radiation derived
from human activities and from natural environmental ra-
diation. For this purpose, the results of basic radiobiologi-
cal research have been provided to promote understand-
ing of radiation effects and to encourage enactment of
more reasonable regulations for the safe and secure use
of radiation in our lives. The Center has renewed its desig-
nation by the IAEA as a “Collaborating Centre for Biologi-
cal Effects of Low Dose Radiation”.

NIRS has been designated as the national center for ra-
diation emergency medicine in Japan, providing direct or
consultative services to local governments and hospitals
in the event of an actual radiation incident. The Research
Center for Radiation Emergency Medicine is responsible
for services including providing exposed victims (pa-
tients) with the most advanced radiation emergency medi-
cine treatments possible. Therefore, the Center has
played important roles in medical response to the
Fukushima accident. The Center also carries out activities
to maintain and strengthen the emergency preparedness
system fulfilling its role by establishing three nation-wide
network councils for medicine, bio-dosimetry with chro-
mosome analysis, and physical dosimetry. Furthermore,
the Center conducted basic research studies on treat-
ment of radiation exposure and dose estimation. The Cen-
ter has also introduced several courses at NIRS on radia-
tion emergency medical preparedness for medical pro-
fessionals of the Asian region.

Research on radiation protection and radiation emer-
gency medicine, an important mission of the institute
since its establishment, has been carried out primarily in

two centers. These centers played a role as a national hub
in collaboration with international organizations including
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Interna-
tional Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), and World Health Organi-
zation (WHO).

The Fundamental Technology Center, which was estab-
lished to support various studies performed in NIRS with
advanced fundamental technology, has been carrying out
maintenance and quality control of institute accelerators
including the single particle irradiation system to cell
(SPICE), the PIXE (particle induced X-ray emission) analy-
sis and tandem accelerator (PASTA), and the neutron ex-
posure accelerator system for biological effects experi-
ments (NASBEE), as well as radiation measurement appa-
ratuses for cosmic rays. Efforts have also been extended
to establish and support experimental animal laboratories
for internal and external researchers.

In May 2012, the program for recovery of Fukushima
was started. This program includes four research projects
and a cooperation system. Research projects are the
study for long-term and environmental effects of radiation,
the health effect survey for emergency workers at the nu-
clear power plant, and the study of environmental dynam-
ics of radionuclides and radiation in the ecosystems in the
Fukushima region. The cooperation system is for collabo-
ration with the Fukushima Medical University (FMU).

The second-term of the International Open Laboratory
(IOL) also began in April 2011, for which four units were
approved, including the “Particle Therapy Molecular Tar-
get Unit”, the “Particle Beam Quality Unit”, the “Space Ra-
diation Research Unit”, and “Radiation Response Model
Unit”. The purpose of the IOL is to conduct top level re-
search by collaborating with distinguished scientists from
leading research institutes world-wide and to promote fur-
ther internationalization at NIRS by active research col-
laborations with foreign scientists. For the two years of FY
2011 and 2012, the IOL was involved in publication of 12
original articles and held three workshops/seminars.

Some other research programs have also been contin-
ued or newly started with the support of funding agencies
including the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Sci-
ence and Technology (MEXT), the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry (METI), the Ministry of the Environ-
ment, and the Nuclear Regulation Agency.

In this report readers will be able to learn about sub-
stantial research that was performed in the 1st and 2nd

years of the third mid-term plan. I would like to conclude
with heartfelt thanks for cooperation and advice provided
to us by all parties concerned.

Outline
ofResearch

Activities
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The Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy (hereafter,

abbreviated as “Center”) was established in 1993 when NIRS

completed construction of the HIMAC. Since then its researchers

have been carrying out clinical, biological and physics studies us-

ing heavy ions generated from the HIMAC. After accumulating

many clinical experiences for carbon ion radiotherapy in various

types of malignant tumors, the Center successfully obtained ap-

proval from the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Labor for “Highly

Advanced Medical Technology” in 2003. Thus carbon ion therapy

has achieved for itself a solid place in general practice of cancer

treatment. The HIMAC has also served as a multi-user utilization

facility for medical, biological and physics research and has been

used by more than 700 researchers, including more than 100 for-

eign researchers.

In 2011, when the third Mid-Term Plan of NIRS was initiated, the

Center was reorganized to conduct research on heavy ion beams

using carbon ions and to develop more patient-friendly next gen-

eration heavy ion treatment system intensively. This will eventually

contribute to progress in getting cancer cures and improved qual-

ity of life. The Center is organized as four research programs. In

the Department of Physics; and the Hospital. Progress in research

and practice in FY 2011 and FY 2012 are summarized briefly.

Research program for carbon ion therapy and diagnos-
tic imaging (PL: Hiroshi Tsuji)

This program consists of the clinical trial research team, applied

PET research team, applied MRI research team, and clinical data-

base research team. According to the long-term objectives, re-

search on developing advanced clinical therapy using carbon ion

beam has been aggressively performed in FY 2011 and FY 2012.

The clinical trial team has succeeded in having quite a large num-

ber of patients undergo carbon ion radiotherapy (C-ion RT) each

year and a new clinical trial using the carbon ion scanning beam

could be conducted. A total of more than 650 patients were

treated with C-ion RT in FY 2011 despite the confusion after the

Great East Japan Earthquake. Prostate, lung, head & neck, bone

& soft tissue, liver tumors, post operative pelvic recurrence of rec-

tal cancer, and pancreatic cancer are the leading 7 tumor types in

the trials. The outcomes of C-ion RT in tumors that were hard to

cure with other modalities revealed quite high probability of local

control, a survival benefit, and acceptable morbidity. In addition,

clinical trials for establishment of hypofractionatd C-ion RT in com-

mon cancers, such as lung cancer, liver cancer, and prostate can-

cer have also been successfully achieved. The ultra-short course

C-ion RT trial for lung cancer (single fraction) was completed in

March 2012 and was moved to clinical practice from April 2012. In

FY 2012, the clinical trial team has set a record in the number of

patients receiving carbon therapy with the aid of a newly installed

scanning beam delivery system.

Medical physics research program for development of
a novel irradiation system for charged particle therapy
(PL: Toshiyuki Shirai)

The program consists of the beam delivery system research

team, treatment planning system research team, radiation effect

research team, experimental therapy research team, and image

guided radiotherapy research team. On the basis of more than 15

years of experience with HIMAC, we have designed and con-

structed a new treatment research facility toward “adaptive can-

cer therapy” with heavy ions, which makes the one-day treatment

of cancer easily. Further, the new treatment research facility

should accurately treat a fixed target, a moving target with breath-

ing and/or a target near a critical organ. For these purposes, a

phase-controlled rescanning (PCR) method has been studied, es-

pecially for treating a moving target. A rotating gantry with the

PCR method is also employed in order to increase the treatment

accuracy for a tumor near a critical organ through the multi-field

optimization method、and to reduce the patient’s load. The re-

lated R&D work has been carried out with HIMAC since April

2006. In September 2010, the treatment room E, which is one of

the treatment rooms in the new treatment research facility, was

Research on Cancer Therapy with Carbon Beams
－Development of Human Friendly Cancer Therapy

with Carbon Ion Beams－

Tadashi Kamada, M.D., Ph.D.
Director of Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy

E-mail: t_kamada@nirs.go.jp
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equipped with both the horizontal and vertical fixed beam-

delivery systems. After a beam commissioning and pre-clinical

study, the clinical study had been scheduled to start on 29 March

2011. The schedule was changed to May 2011, however, due to

the massive earthquake in eastern Japan on 11 March 2011.

Advanced radiation biology research program
(PL : Takashi Imai)

This program consists of the cancer system biology team, can-

cer metastasis research team, and radio-redox-response re-

search team. These teams use different approaches to address

the following research aims of the program.

Many favorable outcomes have been reported in clinical trials

for carbon ion radiotherapy of several types of malignant tumors.

However, some biological issues still remain to be resolved for the

improvement of long-term survival. We have focused on the fol-

lowing fundamental issues:

(1) Some tumor cells are pathologically indistinguishable from

others, despite sometimes showing radio-resistance. What

makes these tumor cells radio-resistant?

(2) What causes distant metastases after local treatment? Are

the metastatic cells simply overlooked before starting radio-

therapy? If the metastatic cells are affected by irradiation,

what are the molecular mechanisms? What types of tumor

cells are susceptible to metastasis? How can we detect and

suppress distant metastases?

(3) How do reactive oxygen species generated by irradiation af-

fect cellular functions? Can radioprotective agents, such as

anti-reactive oxygen species, protect normal tissue surround-

ing tumor cells?

Through these studies, we have considered the effects of the

genetic differences in the subjects or the experimental materials

such as cell lines and mouse strains used on radio-sensitivity.

Research Program for the application of heavy ions in
medical sciences (PL: Takeshi Murakami)

This program consists of the heavy ion radiotherapy promotion

team, HIMAC research collaboration team, cellular and molecular

biology research team, and international radiotherapy joint re-

search team. This program mainly carried out the following activi-

ties in FY2011and FY2012.

(1) Promotion of carbon ion radiotherapy

A wide range of knowledge and know-how is required for pro-

motion of carbon ion radiotherapy. Research and analyses of

technical development, treatment procedures, and social environ-

ment concerning carbon ion radiotherapy were carried out. These

results were assembled as review reports. Procedures transfer-

ring these results and know-how to new projects were also estab-

lished. Contributions to new projects such as in Saga and Kana-

gawa were made.

(2) Promotion of collaborative research, international as well as

domestic

The research project with heavy ions at NIRS-HIMAC is the cen-

terpiece of collaborative research using heavy ions. This program

is deeply involved in the operation of the whole project. Since

1994 HIMAC at NIRS has been opened to researchers from all

over the world in the field of ion beam sciences other than carbon

beam radiotherapy. There are four experimental halls (Physics, Bi-

ology, Secondary beam and Medium-energy caves) as well as

three treatment rooms at HIMAC. During the daytime from Tues-

day through Friday, HIMAC is operated for patient treatments. At

nights and on weekends the four halls can be used for various ex-

periments with ion beams. The latter framework is specified as

“The Research Project with Heavy Ions at NIRS-HIMAC”. A total of

123 proposals were accepted and carried out in FY2011 at HI-

MAC. The beam time of 5067 hours was supplied to those re-

search studies. A total of 109 papers and 59 proceedings were

published, and 331 papers were presented at various meetings.

A total of 719 researchers participated in the project, including

122 foreign researchers in 15 international projects. The Interna-

tional Open Laboratory is the other framework for collaborative re-

search. Two units of the IOL from the total four units are organized

in this program.

Hospital, Research Center for Charged Particle Ther-
apy (Director: Yutaka Ando)

The Research Center Hospital for Charged Particle Therapy of

NIRS is unique in its specialization in radiotherapy for cancer. The

hospital is designed for radiotherapy especially carbon ion ther-

apy and consists of the oncology department, diagnostic radiol-

ogy department and dental department. The hospital has 100

beds for inpatients and also handles 50-70 outpatients daily. The

diagnostic radiology department has one CT-scanner with a 64-

line detector, a 1.5 T MRI, a 3.0 T MRI, two PET/CTs, and one

gamma camera. On the other hand, the oncology department has

five fixed beam treatment rooms for carbon ion therapy (one verti-

cal beam room, one horizontal beam room and three rooms with

both beams) and one linear accelerator for x-ray therapy.

The hospital carries out radiotherapy using highly advanced

medical technology and carries out clinical studies mainly using

radiotherapy and diagnosis, and has a role as a tertiary hospital

for radiation emergency medicine. The highly advanced medical

technology started from 2003; the number of uses of this technol-

ogy had reached 4,132 and the number of clinical studies had

reached 3,139 in February 2013. From 1994 to January 2013

7,271 new patients have been treated with carbon ion therapy. In

2012 752 patients were treated with carbon ion therapy. The gen-

der distribution of the patients treated by particle therapy was 513

males and 239 females; the ratio of male to female patients was

2.15 to 1. Patients living close to our facility reached 47.5% of total

patients. In March 2012, we implemented the Electronic Medical

Record (EMR) and developed a simple input method for each pa-

tient’s findings, symptoms, tumor response, and toxic reactions

that should be estimated by the physician during the clinical inter-

view. We improved the coordination among several database sys-

tems (Hospital Information System, Therapy Plan Database, Treat-

ment Management System, two PACSs and Radiology Information

System for Radiation Therapy). These systems are connected to

each other and data are transmitted to the destination systems.

Department of physics (Director: Koji Noda)
At present, the department of physics is one of the most active

departments worldwide that are studying ion beam therapy as re-

lated to applied physics. For many years, reliable operation of HI-

MAC, a gigantic accelerator system, and the continuous develop-

ment of novel techniques have been keeping us as a “center of

excellence” in this field.

Research
on

CancerTherapy
with

Carbon
Beam

s
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Introduction
In the HIMAC facility, the beam energies that have been used

are 290 and 350 MeV/n in the vertical port and 290 and 400

MeV/n in the horizontal ports. Previously, a slight range shortage

occasionally occurred in irradiations to deep-seated tumors in

such parts as the pelvis, for which irregular patient positions were

needed. A 3 cm longer range would have been able to reach

most of those targets. To use a higher-energy beam, there were

two problems. One was that the existing ridge filters could not

shape a uniform dose distribution in the SOBP for the 430 MeV/n

beam. The other was that the existing treatment planning system

HIPLAN did not support addition of beam energy. We imple-

mented new ridge filters and a new treatment planning system to

solve these problems.

Methods
1) Improvement of Ridge-Filters

We added two therapeutic beam energies, 400 MeV/n for verti-

cal ports and 430 MeV/n for horizontal ports. Then the maximum

range was extended by 5 cm for the vertical and 3 cm for the hori-

zontal ports. These higher-energy beams would be expected to

have a sufficient range in most cases. But the old ridge filters

were designed to optimize the SOBP distribution for the 290

MeV/n beam and they cannot shape a uniform dose distribution in

the SOBP for the 430 MeV/n beam. In order to get an adequate

distribution for all energies from 290 to 430 MeV/n, we redesigned

all ridge-filters to optimize the SOBP distribution for an intermedi-

ate energy, 350 MeV/n. Table 1 compares design specifications of

the new and old ridge filters. The new ridge-filters were designed

with the MKM2010 RBE model, which is identical to the model

used for scanning irradiation treatment planning in the new treat-

ment research facility at NIRS.

2) New Treatment Planning System XiO-N

The existing treatment planning system HIPLAN was developed

when heavy particle radiotherapy was started at HIMAC. The

dose-distribution calculation algorithm of HIPLAN adopted the

parallel broad beam method. This method did not require power-

ful calculation capability, but it could not reproduce blurring and

non-uniformity of distributions in the irradiation fields. Further,

available beam energies for HIPLAN had been fixed from the de-

sign stage and therefore it would be difficult to add new beam en-

ergies. A high-precision treatment planning system XiO-N was de-

veloped jointly by NIRS, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, and

Elekta. Table 2 compares specifications of the existing and new

treatment planning systems. The dose-distribution calculation al-

gorithm of XiO-N adopts the divergent pencil beam method. By

considering beam divergence and scattering effect, this system

Department of Accelerator and Medical Physics

Commissioning of the new ridge-filters and
treatment planning system XiO-N

Yusuke Koba
E-mail: y-koba@nirs.go.jp

Table 1 Comparison of ridge-filter designs

Old design New design

Material
SOBP 25-120: Aluminum
SOBP 150: Brass

all SOBP: Aluminum

Exchange of a ridge difficult easy

physics calculation HIBRAG Geant4

RBE model Kanai 1999; Ref [1] MKM2010; Ref [2]

Optimum energy 290 MeV/n 350 MeV/n

Applicable energies 290-400 MeV/n 290-430 MeV/n

Table 2 Comparison of treatment planning systems

HIPLAN (Existing) XiO-N (New)

Developers NIRS & Asahi Kasei NIRS, Mitsubishi & Elekta

Distribution not for sale Mitsubishi

Irradiation-field
model

uniform approximation wobbling

Algorithm parallel broad beam divergent pencil beam

Dose kernel ideal calculation actual measurement
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calculates more precise distributions in the irradiation fields.

We measured depth dose distributions for all irradiation condi-

tions and registered dose kernels of the pencil beam based on

measurements into XiO-N. And we carried out interconnection

tests with other treatment planning systems and peripheral equip-

ment for irradiation.

Results and Discussion
We replaced the old ridge-filters with the improved design ridge

-filters for the additional beam energy for broad beam irradiation

and implemented the high-precision treatment planning system

XiO-N. In the first half of FY 2012 there were 25 treatment cases

using the new energy beam and XiO-N. For each treatment case

we carried out confirmation of the system operation and verifica-

tion of dose distribution. Using the QA planning mode of XiO-N,

which is shown in Fig.1, the physical dose distribution in the water

phantom which was irradiated at the treatment conditions for each

patient was calculated. Quality of each treatment plan was as-

sured by comparison of the calculated physical dose distribution

with the measured distribution. Fig.2 shows example physical

dose distributions of the QA measurements. Reasonable meas-

ured distributions were obtained and reliable assurance was con-

firmed.

In FY 2012, XiO-N was released for use in exceptional cases.

Currently, the fraction of treatment plans made with XiO-N is about

20%. We are carrying out commissioning of the layer-stacking

method and a motion-management technique against respiration

for XiO-N. In FY 2013, XiO-N will be released for all cases and we

will gradually be replacing all HIPLAN systems by XiO-N over sev-

eral years.

Fig.1 QA planning mode of XiO-N

Fig.2 Physical dose distributions of QA measurements.
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Heavy ion cancer therapy using the Heavy-Ion Medical Accel-

erator in Chiba (HIMAC) has been carried out since June 1994.

The many successful cancer treatments have led us to construct

a new treatment facility[1]. This new facility is equipped with three

treatment rooms, and three-dimensional raster-scanning irradia-

tion with a pencil beam is employed for all the irradiation ports[2].

In raster-scanning irradiation, a target is directly irradiated with

high-energy heavy ions.The position of the focused beam on a

target is controlled by the fast horizontal and vertical scanning

magnets.

To control the depth dose-distribution, energy degraders, such

as range shifters, consisting of PMMA plates having various thick-

nesses, are used in the present irradiation system with broad-

beam irradiation. However, these range shifters may broaden the

spot size of the beam on a target, and concurrently produce sec-

ondary fragments, which could adversely affect the depth dose-

distribution. Since focused beams are used to irradiate a target in

the raster-scanning irradiation method, it is preferable to change

the beam energy directly by the accelerators, instead of using

such energy degraders.

To change the energy of the beam, as provided by the synchro-

tron ring, we developed a multiple-energy operation with ex-

tended flattops. The proposed operation enables us to provide

heavy ions having various energies in a single synchrotron cycle;

namely, the beam energy would be successively changed within

a single synchrotron pulse by an energy step, corresponding to a

water range of 2 mm. With this operation, the beam range could

be controlled without using any energy degraders, such as the

range shifters, and hence an excellent depth dose-distribution

could be obtained.

The multiple-energy operation employs operation patterns hav-

ing a stepwise flattop, as schematically shown in Fig.1(a). With

these operation patterns, the heavy ions injected in the ring are in-

itially accelerated to the maximum energy, and then successively

decelerated to lower energies. Although the stepwise pattern only

has short flattops, where the beam can be extracted from the ring,

we can extend the flattop and extract the beam during the ex-

tended flattop.Having consecutively extended the flattops, as il-

lustrated in Fig.1(b), the beams having various energies can be

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic drawing of synchrotron pattern for multiple-energy

operation. (b) The same pattern as (a), but with the extended flat-

tops. The beam is extracted from the synchrotron ring during these

extended flattops [3].

Fig. 2 Results of the beam acceleration test using the 11-flattop operation

pattern. Beams having 11 different energies were successively ex-

tracted from the synchrotron ring.

Department of Accelerator and Medical Physics

Development of multiple-energy operation
with extended flattops
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extracted from the ring within a single synchrotron cycle, and

hence the total irradiation time can be considerably reduced.

To prove the principle of multiple-energy operation with ex-

tended flattops, we have performed beam acceleration and ex-

traction tests using the stepwise operation pattern. The pattern

has 11 short flattops, corresponding to beam energies of 430,

400, 380, 350, 320, 290, 260, 230, 200, 170 and 140 MeV/u. A

similar pattern was prepared for other devices, such as the main

quadrupole, sextupole magnets, the RF-acceleration cavity, and

the beam-extraction devices in the extraction channel. By using

the prepared operation pattern, the beam will be first accelerated

to 430 MeV/u, and then consecutively decelerated down to 140

MeV/u at an energy step of 20 MeV/u or 30 MeV/u. Results of the

beam test are shown in Fig.2. Beams having 11 different energies

were successively extracted from the synchrotron ring. The

multiple-energy operation using this pattern was successfully

commissioned and has been used for scanning treatments since

FY 2012.

The final goal of this study is to control the depth dose-

distribution only by varying the beam energy from the accelera-

tors. To accomplish this, the beam energy has to be successively

varied by an energy step corresponding to a water range of 1 mm

or 2 mm. Since the maximum and minimum energies, as used in

the raster-scanning irradiation, are 430 and 60 MeV/u, respec-

tively, the synchrotron pattern having 201 flattops will be needed

to cover the entire energy range. Fig.3(a) shows the current pat-

tern of the main bending magnets for the 201-flattop operation

pattern. The beam energies at the first and last flattops are 430

and 56 MeV/u, respectively, and the difference in the beam ener-

gies between the neighboring short flattops correspond to a water

range of 1 or 2 mm. Any of the 201 flattops can be extended, and

the beam can be extracted during an extended flattop. Hence,

with this 201-flattop operation pattern, designated the universal

pattern, the depth dose-distribution could be controlled without

using any energy degraders.

The beam acceleration and extraction tests using this universal

operation pattern were made, and some results are given in Fig. 3

(b). As can be seen in the figure, the beams having various ener-

gies were successively extracted from the synchrotron ring. These

results proved the effectiveness of the multiple energy operation.

To commission and implement the multiple energy operation with

the universal operation pattern to therapy, we will next undertake

fine tuning of the operation pattern.

Fig. 3 (a) Current pattern for the main bending magnets in the ring as a function of time. (b)

Results of the beam acceleration and extraction tests using the 201-flattop operation

pattern.
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Objectives
● To perform clinical research for clarifying usefulness of car-

bon ion therapy in order to establish new treatments for ra-

dioresistant tumors and to standardize the treatments for

common cancers.

● To perform clinical research on utilization of the advanced

technique of high-speed spot scanning irradiation of carbon

ion beam in the routine treatment for head & neck or pelvic tu-

mors.

● To investigate the benefits of improving accuracy of imaging

modalities, such as PET, MRI, and CT scans for carbon ion

therapy.

● To investigate the possibility of prediction or evaluation of ef-

fectiveness of carbon ion therapy using novel information

from imaging modalities.

● To develop and regulate a comprehensive database on ra-

diotherapy, mainly carbon ion therapy in consideration of

achieving evidence based medicine. Additionally, to propose

a national database for multi-institutional research on particle

therapy in domestic and foreign institutions.

Progress of Research
The Program of Research on the Standardization and Clarifica-

tion of Charged Particle Therapy consists of the Clinical Trial Re-

search Team, Applied PET Research Team, Applied MRI Re-

search Team, and Clinical Database Research Team. All the

teams are performing research and development on charged par-

ticle therapy. Progress of research in each team is summarized

below.

Fig.1 The numbers of patients for each tumor site treated with carbon ion beams.

Research on the Standardization and Clarification of Charged Particle Therapy

Research on the standardization and clarification of
charged particle therapy

Hiroshi Tsuji
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1) Clinical Trial Research Team

As of December 2012, a total of 7,191 patients have been

treated with carbon ion beam therapy at our institute. Carbon ion

radiotherapy of these patients was carried out as more than 60

different phase I/II or phase II clinical trials or as advanced medi-

cine treatments. Fig. 1 lists the numbers of patients for each tumor

site

We treated 656 new patients from April 2012 to December

2012; that represents an increase of more than 100 compared to

last year. Prostate, lung, head & neck, bone & soft tissue, and liver

tumors are the 5 leading tumor types in the trials and recently the

number of pancreatic tumors has been increased rapidly.

Scanning irradiation became available for the routine treatment

of less mobile targets in the head & neck or pelvic region. Actually

more than 100 patients could be safely and efficiently treated with

scanning irradiation at the new treatment research facility.

New clinical trials for pancreas, esophagus, uterus and kidney

cancers were proposed and permitted by the institute’s ethical

committee and some patients have already been enrolled. With

advancement of hypofraction for carbon ion therapy, the single

session treatment for lung cancer and the 12-fraction treatment for

prostate cancer could be established and their applications have

started as advanced medicine treatments.

As a result of clinical research so far, it has been determined

that carbon ion radiotherapy provided definite local control and

offered a survival advantage without unacceptable morbidity in a

variety of tumors that were hard to cure with other modalities. In

addition, it was possible to implement hypofractionated radiother-

apy using carbon ion beams, with application of larger doses per

fraction and a reduction of overall treatment times as compared to

conventional photon radiotherapy.

2) Applied PET Research Team

The PET respiratory gating system was modified for detecting

respiratory signals at the end of the expiratory phase which is the

same as can be achieved in the gated irradiation system for

heavy ion radiotherapy. With this modification, we are able to fuse

respiratory gating PET images with CT images for treatment plan-

ning taken in synchronization with the respiratory motion.

In order to judge applicability of carbon ion therapy, accurate

diagnosis of lung metastasis is quite important in various cancers.

To improve accuracy in diagnosis of lung nodules, we have car-

ried out research on the usefulness of a computer aided diagnos-

tic system and this year the environment (hardware and software)

for acquisition and analysis of actual patient data became avail-

able.

3) Applied MRI Research Team

To provide quantitative diagnostic information for heavy

charged particle therapy, several MR methods, such as diffusion

kurtosis imaging, quantitative dynamic contrast enhanced MRI,

MR spectroscopy, and MR elastography have been proposed.

Preliminary results about human MR elastography are reported in

the Highlight section.

4) Clinical Database Research Team

We replaced the whole database system for clinical practice in

March 2011. Historically, NIRS has built systems based on the IHE

(Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise). In order to coordinate the

Electronic Medical Record system / Computerized Physician Or-

der Entry system (EMR/CPOE) and the charged particle therapy

management system, we adopted the Enterprise Schedule work-

flow (ESI) integration profile proposed by the Radiation Oncology

Domain of IHE this time. We defined the Order Placer (OP) Actor

shown in ESI as the EMR/CPOE system and the TMS (Treatment

Management System) Actor as the charged particle therapy man-

agement system as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the coordination

of these systems applied the transaction using the HL7 shown in

ESI. This ensures interoperability and will also be effective in when

updating the associated systems in the future.

In addition, we developed a prototype of a teaching file system

for visiting researchers including persons from overseas institu-

tions. With this system users can easily browse patient and image

information via the DICOM Viewer by selecting a disorder of inter-

est from the menu on a power-point navigation file. This year, we

compiled 11 cases for each organ: head & neck, skull base, lung,

liver, bone & soft tissue, prostate, kidney, and rectum. Such a sys-

tem is quite useful to diffuse, standardize and educate research-

ers about charged particle radiotherapy.
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is a noninvasive tech-

nique for measuring tissue elasticity [1]. In order to generate waves

within the tissue, various external drivers have been proposed [2].

Alternatively, Gallichan et al. [3] suggested that the vibrations of the

patient table that result from the impulse of an imaging gradient

lobe could be used as a mechanical driving mechanism for MRE.

The advantage of this approach is that it can be easily adapted

for clinical application. Therefore, it has high potential to provide

quantitative diagnostic information for charged particle radiation

therapy.

In this study, we proposed gradient-vibrated MRE (GV-MRE)

which consists of sinusoidally switching gradients for table vibra-

tion before a conventional MRE pulse sequence. To evaluate the

elasticity of the brain using the specific mechanical resonance fre-

quencies of the patient table, heterogeneous phantom and in vivo

brain experiments were performed.

Materials and Methods
A spin-echo EPI MRE sequence (SE-EPI-MRE) was used for

GV-MRE data acquisition (Fig.1). Experiments were performed us-

ing a GE Signa HDx 3.0T. We directly measured the movement of

the head coil on the MRI patient table during GV-MRE scanning

using a laser Doppler vibrometer (Keyence Co., Ltd, SI-F10). The

GV-MRE experiments were conducted on a tissue-simulating het-

erogeneous polyacrylamide (PAAm) gel phantom and a healthy

23-year-old male subject. The gel phantom was160 mm long and

constructed with five cylindrical inclusions (diameter 10, 15, 20,

30, and 40 mm; gel storage-modulus 6.8 kPa) inside a larger cyl-

inder(diameter 180 mm; gel storage-modulus 3.1 kPa). The imag-

ing protocol for GV-MRE was: single-shot EPI, repetition time (TR)

= 2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 65.2 ms (MSG=40 Hz) or 50.3 ms

(MSG=57 Hz), field of view (FOV) = 192 x 192 mm2 slices = 9,

number of excitations = 1, MSG cycles = 1, phase offsets = 8,

maximum MSG gradient = 3 (in vivo 40) mT/m, vibration-induced-

gradient (VIG) and MSG frequency = 40 and 57 Hz, and VIG du-

ration time = 1 s. VIG and MSG were applied on the x-axis. In or-

der to calculate the elastogram, the local frequency estimation

(LFE) method was applied.

Results
Fig. 2 shows the vibration amplitude of the patient table during

GV-MRE scanning at each VIG frequency. The peaks at 32, 40,

and 57 Hz have amplitudes of 27, 23, and 9 μm, respectively. Fig.

3 shows shear wave images and elastograms for the heterogene-

ous PAAm gel phantom. The estimated shear moduli are shown in

Table 1. Fig.4 presents shear wave images and elastograms for

in vivo human brain. The estimated shear moduli are shown in

Table 2.

Fig. 1 SE-EPI-MRE sequence with vibration inducing gradient

Fig. 2 Vibration amplitude of the patient table during MREwVIG scanning-

with a laser Doppler vibrometer
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Discussion
The phantom experiments show that the mechanical vibration

of the patient table generates a shear wave of sufficient ampli-

tude, but insufficient spatial resolution and accuracy at 40 Hz. The

in vivo experiments at 40 Hz suggest that shear waves of suffi-

cient amplitude to penetrate the whole brain can be generated

and provide good contrast between gray and white matter. How-

ever, measurements at 57 Hz are less reliable in the deeper tis-

sue.

Conclusion
In this study, we measured the vibration amplitude of the patient

table during GV-MRE scanning as a function of VIG frequency

and obtained clear in vivo elastograms using the specific me-

chanical resonance frequencies of the patient table. The results

suggest that GV-MRE will enable quantitative measurements for

charged particle radiation therapy assessment.

Fig. 3 Wave images and elastograms of the heterogeneous gel phantom. (φ: diameter )

Fig. 4 Wave images and elastograms of in vivo human brain.
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Table 1 Average storage-modulus of the heterogeneous phantom in each

cylinder (Unit: kPa, φ: diameter, n/m: not measured)

φ10 φ15 φ20 φ30 φ40 background

40 Hz n/m 5.8±0.4 3.5±0.5 5.3±1.0 4.1±0.4 3.5±0.5

57 Hz n/m 5.0±0.3 3.9±0.3 5.7±1.0 5.6±0.6 3.9±0.3

Table 2 Average storage-modulus of in-vivo human brain in gray matter

(GM) and white matter (WM) regions (Unit: kPa)

GM WM

40 Hz 1.2±0.7 1.7±0.7

57 Hz 1.7±0.8 1.8±1.2
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Particle therapy using carbon beams is a desirable cancer ther-

apy due to the high dose localization and the high biological ef-

fect around the Bragg peak. We have developed a 3D scanning

irradiation system to enhance these advantages. The scanning ir-

radiation method has many good features; for example, it elimi-

nates the need for compensating filters and collimators, and it is

suitable for adaptive therapy. On the other hand, it has disadvan-

tages such as a long irradiation time and the difficulties associ-

ated with moving target irradiation. At the New Particle Therapy

Research Facilities in NIRS (Fig.1), we have developed a fast 3D

scanning system to solve these conventional problems [1].

Fig.1 shows a schematic view of the new facility and the exist-

ing HIMAC facility. There are three treatment rooms in the new fa-

cility. Two of them are equipped with fixed beam delivery systems

in both the horizontal and vertical directions (Rooms E & F), and

the other, now under construction, will be equipped with a rotating

gantry (Room G). The heavy ion beam is provided from the HI-

MAC upper synchrotron. Table 1 shows the major parameters of

the scanning beam delivery system. The maximum ion energy is

designed to be 12C, 430 MeV/n in order to obtain the residual

range of 30 cm.

The most important feature of the NIRS scanning system is its

speed; this shortens the irradiation time for patients and realizes

the rescanning irradiation for the moving target within a reason-

able time. We have achieved speeds 100 times faster than in past

systems by improvements of the scanning system, the treatment

planning system and the synchrotron operation. The horizontal

scanning speed reaches 100 mm/ms. We have gotten a large in-

crease in speed of not only the scanning power supply, but also

the control and beam monitoring systems.

The clinical trial for therapeutic irradiation of patients was

started on May 17, 2011 at Room E and finished on November 20.

The number of the patients treated in the new facility was 11 and

their targets were in pelvic and head regions. The irradiation area

in the target was confirmed for each patient by observation of

autoactivation using PET. Fig.2 shows an example fusion image of

the treatment plan and the PET-CT image.

In the clinical operation of FY 2011, the beam range was con-

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the new facility (New Particle Therapy Research

Facilities) and the existing HIMAC facility. When completed there

will be three treatment rooms (E-G) in the new facility.
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Table 1 Major parameters of beam delivery system.

Ion species Carbon

Irradiation method Scanning

Max. beam energy 430 MeV/n

Beam intensity 1 x 107－1 x 109 pps

Max. irradiation area 220 mm x 220 mm

Scanning speed 100 mm/ms (horizontal)
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trolled by inserting PMMA plates with given thicknesses. This

technique provides the desired range shift within a few hundred

milliseconds. However, the range shifter plates increase the num-

bers of secondary fragments and multiple scattering, which can

degrade the RBE and depth dose profile. It is preferable to

change the beam energy directly from the synchrotron; however

beam energies of more than 200 steps are necessary without

range shifter, which leads to long adjustment and commissioning

periods. We proposed a hybrid depth scanning method, where

coarse tuning of the range (11 steps) is provided by the energy

change of the synchrotron, while the fine tuning is provided by

thin range shifter plates (Fig.3) [2]. The dose conformity was im-

proved considerably with hybrid depth scanning after a short

commissioning period.

The carbon radiotherapy was restarted on September 11, 2012

in Rooms E and F using the hybrid depth scanning method.

Through the end of FY 2012, the number of patient is 121 for the

half year period. The average irradiation time has been 1.2 min

with the PTV volume of 180 cc. The longest irradiation time has

been 3.5 min with the maximum target volume of 1500 cc. The

dose conformity has been improved and the irradiation time is

comparable with that of the broad beam irradiation methods.

Fig.2 Cross-sectional view of the dose distribution in the treatment plan

and the PET-CT image of the autoactivation. The green line shows

the 50% contour line.

Fig.3 Comparison between the range shifter scanning and the hybrid depth scanning methods.
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We set a goal of treating 1,000 patients per year for the design

of the New Particle Therapy Research Facilities in NIRS; this is the

target number for other recent carbon ion radiotherapy facilities.

The following conditions are assumed and a simple calculation

shows that the goal is met:

(1) Treatment time of 6 hours/day and treatment period of 170

days/year;

(2) Average fraction number of 12;

(3) Average treatment room occupation time of 15 min; and

(4) Treatment room number of 3.

The treatment room occupation time in assumption (3) is a key

point for the goal realization. While the irradiation time is less than

5 min with the passive and scanning beam delivery system, most

of the room occupation time is spent for the patient setup and po-

sitioning using the imaging system. These techniques for patients

are called the patient handling system (PTH) and we have devel-

oped and tested hardware and software applications for them.

The PTH covers a wide range of functions including X-ray/CT

imaging, geometrical/position accuracy including motion man-

agement (immobilization, robotic arm treatment bed), layout of the

treatment room, workflow in the treatment room, software, and oth-

ers [1]. Fig.1 shows a block diagram of the complete treatment sys-

tem for scanning irradiation. The patient information is transferred

from the Hospital Information System (HIS) through the Treatment

Management System (TMS) to three subsystems; Scanning Irra-

diation System (S-IR), Treatment Planning System (TPS) and PTH.

The treatment data such as plans and records are stored in

DICOM-RT PACS and accessed by each subsystem.

Fig.2 shows the treatment floor in the new facility. It has three

treatment rooms (Rooms E, F & G) including one gantry room.

Fig.3 shows treatment Room E. This room has the SCARA-type

(selective compliance assembly robot arm-type) robotic arm with

a treatment table. Linear movements of 2400 mm, 600 mm, and±
300 mm are possible in the longitudinal, vertical, and lateral direc-

tions, respectively. Rotational movements are -15°to 195°for ro-

tation (isocentric),± 20°for roll, and± 5°for pitch. Absolute and

relative position accuracies are within the range of spheres of 0.5

mm and 0.3 mm diameter, respectively.

The PTH includes orthogonal (vertical and horizontal directions)

X-ray imaging systems with flat panel detectors (FPDs) for patient

position verification. All FPDs are installed within the port cover,

and the vertical X-ray tube is set under the floor. The horizontal X-

ray tube is moved down when it is used. For respiratory gated

treatment, the DFPDs are installed on the right and left sides of the

vertical irradiation port, and the respective X-ray tubes are in-

stalled under the floor. The tumor position during the irradiation

will be observed continuously using two oblique X-ray fluoro-

scopic units.

The PTH also includes several custom software applications to

Fig.1 Block diagram of the treatment system for scanning irradiation.
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facilitate treatment workflow. Fig.4 shows the graphical user inter-

face of the patient position verification application, which has

functions of landmark-based manual registration and GPU-based

2D/3D auto-registration. For the patient position verification, DRR

(Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph) images are provided from

planning CT images [2] and compared with the FPD images by the

2D/3D auto registration software. The result of the registration is

transmitted to the robotic arm and the patient position is adjusted

semi-automatically.

On May 17, 2011, the clinical trial was started for 11 patients

with tumors of the head and neck (5 patients), prostate (3 pa-

tients), and pelvis (3 patients). The treatment room occupation

time averaged over all patients was 20 min. Of the total, 3 min

were for preparation of the patient (including immobilization), 12

min for patient positioning, 2 min for irradiation (including prepara-

tion) and 3 min for exit. Residual errors in translation and rotation

averaged over all patients were 0.4 mm/0.2°at the end of the clini-

cal trial [3]. In the clinical operation in FY 2012, the treatment room

occupation time dropped to 13 min on average. The patient posi-

tioning time was lowered to 7 min, while other times were almost

the same. We believe that PTH is important to improve the effi-

ciency and precision of the treatment and reach the goal of the

treatment room occupation time.

Fig.2 Layout of the treatment floor on the second basement level of the

New Particle Therapy Research Facilities.

Fig.4 User interface of the patient position verification application.

Fig.3 Treatment Room E with two fixed beam ports and SCARA-type ro-

botic arm.
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In order to elucidate effects of local radiotherapy on the charac-

teristics of metastatic tumors, it is fundamental to understand the

nature of motility in irradiated tumor cells; this will, in turn, facilitate

the development of effective strategies to counter tumor cell motil-

ity, for use in combination with radiotherapy. It is known that tumor

cells invade by two modes of motility－mesenchymal and amoe-

boid. Tumor cells with the mesenchymal mode of motility are

known to use proteolytic enzymes, such as matrix metalloprotein-

ases (MMPs) and serine proteases (SerPs), to create a path to

move through the ECM. In contrast, cells with the amoeboid mode

of motility, which are rounded, exhibit a protease-independent

mechanism of invasion; this mechanism is based on actomyosin

contractility and is dependent on Rho/ROCK signaling. Evidence

shows that cells can shift between these two modes of motility de-

pending on the environmental conditions; this may limit the effec-

tiveness of single therapeutic agents, such as MMP inhibitors

(MMPIs), which are directed at inhibiting a single mode of tumor

cell motility. Under these circumstances, understanding cancer

cell motility is critical for the effective use of inhibitors.

Both in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that photon irradia-

tion enhances the metastatic potential of tumor cells. On the other

hand, C-ion irradiation is known to diminish the invasive potential

of several cancer cell lines. We also found from in vitro studies

that X-ray irradiation enhanced the invasiveness of pancreatic

cancer cell lines, MIAPaCa-2 and PANC-1, whereas C-ion irradia-

tion effectively suppressed the invasive potential of MIAPaCa-2,

BxPC-3, and AsPC-1 cells; however, we observed that C-ion irra-

diation enhanced invasion in PANC-1 cells [1,2]. To the best of our

knowledge, no study has been conducted to examine the inva-

siveness of cells with mesenchymal and amoeboid modes of mo-

tility after exposure to radiation. To clarify the mechanisms of dif-

ferent invasiveness of such irradiated pancreatic cancer cell lines,

we used MIAPaCa-2 and PANC-1 cells to investigate the effects of

irradiation on invasiveness focusing on the modes of motility.

We found that X-ray-induced MIAPaCa-2 invasion was associ-

ated with induction of MMP-2 expression and its activity, and in-

ducing the amoeboid-mesenchymal transition to some extent [1].

MIAPaCa-2 cells are morphologically heterogeneous, including

both mesenchymal and amoeboid modes (Fig.1). In accordance

with this, we demonstrated that the combination of MMPI and

ROCK inhibitor (ROCKI), which blocks both mesenchymal and

amoeboid movements, was needed to suppress MIAPaCa-2 inva-

siveness, whereas the single use of MMPI only slightly reduced

the invasiveness, and in the case of ROCKI, it even enhanced the

invasion (Fig.2). C-ion irradiation, on the other hand, suppressed

the expression and activation of MMP-2, which resulted in re-

duced invasion [2]. The effect of C-ion irradiation on the amoeboid

type of invasion was unknown and further research is needed.

PANC-1 cells have no rounded cells, which suggested that

PANC-1 invasiveness is dependent on proteolysis. Indeed, MMP-

2 was significant for X-ray-induced PANC-1 invasion [1]. However,

in contrast to MIAPaCa-2, C-ion enhanced PANC-1 invasion via

the activation of SerP, such as plasmin, and uPA [2]. Inhibition of the

Fig.1 MIAPaCa-2 cells with typical mesenchymal-type and amoeboid-

type morphology were shown [1].
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functioning protease, SerP, however, failed to reduce C-ion-

enhanced PANC-1 invasion because C-ion-irradiated PANC-1

cells exhibited the ability to undergo the mesenchymal-amoeboid

transition (Fig.3). To block both mesenchymal and amoeboid inva-

sions of C-ion-irradiated PANC-1 cells, we treated PANC-1 cells

with SerP inhitbitor (SerPI) plus a ROCKI; this resulted in effective

reduction of C-ion-irradiated PANC-1 invasion (Fig.4).

Over all, we found that irradiation alters the invasive potential of

MIAPaCa-2 and PANC-1 via altering functioning protease expres-

sion and its activities, and it also affects mesenchymal and amoe-

boid mode transition. Since the ability of transition between these

two modes of motility could allow the cells to invade adjacent tis-

sues via either protease-dependent or protease-independent

mechanisms depending on the environmental conditions, block-

ing of both mesenchymal and amoeboid motilities is necessary for

such cell types. We note that PANC-1 invasion was only enhanced

after the C-ion irradiation among four pancreatic cancer cell lines;

this is the first report that C-ion irradiation enhanced the invasive

potential of a tumor cell line in vitro. It is still unclear how C-ion ir-

radiation generates such cell-specific effects, and further investi-

gations, such as research on the genetic background of target tu-

mors, will be required.

Fig.2 The effects of MMPI and ROCKI on the invasiveness of MIAPaCa-2 cells. Invasion assay

was performed with addition of ROCKI or ROCKI plus MMPI. Data represent the mean±SD

of samples (n = 6). ＊P < 0.05 vs. control [1].

Fig.3 The effects of SerPI on the mode of motility of C-ion-irradiated PANC

-1 invasion. Morphology of invaded PANC-1 cells with SerPI is

shown. Bar = 200 μm [2].

Fig.4 The effects of SerPI plus ROCKI on the invasiveness of C-ion-

irradiated PANC-1. Invasion assay was performed with addition of

ROCKI, or ROCKI plus SerPI. Data represent the mean±SD of sam-

ples (n = 6). ＊P < 0.05 vs. control [2].
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Summary
We investigated whether inherent factors produced variance in

mouse lung morbidity in response to C-ions. Three strains of fe-

male mice (C3H/He Slc, C57BL/6J Jms Slc, and A/J Jms Slc)

were locally irradiated in the thorax with either C-ion beams (290

MeV/n, in 6 cm spread-out Bragg peak) or with 137Cs γ-rays as a

reference beam. The survival data in mice showed a between-

strain variance after C-ion irradiation with 10 Gy. The median sur-

vival time of C3H/He was significantly shortened after C-ion irra-

diation at a higher dose of 12.5 Gy. Histologic examination of the

lung revealed early-phase hemorrhagic pneumonitis in C3H/He

and late-phase focal fibrotic lesions in C57BL/6J after C-ion irra-

diation with 10 Gy. Pleural effusion was observed in C57BL/6J and

A/J mice at 168 days after C-ion irradiation with 10 Gy. We identi-

fied candidate genes, Gdf15 and Has1, which were differentially

expressed between C-ion and γ-ray irradiation with strain-

dependent changes. Immunohistochemical staining showed that

the number of CD44-positive cells and Mac3-positive cells varied

significantly among the three mouse strains during the early

phase. These data demonstrated a strain-dependent differential

response in mice to C-ion thoracic irradiation. Our findings also

provided candidate molecules that could be implicated in the

between-strain variance to early hemorrhagic pneumonitis after C

-ion irradiation.

Introduction
Carbon ion therapy has gained increasing attention in the last

decade because it spares normal tissue and gives improved tu-

mor control. One important target cancer for C-ion radiation ther-

apy is lung cancer, which has been the leading cause of cancer-

related death in Japan [1]. Dose escalation using C-ions is a prom-

ising approach especially for locally advanced non-small cell

lung cancer. Despite recent technological advancements in C-ion

irradiation, occasional cases of radiation pneumonitis occur [2].

The ability to identify which patients are at risk of C-ion-induced

lung injury would allow for safer and more efficient therapy with

patient-specific regimens. The presence of individual or strain dif-

ferences in lung radiosensitivity to low-LET irradiation has been

well established. Although the diversity in sensitivity of individual

tumor cells to C-ions is known to be smaller than for photon irra-

diation, little is known about the inherent factor(s) involved in ra-

diosensitivity to high-LET C-ions in normal lung tissue. Thus, in

this study, we performed whole-lung C-ion irradiation using three

different strains of mice to examine whether strain-dependent dif-

ferences in radiation effects occur in C-ion thoracic irradiation.

Mice survival study and histologic examination after
C-ion irradiation

A difference in mouse strains was demonstrated in the survival

assay after 10 Gy of thoracic C-ion irradiation within a period of

180 days; almost all C57BL/6J mice had died by 6 months, while

most of the C3H/He mice were still alive at 6 months. Survival

curves after γ-irradiation showed a different manner of between-

strain variance after 15 Gy and 20 Gy. The median survival time of

C3H/He mice after γ-irradiation was significantly shortened as the

dose was increased from 10 Gy to 15 Gy and 20 Gy. Similarly, the

median survival time of C3H/He mice after C-ion irradiation was

significantly shortened as the dose was increased from 10 Gy to

12.5 Gy.

All strains showed intra-alveolar hemorrhage at 56 days and 84

days after C-ion irradiation, which is defined as the presence of

red blood cells in the alveolar space (Fig. 1). C3H/He mice

showed (++) hemorrhage at 56 days after irradiation in 2 of 10

mice without evidence of ruptured vessel walls (Fig. 1b). This

hemorrhage in C3H/He was gradually resolved by 84 days (Fig. 1

c), and 10 Gy of C-ion irradiation did not lead to lethality. In con-

trast, C57BL/6J mice showed only slight microscopic hemorrhage

(Figs. 1e and f). At 168 days after irradiation, intraalveolar hemor-

rhage was not seen in any of the strains. The data of C3H/He mice

showing diffuse hemorrhagic alveolitis at 2-3 months after C-ion ir-

radiation with 10 Gy may have led to the waves of death in the C3
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H/He mice at the higher dose of 12.5 Gy. On the other hand, C57

BL/6J and A/J mice developed pleural effusion with focally fibrotic

lesions at 6 months. Thus, our study reveals that strain-related dif-

ferences in lung morbidity are also evident with high-LET C-ion ir-

radiation.

Identification of C-ion irradiation-responsive genes
with strain differences in expression

We performed gene expression analysis using right lung lobes

taken after C-ion or γ-irradiation with a dose of 10 Gy to select

genes potentially associated with strain differences in response to

C-ion irradiation. Microarray analysis identified differential expres-

sion changes in growth differentiation factor 15 (Gdf15) and

hyaluronan synthase 1 (Has1) . In quantitative RT-PCR, we ob-

served elevated Gdf15 and Has1 expression at 6 hours after C-

ion irradiation in all strains (Figs. 2a and b), which remained ele-

vated for 12 weeks in C3H/He and C57BL/6J mice (Figs. 2c and

d), although expression amounts of both genes were clearly

higher in C57BL/6J than in C3H/He.

Gdf15 is a murine ortholog of human macrophage inhibitory

cytokine-1, which regulates inflammation after injury as well as

acts as an autocrine inhibitor of macrophage activation. Hyaluro-

nic acid (HA) is a component of the extracellular-matrix. Has1 is

one of the 3 HA synthase isoforms (Has1, Has2, and Has3) that

are expressed at a higher level in growing cells than in resting

cells. Our data indicate that the expression level of particular early

-responsive genes is related to those cytokines or extracellular-

matrix components and support the notion that these molecules

may be involved in the mechanism that causes early hemorrhagic

pneumonitis.

Immunohistochemical analysis of HA, CD44, and Mac3
expression

The number of CD44-positive cells, a surrogate marker for HA

accumulation, showed differences between strains from 14 days

to 84 days after C-ion irradiation. Similarly, the number of Mac3-

positive cells, a marker for macrophage infiltration in irradiated

lung, showed interstrain variance from 14 days to 56 days after C-

ion irradiation. Because most CD44-positive cells corresponded

to alveolar macrophages based on hematoxylin-eosin staining

(data not shown), the fraction of CD44-positive macrophages was

expressed as the ratio of CD44/Mac3 positive cells for descriptive

purposes. This analysis clearly demonstrated the strain differ-

ences from 14 days to 84 days. These findings imply that the ele-

vated expression of CD44 on macrophages, seen in C3H/He

mice, accelerates the clearance of degraded HA from the

extracellular-matrix. This promotes the migration of macrophages

into the alveolar space or into the interstitium during the early

phase, which may consequently evoke pneumonitis with intra-

alveolar hemorrhage.

In planning radiation therapy for lung cancer, it is critically im-

portant to be able to predict whether an adverse effect such as ra-

diation pneumonitis is likely to develop for a particular patient. Be-

cause both bronchoscopy and bronchoalveolar lavage are com-

mon procedures in therapy as well as diagnosis for illness, then

measurement of the number of CD44-positive and Mac3-positive

cells in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid before and during radiation

therapy will be useful to minimize the adverse effects of early-

phase pneumonitis.

Fig.1 Representative findings of hematoxylin and eosin-stained sections

(X20 objective) after carbon ion irradiation with 10 Gy (n = 10). The

number of mice for each criteria (per 10 mice)：(-)＝no hemor-

rhage; (+) = hemorrhage observed microscopically (X40 objective);

(++) = hemorrhage observed microscopically (X10 objective) [3].

Fig.2 Quantification of mRNA expression levels for Gdf15 (a) and Has1

(b) 6 h after carbon ion or γ-ray irradiation with 10 Gy. Trend in ex-

pression levels up to 32 weeks for Gdf15 (c) and Has1 (d). Relative

values are plotted in comparison with the corresponding preirradi-

ated samples, and data are expressed as ratios (n = 3; ＊＊P < 0.05,

Student t test) [3].
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The approval of “advanced medicine” at NIRS in 2003 has

awakened an interest in carbon-ion radiotherapy all over Japan.

In order to promote carbon-ion radiotherapy, development efforts

for new downsizing technologies, personnel training systems,

guidelines for treatment procedures, methods of radiological pro-

tection for medical workers and related persons, and so on have

been carried out by the Japanese government and collaborating

organizations. The most important project was the construction of

the Gunma University Heavy Ion Medical Center (GHMC), and

GHMC was launched in 2010. As a result, constructions of the 4th

facility in Saga and the 5th facility in Kanagawa were promoted

and started. The SAGA Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Tosu

(SAGA-HIMAT) will start operation in 2013. Construction of the ion-

beam Radiation Oncology Center in Kanagawa (i-ROCK) at Kana-

gawa Cancer Center also started in 2011. Table 1 lists heavy ion

radiotherapy facilities worldwide. Presently, there are six facilities

in operation and seven are under construction. Five of the thirteen

are located in Japan. The oldest (Bevalac) and third oldest

(UNILAC+SIS) facilities are no longer in operation.

On the other hand, many issues for study have been increas-

ingly recognized, i.e. continuing efforts for cost reduction, devel-

opment of systematic patient selection procedures, development

of specialists in related industrial fields, and so on. It is necessary

Fig.1 NIRS’s roadmap for carbon-ion radiotherapy promotion in 2011-2015.
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to improve the framework of knowledge and technology transfer,

to increase efforts in human resources development, to achieve

worldwide standardization, and to cooperate on new research

and development. A new roadmap for the next step of promotion

by NIRS has been determined and is shown in Fig.1.

In the present cooperation framework between NIRS and a

partner, NIRS desires to give necessary support in construction

procedures as summarized in Fig.2. In the planning phase, the

partner is able to obtain the necessary clinical knowledge or tech-

nical recommendations. NIRS dispatches specialists to author-

ized committees for the partner. The necessary technical guid-

ance or technology transfer will be arranged during the construc-

tion phase. For operation planning, the partner is also able to

share clinical data such as protocols and clinical results. Recent

hospital-specified facilities have set a goal of treating 800-1000

patients per year. Of course, it is not possible for only NIRS to

solve all problems and to realize the goal. Cooperation among re-

lated public and private organizations in many fields is very im-

portant. International activities and collaborations are also re-

quired. It is expected that the role of cooperation frameworks be-

tween NIRS and such organizations will become more efficient.

Fig.2 A typical cooperation procedure between NIRS and a partner

Table 1 Heavy ion radiotherapy facilities worldwide.

Institution
Facility
acronym

Location
(Country)

Start,
close
year

Total
pati-ents

Number of treatment rooms
and irradiation ports

Irradi-
ation
methods

Energy (MeV
/u)/ Intensity

Ion
species

R H V Other

LBL Bevalac
Berkeley
(USA)

1975
1992

433 1 1 0 0 ST, W
670(Ne)
1E10ppp

Ne, Si, etc

NIRS HIMAC
Chiba
(Japan)

1994
-

6846
Jul.’12

6* 4 4
1*

rotate
W, LS, RS

430/
2E9pps

C

GSI UNILAC+SIS
Darmstadt
(Germany)

1997
2009

440 1 1 0 0 RS
430/
4E10ppp

C

Hyogo ion
beam medical center

HIBMC
Hyogo
(Japan)

2002-
1393
Mar’12

3+ 2 1
1

45deg
W

320/
2E9pps

C, p

IMP HIRFL-CSR
Lanzhou
(China)

2009
-

159
Oct’11

2 2 0 0 W, LS
235/
5E8ppp

C

Univ. Heidelberg HIT
Heidelberg
(Germany)

2009
-

900
May‘12

3 2 0
1

rotate
RS

430/
1E9ppp

C, p

Gunma Univ. GHMC
Gunma
(Japan)

2010
-

424
Dec‘12

4* 2 3* 0 W, LS
400/
1.2E9pps

C

Fondazione CNAO CNAO
Pavia
(Italy)

2012
-

- 3 3 1 0 RS
400/
4.5E8ppp

C, p

Kyushu International
heavy-Ion Treatment Center

SAGA-HIMAT
Saga
(Japan)

2013
(plan)

- 3* 3* 2*
1

45deg
W, LS, RS

400/
1.2E9pps

C

Fudan Univ.
Shanghai Cancer Center

SPHITH
Shanghai
(Chiba)

2013
(plan)

- 3 1 2 1 RS
430/
3E8pps

C, p

EBG MedAustron Ltd. Med-Austron
Wiener Neus-
tadt (Austria)

2014
(plan)

- 3* 2* 1 0 RS
400/
1E9pps

C, p, O

Gansu Tumor
Hospital

HITFiL
Lanzhou
(China)

2014
(plan)

- 4 2 2
1

45deg
W, SS

400/
4E8pps

C

Wuwei Tumor
Hospital

HITFiW
Wuwei
(China)

2014
(plan)

- 4 2 2
1

45deg
W, SS

400/
4E8pps

C

Kanagawa
Cancer Center

i-ROCK
Kanagawa
(Japan)

2015
(plan)

- 4 4 2 0 W, LS, RS
430/
1.2E9pps

C

KIRAMS KHIMA
Busan
(Korea)

2015
(plan)

- C

Treatment rooms: * includes those under construction and used in research, + excludes proton treatment rooms
Irradiation method: ST (scatterer); W (wobbler); LS (layer stacking); RS (raster scanning); SS (spot scanning)
Unit of intensity: ppp (particles per pulse); pps (particles per second)
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Since 1994 the Heavy-Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HI-

MAC) at NIRS has been opened to use by researchers worldwide

in the field of ion-beam sciences other than carbon-beam radio-

therapy. There are four experimental halls (Physics, Biology, Sec-

ondary beam and Medium-energy caves) as well as three treat-

ment rooms. During the daytime from Tuesday through Friday, HI-

MAC is operated for patient treatments. At night and on weekends

the four halls can be used for various experiments with ion beams.

The latter framework is specified as “The Research Project with

Heavy Ions at NIRS-HIMAC”. Table 1 shows typical beam charac-

teristics which are available at the Physics cave.

NIRS accepts proposal submissions for the Research Project

twice a year (basically in June and November). Information about

the call for proposals can be seen on the NIRS website [1]. The Pro-

gram Advisory Committee (PAC) for the Research Project reviews

submitted proposals from the viewpoint of scientific merits and

feasibilities. The Machine Time Committee allocates beam time in

accordance with the review of PAC, considering requests from

proposers. The Program Coordinator Group supports researchers

especially from external institutions. The researchers, whose pro-

posals employing HIMAC are accepted, are asked to make a re-

port including a list of publications and to make a presentation at

annual meeting after the end of the fiscal year (FY).

Fig.1 shows numbers of accepted proposals as a function of

fiscal year. In FY 2011, 133 proposals from medicine, biology and

physics etc. were accepted and total beam time of 5070 hours

was supplied. Fig.2 shows contents of accepted proposals: phys-

ics pie chart (a) includes medical physics, accelerator, atom & nu-

clear physics, chemistry and space sciences; and biology pie

chart (b) includes fundamental studies for cancer treatment, re-

sponse of normal tissue, cell biology and molecular biology. More

than 700 researchers, including 120 foreigners, were registered

as participants from external institutions. Fig.3 shows numbers of

scientific reports such as original papers, proceedings, theses

and oral presentations. For more detail, the annual report [2] of the

Research Project (partly in English) is available from the Program

Coordinator (book or CD-ROM) and at the NIRS website (PDF

file). It includes submitted reports and publication lists.

Research and Development for the International Promotion of Carbon Ion Radiotherapy
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Table 1 Typical beam characteristics available at HIMAC

Ion Energy(MeV/u)
Intensity
pps(partides/second)

He 100 180 230 － － － － － <1.2×1010

C 100 180 230 290 350 400 430 － <1.8×109

N 100 180 230 290 350 400 430 － <1.5×109

O 100 180 230 290 350 400 430 － <1.1×109

Ne 100 180 230 290 350 400 600 － <7.8×108

Si 100 180 230 290 350 400 600 800 <4.0×108

Ar － － － 290 － 400 650 － <2.4×108

Fe － － － － － 400 500 － <2.5×108
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Fig.1 Numbers of accepted proposals as a function of fiscal years

Fig.2 Contents of accepted proposals in physics (a) and biology (b) in FY

2011

Fig.3 Number of scientific reports as a function of fiscal year
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The Molecular Imaging Center (MIC) is the youngest research

center at NIRS, established in 2006 for research and development

on clinical applications of radiation, especially in the field of nu-

clear medicine, including positron emission tomography (PET),

single photon emission tomography (SPECT) and internal radia-

tion therapy. Research on these is based on collaboration among

diverse areas as follows:

(1) Drug design for target-selective delivery (molecular probe),

labeling of the molecular probe with suitable radionuclide for

diagnosis/therapy, and radionuclide production.

(2) Development of three-dimensional gamma-ray measurement

systems such as PET and SPECT, including hardware and

software.

(3) Clinical application for diagnosis/therapy of tumors, psychiat-

ric and neurodegenerative disorders, and so on.

The MIC has four research groups: the Molecular Probe Pro-

gram, the Biophysics Program, the Diagnostic Imaging Program,

and the Molecular Neuroimaging Program.

The MIC also promotes research on magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI), X-ray-CT imaging, and optical imaging; these radiologi-

cal imaging techniques are an integral part of diagnostic imaging

in nuclear medicine. The development of PET-CT has realized fu-

sion images of anatomy and functionality that have resulted in a

synergic progress in diagnostic imaging. Recently, PET-MR has

become commercially available, and it will surely bring unex-

pected advances in the clinical field.

Molecular Probe Program
1) Radiolabeling technique

We developed a method for preparing 2-[11C]methoxypyridine

using [11C]methyl triflate as a radiolabeling agent. Using this

method, we synthesized a novel PET probe with a reliable and

high radiochemical yield and it is expected to be put to routine

clinical use. We carried out a joint research project with a pharma-

ceutical company to develop PET probes for brain neurotransmit-

ters and found a promising candidate which was synthesized us-

ing [11C]cyanide as a labeling agent.

A convenient route was determined for producing [11C]formal-

dehyde with a reproducible radiochemical yield and sufficient

amount of radioactivity for labeling. Using [11C]formaldehyde, we

developed a novel technique for radiosynthesis of [11C]oligopep-

tide. On the other hand, a labeling method directly using cyclotron

-produced [18F]KF aqueous solution was established for synthe-

sizing new [18F]peptide PET probes for tumor imaging.

Fig.1 PET study of [11C]ITMM for human brain

Molecular Imaging Research for Functional Diagnosis
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2) Development of novel PET probes

We designed and labeled novel analogs of hippuric acid for

PET imaging of organic anion transporters. After labeling the ana-

logs by [11C]acylation or [11C]methylation, the radioactive products

were successfully obtained. Preliminary evaluation showed that

one candidate product had promising properties as an in vivo

PET probe and was worth further evaluation. This probe had po-

tentials for measuring the functional activity of organic anion

transporters in brain and multi-drug resistance protein 4 in heart.

In addition, we demonstrated that an [11C]amino acid agent [11C]

AIB is useful for imaging the function of the blood-brain-barrier in

inflammatory and glioma animal models.

Using PET with [18F]FEDAC, a radioligand for translocator pro-

tein (18 KDa), we successfully visualized lung inflammation and

non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. On the other hand, dozens of

PET candidates for metabotropic glutamate 1 receptor were de-

signed and screened. Three promising probes showing high spe-

cific binding in brain were selected for an in vivo imaging study in

primate brain and its periphery. Of these PET probes, [11C]ITMM is

undergoing clinical study for the imaging and quantitative analy-

sis of metabotropic glutamate 1 receptor in human brain(Fig.1).

3) Production of SPECT, non-standard PET and alpha-emitting ra-

dionuclides

A basic study for the production method of 99mTc, an important

radionuclide in nuclear medicine, by proton-induced nuclear re-

actions was carried out. Several 99mTc-labeled radiopharmaceuti-

cals were synthesized and analyzed successfully.

A system producing 89Zr was developed and the efficient pro-

duction procedures including extraction from the cyclotron target

and purification were determined. Sufficient radioactivity of 89Zr

was produced for radiolabeling and an evaluation study on ani-

mals was made. In addition to the positron-emitting isotopes, we

furthermore developed a remotely controlled system for produc-

ing 211At as a useful short-lived alpha-emitting isotope for medical

applications.

4) Production of useful PET probes for clinical application

For the past two years, we have improved and optimized the

procedures of operation and quality control, and achieved stan-

dardization of many PET probes which are routinely produced in

NIRS for human use. In addition, we prepared many kinds of

documents for validation of the regular production and quality

control methods for safe administration into human subjects, and

for evaluation of the toxicity and radiation dosimetry of PET probe

for clinical applications. Three new PET probes were approved by

the IRB for clinical research in last fiscal year.

5) Contribution to quality control of clinical PET within Japan

We performed quantitative analysis and provides certificates for

chemical impurities in [18F]FDG and other radiopharmaceutical

preparations which were produced in other PET facilities in Japan.

Biophysics Program
The Biophysics Program aims at development of next genera-

tion PET technologies and of methods for quantitative analyses of

in vivo imaging. PET plays important roles in clinical diagnosis

and molecular imaging research, but there are several potential

points for which big improvements could be made including reso-

lution, sensitivity and cost. Quantitative analyses of PET data are

also important to measure physiological functions.

1) Next generation PET technologies

The Imaging Physics Team carries out basic studies on instru-

mentation, image reconstruction (Fig.2) and data corrections to

improve image quality and quantity in nuclear medicine. A depth-

of-interaction (DOI) detector will be a key device to get any signifi-

cant improvement in sensitivity while maintaining high spatial

Fig.2 Development of next generation PET technologies
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resolution. DOI measurement also has a potential to expand appli-

cation of PET to new fields because it allows for more flexible de-

tector arrangement. As an example, we are developing the

world’s first, open-type PET geometry OpenPET, which is ex-

pected to lead to PET imaging during treatment. We have devel-

oped a small prototype to show a proof-of-concept of OpenPET

imaging. The DOI detector itself continues to evolve with the help

of recently developed semiconductor photodetectors, often re-

ferred to as silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). We are developing a

SiPM-based DOI detector named X’tal cube to achieve sub-mm

spatial resolution, which is reaching the theoretical limitation of

PET imaging. We have developed a prototype for 1mm isotropic

detector resolution, which equals the world record.

2) Quantitative analyses of in vivo imaging

The Imaging Physiology Team develops methods for quantita-

tive analyses of in vivo imaging obtained from PET imaging, MRI,

and optical imaging. In PET receptor imaging, a new graphic plot

analysis was evaluated for a reliable quantification of binding po-

tential, and it was shown that this could provide unbiased binding

potentials. In MR diffusion-tensor imaging, an oscillating-gradient

spin-echo sequence to diffusion-tensor imaging was applied to in

vivo rat brain, and pixel-wise linear fits to the mean diffusivity

found elevated changes across the cerebellum. Using laser-

Doppler flowmetry, we found that the increase in red blood cell ve-

locity during sensory stimulation was much larger than that of con-

centration in awake mice, supporting the PET measurement of

CBF and CBV during neural activation in humans. An analytical

method to quantitatively measure vessel diameters and flow dy-

namics was developed for fluorescent confocal microscopic im-

aging, and this method revealed that cortical surface vascular

tone and parenchymal blood flow were coordinated in rat brain. In

two-photon laser scanning fluorescence microscopy, the redistrib-

uted parenchymal microcirculation among the capillary networks

induced by brain activation was demonstrated with gene manipu-

lated rats in which red blood cells express green-fluorescent pro-

teins.

Diagnostic Imaging Program
1) Basic clinical research on pathophysiological imaging with mo-

lecular imaging

We have conducted clinical PET research using 18F-fluorothy-

midine, a marker of cellular proliferation, in lung cancer and ma-

lignant melanoma patients receiving carbon-ion radiotherapy and

proved its role as a prognostic indicator. As a model of carcino-

genesis, we have established a facilitated model of radiation-

induced thymic lymphoma in mice and are applying various mo-

lecular imaging methods for imaging the process of lymphoma

development. We have developed an efficient production method

of an amino acid PET probe, 11C-AIB, and proved that 11C-AIB has

a potential in differentiating cancer from inflammation (Fig.3). For

the biological characterization of cancers that are refractory to

treatment, we are focusing on tumor hypoxia, and clinical PET re-

search using a hypoxia PET probe, 18F-FAZA, is ongoing with re-

gard to its ability to predict the responsiveness to treatment and

prognosis, along with basic preclinical research for the biological

characterization of intra-tumoral areas showing high accumulation

of hypoxia PET probes.

2) Development of antibody and peptide probes for the targeted

imaging of various cancer-related molecules

In research on the imaging of cancer molecular targets, we

have developed antibody probes targeting pancreatic cancer-

related molecules and successfully carried out PET imaging of

subcutaneously and orthotopically transplanted pancreatic can-

cer in mice by using 89Zr-labeled human monoclonal antibody rec-

ognizing transferrin receptor. We have also developed a PET

probe to visualize cancer angiogenesis, a tetramer of cRGD pep-

tide labeled with 64Cu, targeting integrin αvβ3 expressed on acti-

vated endothelial cells, and proved that this probe could image

cancer angiogenesis and also could evaluate the effect of anti-

angiogenesis therapy (see Highlight for detail).

3) Development of MRI-based functional probes and nano-sized

multi-functional probes and their application in various disease

models

In research on the application of MRI-based functional probes,

we have shown that the change in cellular uptake of manganese

(Mn) after irradiation in Mn-enhanced MRI was related to radiation

-induced alteration in the cell cycle. We have also developed an

MRI probe to measure tissue redox status and applied it to

Fig.3 11C-AIB PET of a mice having subcutaneous tumor xenograft (red

arrowhead) and inflammation (white arrowhead). 11C-AIB is highly

accumulated in the tumor, while uptake in inflammatory lesion is

negligible. K: kidney, B: urinary bladder
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healthy and cancer-bearing mice for depiction of the changes in

tissue redox status according to the disease condition (see High-

light for detail). We have developed and improved a nano-sized

drug-delivery system (nano-DDS) using liposomes coated with

thermo-sensitive polymer containing anti-cancer agent, fluores-

cent dye and MRI contrast agent, and succeeded in getting effi-

cient drug release by local heating that could be imaged by MRI;

we also proved the treatment effect after combined nano-DDS, lo-

cal heating and irradiation.

Molecular Neuroimaging Program
There are three major research targets of the Molecular Neuroi-

maging Program: the development and evaluation of imaging

biomarkers of several types of dementia in the key process of

their pathophysiology; the investigation of molecular mechanisms

of the symptoms related to regional brain functions using both

clinical data and model animal experiments; and, the develop-

ment of surrogate imaging markers for evaluation of treatment of

neuropsychiatric disorders.

1) Imaging biomarker of dementia

In the field of development and evaluation of imaging biomark-

ers of several types of dementia, we have found serotonin 1A re-

ceptor change in tau transgenic mice, metabotropic glutamate re-

ceptor change in amyloid precursor protein transgenic mice, and

translocator protein (TSPO) change in mild cognitive impairment

(MCI) patients. Those neurotransmission changes in model mice

indicated that a possible target for the treatment of dementia and

the TSPO change in MCI patients might indicate a possible in-

volvement of an inflammation process even in early stage of de-

mentia. The most important result in this field is the development

of a tau imaging probe. We have successfully evaluated it in Al-

zheimer’s disease (AD) brain; the accumulation of our tau probe

was negligible in healthy control brain but significant accumula-

tion was observed in the hippocampal region of AD brain where

the accumulation of [11C]PIB was relatively low compared to other

cortical regions. Furthermore, our preliminary data suggested that

our tau probe may be capable of capturing the temporospatial

spreading of neurofibrillary tau pathologies from the transentorhi-

nal cortex to other limbic and neocortical association areas with

the progression of AD.

2) Molecular mechanism of regional brain functions

Regarding the mechanisms of human behavior, which has long

been investigated by various disciplines including philosophy,

psychology, economics, and biology, we have used functional

MRI (fMRI) to investigate regional brain function mechanisms and

PET to investigate molecular mechanisms. We provide unique

neurobiological evidence to account for individual differences of

reaction to unfairness; higher central serotonin transmission might

allow humans to behave adroitly and opportunistically, being

good at playing games while pursuing self-interest. We also eluci-

dated neural circuits for mitigating criminal sentences. Individual

differences on the inclination to mitigate, the sentence reduction

per unit of judged sympathy, correlated with activity in the right

middle insula, an area known to represent interception of visceral

states. These results could help the legal system understand how

potential jurors actually reach a decision and they could contrib-

ute to the growing body of knowledge about whether emotion and

cognition are integrated sensibly in difficult judgments. Combin-

ing both fMRI and PET, we found an interrelationship between

dopamine neurotransmission and fronto-striatal resting-state func-

tional connectivity in the basis for cognitive bias such as a “supe-

riority illusion”. To clarify the direct molecular and physiological

mechanisms of emotion and behavior, experiments with an animal

model are quite important. Using a monkey model of hypothyroid-

ism, which is associated with symptoms of low motivation charac-

terized by instrumental task performance, we found the perform-

ance of goal-directed action was affected by dopamin-ergic ma-

nipulations. PET revealed that there was a change in dopamine D

2 receptor in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex of the model mon-

key. The combination of different imaging techniques is essential

in modern neuroscience to unite cognitive neuroscience and neu-

ropsychopharmacology.

3) Surrogate imaging markers in therapy

In neuropsychopharmacology, various target molecules and the

kinetics of drugs targeting them can be visualized using PET. We

have examined dopamine receptor occupancy of antipsychotics

and serotonin transporter occupancy of antidepressants. Another

important target of antidepressants is norepinephrine transporter

(NET). We have measured NET occupancy of 75-200 mg/day of

nortriptyline and found approximately 50-70% occupancies in the

living human brain.

Fig.4 Relationship between symptom-related cognitive bias and dopa-

mine neurotransmission

Assuming an inverse relationship between D2 receptor availability

and presynaptic dopamine release, dopamine likely acts on striatal

D2 receptors to suppress functional connectivity (FC) between

striatum and ACC. This connectivity predicts individual differences

in the superiority illusion.
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Objectives
Glutamate is an excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nerv-

ous system (CNS) and plays a role in neurotransmission via acti-

vation of its receptors e.g. iontropic and metabotropic (mGlu)

types. MGlu receptors are classified into three groups including

eight subtypes according to sequence homology, coupling

mechanisms to G-protein, and pharmacological activity. Group I

of the mGlu receptors (mGlu1 and mGlu5) plays important physi-

ological roles in regulating ion channels and synaptic transmis-

sion, and in synaptic plasticity, which underlies memory and

learning. It has been reported that mGlu1 may be a drug target for

the treatment of diseases such as stroke, epilepsy, pain, cerebel-

lar ataxia, Parkinson’s disease, anxiety, and mood disorders. To

elucidate the role of mGlu1 for these diseases, many PET ligands

have been developed for mGlu1 [1]. Recently, we developed [18F]

FITM as a novel PET ligand for imaging mGlu1 in the brain. To find

a PET ligand with more favorable in vivo behavior, we designed

various candidates using [18F]FITM as a lead compound. In this

report, we summarize our published findings [2] on synthesis and

evaluation of [11C]ITMM and its [18F]fluoroalkylated derivatives as

new PET ligands for mGlu1 in the brain.

Overview
First, as shown in Fig.1A, the novel compounds ITMM and

fluoroalkylated derivatives 2 and 3 were synthesized at 5-7 steps

from 4,6-dichloropyrimidine. [11C]ITMM was prepared by reaction

of desmethyl precursor 1 with [11C]CH3I of two levels of specific

activity (37-185 GBq/μmol and 3700-7400 GBq/μmol) at 70℃ for

5 min in the presence of NaOH (Fig.1B). Two [18F]fluoroalkoxy

ligands [18F]2 and [18F]3 were synthesized by reaction of 1 with

[18F]FEtBr and [18F]FPrBr, respectively, at 90℃ or 120℃ for 10 min.

In vitro binding affinities of ITMM, 2, and 3 for mGlu1 were

measured from competition against the binding of mGlu1-

selective [18F]FITM using rat brain homogenates. Among these

ligands, ITMM showed the highest binding affinity (Ki = 12.6 nM)

for mGlu1. On the other hand, fluoropropyl 3 displayed the lowest

affinity (Ki > 5 μM). This result suggested that the bulk-increasing

group attached to the 4-position of the benzene ring may not fit

the binding site on the mGlu1 domain.

The lipophilicities (Log D) for [11C]ITMM, [18F]2, and [18F]3 were

2.57-2.80 measured by the shake flask method and their values

were found in the range normally considered favorable for PET.

In vitro autoradiography with [11C]ITMM, [18F]2, and [18F]3, as for

[11C]ITMM, the distribution pattern of radioactivity was heteroge-

neous, with the highest level in the cerebellum. Moderate radioac-

tivity was seen in the thalamus and a low level was seen in the

striatum. This result was consistent with the distribution pattern of

mGlu1 in the rat brain. Co-incubation with mGlu1-selective JNJ-

16259685 reduced radioactivity in the sections to 30% of the ra-

Fig.1 Chemical synthesis and radiosynthesis.
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dioactivity in control sections. Thus, we found that [11C]ITMM

showed high specificity for mGlu1 in vitro. In the case of [18F]2 and

[18F]3, both showed much lower radioactivity in the brain than [11C]

ITMM did. Moreover, co-incubation with JNJ-16259685 did not af-

fect radioactivity in the brain. Therefore, we selected only [11C]

ITMM for in vivo evaluation.

The in vivo uptake, kinetics, and specific binding in the rat

brains were examined using small-animal PET with [11C]ITMM of

95-140 GBq/μmol. [11C]ITMM showed high brain penetration and

accumulation of radioactivity in the brain regions as shown in Fig.

2. The highest uptake was seen in the cerebellum, followed by the

thalamus, and striatum. The lowest radioactivity was determined

in the pons. This distribution pattern of uptake reflected the distri-

bution of mGlu1 in the brain [3], which was similar to that in vitro au-

toradiograms for [11C]ITMM. Regarding the kinetics, radioactivity

in the cerebellum gradually increased after injection, peaked at 45

min, and decreased to 90% of the maximum at 90 min. Radioac-

tivity in the thalamus and striatum peaked also at 45 min and de-

clined slowly until the end of the PET scan. Pretreatment with unla-

beled ITMM or JNJ-16259685 markedly reduced the uptake com-

pared to the control.

Furthermore, PET scanning with [11C]ITMM was performed in

mGlu1 knockout mice to confirm the specificity of [11C]ITMM for

mGlu1. In the wild-type mouse, accumulation of radioactivity was

seen in the cerebellum and thalamus, which was similar to the ac-

cumulation seen in PET images of rat brains. On the other hand, in

the mGlu1-knockout mouse, only a very low radioactivity was de-

termined in the brain. The present results indicate that [11C]ITMM

is a promising PET ligand for mGlu1. Currently, [11C]ITMM as the

first useful PET ligand for mGlu1 is undergoing clinical trials in the

human brain.

Fig. 2 PET images (A-I) were generated by summing the whole scan (0-90 min). (A-C) [11C]ITMM only; (D-

F) [11C]ITMM after treatment with ITMM; (G-I) [11C]ITMM after treatment with JNJ-16259685.
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Objectives
Metallic radionuclides play a prominent role in both diagnostic

nuclear medicine and internal radiotherapy. While we, as the Ra-

diopharmaceutical Production Team, have been providing many

kinds of high quality metallic radionuclides routinely, we are also

developing novel, cost-effective, and automated production meth-

ods for these radionuclides. To accommodate both routine pro-

duction and research under the condition of limited beam time,

easy operability with less effort and time or a least-waste produc-

tion method is highly desirable.

Therefore, our research goal is not only achievement of prod-

ucts at high yield and with high quality, but also satisfying practi-

cal engineering needs; namely promoting efficiency of the pro-

duction process from preparation to final purification and estab-

lishing remote production methods with less or no radiation expo-

sure at low cost.

Overview
In the production of metallic radionuclides, using a conventional

cyclotron or an irradiation system with a horizontal beam line is a

laborious process and it takes a relatively long time to prepare the

solid target, if secured metal foils or plates are unavailable com-

mercially. One of the objectives in this research is to reduce the

number of such time-consuming processes by applying a vertical

irradiation system that produces radionuclides by using a down-

ward transported beam [1]. A target material, which is the source

for the intended radionuclide, can be held in place easily by grav-

ity with this system. This irradiation mechanism provides the great

benefit of being able to use almost any form of chemical sub-

stance as the target material. Namely, non-self-supported materi-

als, such as metal powders, granules, low melting point sub-

stances, or salts can be placed at the beam trajectory without the

need for a prior solidification process. Thus, the time for target

preparation is greatly reduced.

Remote handling of the highly radioactive material is another is-

sue to be resolved. Briefly, the irradiated target should be re-

moved remotely from the beam port, and then the target will be

transferred to a hot cell for further processing. A versatile indus-

trial robot, custom made remote-arms, or transporting cart on rails

is usually employed in conventional remote production systems.

The purification process is then carried out by the following steps:

i) disassembling the target vessel to take out the target material;

ii) dissolving the irradiated target by strong acids; iii) isolating and

purifying the intended radionuclide from other nuclides, espe-

cially those in the target material and impurities. These steps are

also carried out remotely by using a manipulator or specialized

device to reduce radiation exposure. As mentioned above, the

handling of an “immobile” solid target, which is a counterpart of

the “mobile” gaseous and liquid target, would need hand-or foot-

like external driving forces. However, such devices are large-

scale heavy systems that generally increase installation and main-

tenance costs, and occupy a sizable working place; therefore

only a few facilities are able to accommodate them.

In this research, we demonstrated a simple and cost-effective

remote production method by introducing strong acids into the

target vessel to obtain the radio-metal solution in situ [2]. The in-

tended nuclide in liquid form should be easily transferable to the

hot cell through a tube by applying appropriate pressure without

using any huge robotic devices. However, conventional materials

used for target vessels are metals, such as Al, Ti, or stainless

steel, which are less durability against acids. Therefore, we de-

signed new target vessels made of ceramics, namely alumina

(Al2O3) or silicon carbide (SiC), to demonstrate the concept of in

situ target dissolution (Fig.1). Fortunately, both ceramics have fa-

vorable properties, such as excellent chemical resistance, fair

thermal conductivity, and they are not molten in a practical tem-

perature range, which are essential requirements for the target

vessel materials.

We evaluated the feasibility of the ceramic target vessels with

the vertical irradiation system for production of zirconium-89. 89Zr

is one of the most promising positron emitters applicable to

Development and Production of PET Probes for Molecular Imaging
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immuno-PET studies due to its relatively long half life of 78 h, and

it can be produced by a relatively low beam energy from yttrium-

89 via the 89Y(p,n)89Zr nuclear reaction. Fortunately, the natural iso-

topic abundance of 89Y is 100%; this makes it favorable for studies

at modest cost, and the result can be obtained at high accuracy

with less waste. Briefly, instead of secured Y foils, 89Y powder pre-

pared in the ceramic target vessel was employed as the target

material. Under this condition, we evaluated the following items:

1) irradiation of a powder target while keeping the product yield

at a sufficient level;

2) dissolution of the irradiated target remotely in the ceramic

vessel by introducing an acid solution;

3) transfer of the radioactive solution to the hot cell through a

tube automatically; and

4) capability to repeat the production while keeping the system

integrity.

An automated apparatus for the purification of 89Zr was also de-

veloped in this study (Fig.2). This apparatus design put emphasis

on the production of highly concentrated 89Zr by including reagent

reservoirs and an ion-exchange column to purify the 89Zr effi-

ciently. All separation steps including the target-dissolving step

were carried out remotely and automatically via a PC-based con-

troller.

The integrity of the ceramic target vessel was kept while repeat-

ing the remote productions more than 10 times. The yield of 89Zr

with >99.9% radionuclide purity obtained by this method was

about 90% of the expected value calculated from a previous re-

port about the excitation function [3]. The processing time for each

production run was typically within 2.5 h. The product 89Zr of 925

MBq in 90 μL of oxalic acid, obtained by 10 μA x 2 h irradiation,

was successfully provided to immuno-PET studies. The irradiation

of the powder target gave a successful result, and it was con-

firmed some of the laborious target preparation processes could

be eliminated. Therefore, all of the objectives in this research were

fully achieved.

Conclusion
Although we used Y powder as a target material in this pilot

study, the production scheme is, in principle, applicable to other

metal targets including isotopically enriched materials. Further-

more, the recovery process from the target vessel was similar to

that of gaseous and liquid target production using the ceramic

vessel. This means that the remote production of metallic radionu-

clides becomes accessible to many facilities with less effort and

at lower cost.

Indeed, we have started to produce other metallic radionu-

clides by a modified method based on this result, and we strongly

believe that novel production methods for medically important ra-

dionuclides will be shown in the near future.

Further expectations
The vertical irradiation technique is currently recognized as a

specialized one because most cyclotrons or beam lines are de-

signed to provide horizontal beams. However, we believe that a

medical compact cyclotron with upright dee plates has inherent

potential to deliver downward beams with minimal reconfiguration.

By remodeling the magnetic fields and/or the position of the elec-

tron stripper, a downward or vertical beam can be obtained with-

out using a huge bending magnet or extensive modification.

In the future, the development and distribution of cyclotrons

equipped with vertical beam ports, used in combination with the

ceramic target vessel developed here, are expected to make pro-

duction of metallic radionuclides and associated applications

more convenient and popular.

Fig.1 Ceramic target vessels made of high purity alumina (Al2O3; left) and

silicon carbide (SiC; right).

Fig.2 89Zr automated purification apparatus.
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We developed a novel, general purpose isotropic-3D PET de-

tector X’tal cube which has high spatial resolution in all three di-

mensions. The research challenge for this detector was imple-

menting effective detection of scintillation photons by covering six

faces of a segmented crystal block with photo-detectors. Also, in

order to fabricate the 3D crystal block efficiently and precisely, we

applied a laser-processing technique to a monolithic crystal block

instead of gluing segmented small crystals. Using the fabricated

X’tal cubes, we evaluated its imaging resolution performance to

show a proof-of-concept of isotropic resolution.

Typical PET detectors are designed with a 2D array of seg-

mented scintillator crystals that are coupled to photomultiplier

tubes on one side. However the parallax error caused by the

thickness of the crystals degrades spatial resolution at the periph-

eral regions of the field-of-view (FOV). Therefore, depth-of-

interaction (DOI) measurement is essential to achieve high spatial

resolution. The X’tal cube [1, 2] is our original PET detector, which is

being developed to achieve isotropic 3D positioning detectability.

The X’tal cube is based on a 3D segmented crystal block for

which all surfaces are covered with photo-detectors (Fig.1 (a)). In-

stead of our initial approach of gluing segmented pieces of crys-

tals, we successfully constructed a crystal block segmented by

laser processing [3], and we developed the first prototype of X’tal

cube with the laser-processed 3D square grids of 2 mm length.

Also, we extended the laser processing to 3D square grids of 1

mm length (Fig.1 (b)). The volume of a 1-mm crystal segment is 1/

8 of that of a 2-mm crystal segment. We also evaluated imaging

resolution performance with a newly developed one-pair proto-

type system to simulate a ring-type scanner. The one-pair proto-

type system consisted of two X’tal cubes, two rotating stages, and

Fig.1 (a) Illustration of detector configuration and (b) photograph of the laser-processed block for a 1-mm X’tal cube.
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a 192-channel data acquisition system (Fig.2). Each X’tal cube

consisted of the LYSO cubic crystal block of (18 mm)3 in which the

3D square grids of 1 mm length were fabricated by internal laser

processing. The 4×4 arrays of multi pixel photon counters

(MPPCs) were optically coupled to each surface of the crystal

block. The detector positions were automatically controlled to

simulate a ring-type PET with a 14.6 cm diameter. Data were col-

lected for all assumed detector positions and then a sinogram

was obtained. The data were reconstructed using filtered back-

projection. Fig.3(a) shows the 3D position histogram of the 1-mm

X’tal cube obtained from the 511-keV uniform irradiation. Also,

each spot corresponded to a 3D grid. Almost all the 3D grids on

the 3D position histogram could be separated clearly. Fig.3(b)

shows radial and tangential full width at half maximum (FWHM)

resolutions for the 1-mm X’tal cube. Without DOI information, the

spatial resolutions were degraded at off-center positions. The av-

erage spatial resolution of the 1-mm X’tal cube was 1.3 mm

FWHM over the FOV. By applying deconvolution with the assump-

tion that the point source was a Gaussian function of 1.0 mm

FWHM, we estimated the average spatial resolution of the 1-mm

X’tal cube as 0.83 mm FWHM. In conclusion, we confirmed the

potential of the X’tal cube for uniform and high resolution imaging.

Fig.2 Photographs of: (a) the one-pair prototype system and (b) the X’tal cube. (c) Schematic illustration of the vir-

tual ring-type PET scanner with a 14.6 cm diameter.

Fig.3 (a) 3D position histograms from the 511 keV uniform irradiation of the 1-mm X’tal cube and (b) radial

and tangential FWHM resolutions for the 1-mm X’tal cube.
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Positron emission tomography has been utilized for imaging

neuroreceptors in the human brain. Because quantitative analysis

of receptor binding potential (BP) usually requires 60-min PET

scanning, head-movement correction is necessary for a reliable

quantification. In the present study, a system for image-based mo-

tion correction was developed, and an optimal correction method

was evaluated using a computer simulation and human data of

[11C]raclopride-PET.

Positron emission tomography (PET) can visualize receptor

binding in living human brains. In this PET measurement for quan-

tifying receptor binding potential (BP), a transmission scan is per-

formed before administration of tracer to obtain the μ-map used

for the attenuation correction, and after the tracer administration, a

60-90 min interval of consecutive emission data is acquired to ob-

tain the time course of accumulated radioactivity. Therefore, head

movement is often observed during the emission scanning, espe-

cially in the later frames, and it hampers reliable quantification. To

correct head movement, in general, image-based or hardware-

based motion correction is applied [1-3]. In the image-based motion

correction, information on head movement among time frames is

computed by coregistering each frame of a reconstructed emis-

sion image to a reference frame image. Unlike hardware-based

motion correction, this method is easy to implement and does not

require an online tracking system. However, the reliability of frame

-by-frame coregistration depends on the distribution of the radio-

isotope in emission images, signal-to-noise ratio, the reference

image, and so on. Therefore, it is important to evaluate an optimal

coregistration method according to specific administered tracers.

In addition, frame-to-frame realignment of emission images

causes a mismatch between the emission and transmission im-

ages, and it may result in error of the quantitative outcomes. In the

present study, we developed a system for image-based motion

correction in PET receptor imaging, and we evaluated an optimal

method of image coregistration for PET studies with [11C]raclo-

pride by a computer simulation. Then, this methodology was ap-

plied to PET studies with [11C]raclopride of normal volunteers, and

the effect of this correction on quantitative analysis outcomes was

investigated.

First, we constructed a data processing system for image re-

construction including head-movement correction for PET data

acquired with Eminence SET-3000GCT/X (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto,

Japan). In this system, motion-corrected images are generated as

follows (Fig.1). (1) A transformation matrix representing motion

among time frames is calculated from automatic frame-by-frame

coregistration using a reconstructed emission image. (2) A μ-map

obtained through transmission scan is resliced using the transfor-

mation matrix so that its coordinate matches to the coordinate of

each time frame of the emission image. (3) In the measured emis-

sion sinogram, that is a set of projection data of the administered

tracer in the brain, attenuation is corrected frame-by-frame using

attenuation data derived from forward-projection of the resliced μ-

map. (4) Radioactivity image of each time frame is reconstructed

by a filtered-back projection from the attenuation-corrected emis-

sion sinogram. (5) Each frame of the reconstructed radioactivity

image is realigned to the coordinate of the first frame image using

the transformation matrix.

Next, an optimal method of frame-by-frame image coregistra-

tion for estimating the transformation matrix was evaluated by a

computer simulation. The emission sinogram that imitated human

[11C]raclopride-PET data with translation or rotation head move-

ment was simulated, and reconstructed with or without attenuation

correction. Each frame of these reconstructed images was auto-

matically coregistered, using mutual information, to various refer-

ence images, such as the PET summation image of all frames, an

early frame image, a high-count frame image, and a previous

frame image. The reliability of coregistration was evaluated by

comparing the estimated transformation matrix with true values.

As a result, reconstructed images without attenuation correction

could be coregistered precisely to early and high-count frame im-

ages.
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Finally, the image-based motion correction was applied to PET

studies with [11C]raclopride of normal volunteers. After the correc-

tion, reconstructed images were frame-to-frame realigned cor-

rectly (Fig.2), and discontinuity of time-activity curve in the stria-

tum was mitigated (Fig.3). The binding potential estimated by a

simplified reference tissue model became larger when obvious

head movement was observed in the later frames.

In summary, head movement during a PET dynamic scan was

accurately corrected by applying the optimal frame-by-frame

coregistration and reconstruction with the resliced μ-map, and it

remarkably improved the reliability of quantitative outcomes. This

method is practical for clinical research, because it does not re-

quire a hardware system for online motion tracking and can be

applied to all PET data, such as previous data acquired without

motion tracking.

Fig.1 Strategy of image-based motion correction.

Fig.2 [11C]raclopride-PET images of a normal volunteer before and after

the motion correction.

Fig.3 Typical example of time-activity curves for the striatum before and

after the motion correction.
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Background and objectives
Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from pre-

existing vasculature, in a tumor is a key feature of malignant solid

tumors, plays a critical role in tumor growth, invasion, and metas-

tasis, and has been accepted as an important target and indica-

tor of therapeutic outcome and prognosis. αVβ3 Integrin, one of the

key biomarkers for tumor angiogenesis, is a transmembrane gly-

coprotein receptor and highly expressed on activated endothelial

cells during angiogenesis. Cyclic pentapeptides containing a

tripeptide sequence RGD, cRGDs, are optimized synthetic

ligands that have a high affinity and selectivity for αVβ3 integrin.

RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4, designed and developed by Pascal Dumy and

colleagues of Joseph Fourier University, is a tetrameric cRGD-

containing peptide that is synthesized by separately grafting 4

cRGD motifs onto the upper side of the cyclic decapeptide plat-

form called RAFT (regioselectively addressable functionalized

template) to form the αVβ3-targeting domain. On the lower side of

RAFT, a variety of substances such as fluorescent dye, radioiso-

tope or peptide can be linked to form the functional domain.

In collaboration with Dr. Dumy’s group, we have developed a

novel RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 based positron emission tomography

(PET) probe for noninvasive visualization and quantification of tu-

mor angiogenesis and monitoring of antiangiogenic efficacy via

targeting αVβ3 integrin [1-3], as introduced in the following parts.

Major research results in FY 2011 for the development
of 64Cu-labeled cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-)4

1) Synthesis of cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 and radiolabeling with
64Cu

RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 was prepared through a combination of solid

and solution-phase syntheses, and was conjugated with cyclam,

a bifunctional chelator, to form a molecule (molecular weight ～5

kDa) for 64Cu-labeling (Fig.1). The radiolabeling procedure for

cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 is easy, mild, and straightforward. In

brief, the peptide solution and 64CuCl2 reconstituted in ammonium

citrate buffer were mixed and incubated at 37℃ within 1 h. The ra-

diolabeling efficiency for cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 was >99%,

and the specific radioactivity that could be achieved was as high

as～37 MBq/nmol.

2) In vitro and in vivo studies for determining the binding activity

and specificity of 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 for αVβ3 in-

tegrin

In vitro binding studies showed much stronger binding of 64Cu-

cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 for αVβ3-overexpressing cells than for

αVβ3-negative cells, demonstrating its αVβ3-binding activity and

specificity. The αVβ3 specificity was further confirmed by the dose-

dependent competitive binding inhibition using the αVβ3-specific

c(RGDfV) peptide. Compared to c(RGDfV), cyclam-RAFT-c

(-RGDfK-) 4 showed a much higher affinity or avidity for αVβ3, as

shown by comparing their IC50 values (～39 nM for cyclam-RAFT-

c(-RGDfK-) 4 versus～2642 nM for c(RGDfV)).

Biodistribution studies demonstrated that 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c

(-RGDfK-) 4 had a rapid blood clearance, predominant renal ex-

cretion pathway, low-level uptake in nontumor tissues, and high

tumor-to-background contrast. The tumor-targeting specificity of
64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 was confirmed by the blocking

study.

3) Correlation of tumor α Vβ 3 integrin expression with tumor uptake

of 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4

For determining the correlationship, biodistribution assay was

performed to measure the 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 uptake

values for various tumors, and the αVβ3 expression levels of these

tumors were then quantified by SDS-PAGE/autoradiography. A lin-

ear and positive correlation was found between the αVβ3 expres-

sion and the tumor radioactivity accumulation of 64Cu-cyclam-

RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4.
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4) PET imaging of mice bearing tumors with different levels of

α Vβ 3 integrin
64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 PET scans were finally per-

formed in mice bearing tumors with different expression levels of

αVβ3. As compared to HEK293(β1) tumor with undetectable levels

of αVβ3, HEK293(β3) (high levels of αVβ3) and U87MG tumors (mod-

erate levels of αVβ3) were clearly visualized with high contrast rela-

tive to the contralateral background at all the time points of 1-20 h

p.i. The highest radioactivity accumulation in the tumor was visu-

alized at 1 h p.i., and this was followed by a gradual washout with

time. Fig.2 clearly shows a high, a moderate and a weak tumor

uptake of 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 for HEK293(β3), U87MG

and HEK293(β1) tumors, respectively, corresponding to their αVβ3

expression levels. Overall, the PET images agreed well with the

biodistribution data.

Major research results in FY 2012 for the application
of 64Cu-labeled cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-)4 for tumor an-
giogenesis study
1) Use of HuH-7 xenograft as a tumor angiogenesis model and

PET imaging of tumor angiogenesis

We studied angiogenesis in a tumor xenograft derived from the

αVβ3-negative human hepatocellular carcinoma HuH-7 cell line to

eliminate interference from αVβ3 integrin expressed on the tumor

cells themselves. Our study proves that 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c

(-RGDfK-) 4 PET enabled visualization of tumor angiogenesis by

targeting αVβ3 integrin. The imaging quality was good because the

tumors could be clearly visualized at both 1 and 3 h p.i., which

was supported by the biodistribution study showing high tumor-

to-blood and tumor-to-muscle ratios of～32 and～7, respectively,

at 3 h p.i. In addition, no correlation was found between tumor

weight and tumor uptake (expressed as %ID/g, a percentage of

injected dose per gram of tissue) of 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c

(-RGDfK-) 4, indicating that the tumor size itself is not a critical fac-

tor influencing tracer uptake.

2) Antiangiogenic efficacy as assessed and evaluated by PET im-

aging

Administration of the antiangiogenic drug TSU-68 (75 mg kg－1

d－1, i.p.) in HuH-7 tumor-bearing mice for 2 weeks resulted in re-

tardation in tumor growth and reduction in tumor microvessel den-

sity (MVD) determined by CD31 immunostaining. The results ob-

tained from the same set of experiments showed that the TSU-68-

induced reduction in tumor MVD was accompanied by a reduc-

tion in the tumor standardized uptake value (SUV) determined by
64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 PET. Moreover, a positive and sig-

nificant correlation was found between the tumor MVD and the

corresponding SUV (either the mean or maximum value) or %ID/g

evaluated by biodistribution assay. Representative PET images

from the vehicle and TSU-68-treated mice acquired at 3 h p.i. of
64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 are shown in Fig. 3. Visually, the

radioactivity was obviously lower in the tumors from the TSU-68-

treated mice than in those from the controls. Further, while the ra-

dioactivity accumulated in the control tumors was homogeneous,

the radioactivity signals in the TSU-68-treated tumors were hetero-

geneous. Autoradiographic examination and immunofluores-

cence staining (Fig.3) demonstrated the intratumoral colocaliza-

tion of the tracer and vascular network distribution in which murine

β3 integrin was found positive. Taken together, our results strongly

demonstrate that the antiangiogenic effects of TSU-68 can be

monitored by quantitative 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 PET im-

aging.

Fig.1 Molecular structure of 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-)4.
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Fig.2 PET imaging of mice bearing subcutaneous HEK293(β3), U87MG or HEK293(β1) tumors at 3 h after

i.v. injection of 11.1 MBq 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4. Arrows indicate tumor localization.

Fig.3 PET images of mice bearing subcutaneous HuH-7 tumor at 3 h after i.v. injection of 11.1 MBq
64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 on day 15 after treatment with vehicle or TSU-68. Arrows indicate

tumor localization. After PET imaging, tumors were excised, and autoradiographic examination

and CD31 immunofluorescence staining were performed with the same whole-tumor sections.
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Summary and prospectus
We have developed a PET probe 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c

(-RGDfK-) 4 that exhibited high binding affinity and specificity for

the αVβ3 integrin, and favorable pharmacokinetics. Positive linear

correlation was observed between tumor uptake of 64Cu-cyclam-

RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 and tumor αVβ3 levels, which was also revealed

by the noninvasive PET imaging study. We used murine

xenografts from an αVβ3-negative tumor cell line and showed that
64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 PET enables the clear visualiza-

tion of tumor angiogenesis and helps monitor the effectiveness of

antiangiogenic therapy. In future, we intend to determine whether

this strategy is effective for tumors in which αVβ3 is expressed on

both tumor cells and the neovasculature by using longitudinal PET

imaging to detect not only changes in tracer uptake but also

changes in the tracer distribution pattern. Further, it may also be

applicable for monitoring angiogenic therapy in other angiogen-

esis-associated disorders such as ischemia, atherosclerosis, and

myocardial infarction. Finally, because 64Cu also emits β－，the ap-

plication of 64Cu-cyclam-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-) 4 for internal radiother-

apy to increase therapeutic gain should also be investigated.
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Abstract
Experiences in free radical biology and medicine have shown

the crucial role of redox signalling in carcinogenesis. The cells

and tissues of healthy mammals are characterized by a low level

of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and some constant (reference)

level of reducing equivalents. Increasing the ROS above the criti-

cal level provokes genomic instability and normal cells become

malignant.

The present study describes a universal methodology for direct

imaging of tissue redox activity in carcinogenesis on intact ani-

mals; the method allows a differentiation of cancer development

from the normal condition. Experiments were conducted on

cancer-bearing mice (grafted with neuroblastoma, glioma or co-

lon cancer) and healthy mice as controls. The tissue redox activity

was visualized in vivo by nitroxide-enhanced MRI on anesthetized

animals or in situ by EPR spectroscopy on isolated tissue and

blood specimens. The method is based on the nitroxide redox cy-

cle, coupled with appearance and disappearance of MRI/EPR

signal. The half-life (τ1/2) of the nitroxide-enhanced MRI signal in

the respective tissue was used as a diagnostic marker. The study

provided direct evidence that healthy and cancer-bearing mam-

malian tissues were characterized by different redox activity － a

basis for a cancer diagnostic term. The tissues (cancer and “nor-

mal”) of cancer-bearing mammals were characterized by a longer

-lived MRI signal, a decrease of total antioxidant capacity, and an

increase of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP2 and MMP9) relative

to controls, indicating a higher oxidative activity. The tissues of

healthy organisms were characterized by a shorter-lived MRI sig-

nal and a higher total antioxidant capacity, indicating a high re-

ducing activity.

An important observation is that the oxidative status of non-

cancer tissues of cancer-bearing organisms (even far from the

primary tumour locus) increases with cancer progression and

they become susceptible to oxidative stress and damage. The

non-cancer tissues also have to be considered as a therapeutic

target. The study directly relates to the cancer diagnosis and as-

sessment of cancer progression, using molecular imaging, as well

as to the therapeutic planning strategy. Since, the tissue redox

status is very sensitive to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, the

proposed methodology can be used for assessment of therapeu-

tic effects in dynamics using molecular imaging. The method is

simple and applicable on isolated tissue and blood specimens. It

has a real potential to be applied for in situ and in vivo imaging di-

agnosis on humans after development of cell-penetrating nitrox-

ide probes with high contrast, low toxicity and minimal side ef-

fects.

Introduction
Over 50 years of experiences in free radical biology and medi-

cine have shown the crucial role of redox signalling in carcino-

genesis [1]. The cells and tissues of healthy mammals are charac-

terized by a low steady-state level of oxidizers (e.g., reactive oxy-

gen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS)) and

some constant (reference) level of reducers (e.g., endogenous re-

dox pairs: NADH/NAD＋, NADPH/NADP＋, FADH2/FAD, reduced/

oxidized glutathione, reduced/oxidized ascorbate, etc.). It is

widely accepted that increasing the ROS/RNS above the critical

level provokes genomic instability and triggers uncontrolled prolif-

eration. The normal cells become malignant.

Cancer cells are characterized by an abnormal production of

reducing equivalents as a result of accelerated glycolysis (War-

burg effect) and the pentose phosphate cycle, but also by a rapid

consumption of these reducers to maintain accelerated anabo-

lism, which is necessary for cell proliferation and immortalization.

Cancer cells need also a lot of antioxidants to maintain ROS/RNS

below the threshold level, above which apoptosis and cell death

are induced, but this level has to be high enough to ensure

genomic instability. These processes provoke redox disbalance in

cancer and this parameter can be used as a diagnostic marker, a

therapeutic target, and a hallmark for evaluation and planning of

the therapeutic strategy.
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There is no universal non-invasive methodology for estimation

of tissue redox activity in intact mammals. The oxidizing and/or re-

ducing status of tissues are determined by the levels of many pa-

rameters (e.g., ROS/RNS of different types and origins, products

of free radical oxidation of biomacromolecules, status of natural

non-enzymatic and enzymatic antioxidant systems, status of vari-

ous endogenous redox pairs, etc.). Each parameter is analysed

separately by different methodologies in vitro or in situ. The esti-

mation of redox status of cancer and healthy tissues is based on

comparative analysis of one or several of these parameters and

the conclusions are usually controversial.

We propose an approach for direct imaging of tissue redox ac-

tivity in vivo on intact healthy and cancer-bearing mammals,

which allows a differentiation of cancer development from the nor-

mal (healthy) condition. The method is based on the redox cycle

of cell-penetrating nitroxide derivatives and their MRI (magnetic

resonance imaging) contrast properties, which makes them useful

molecular sensors for tissue redox activity (Fig.1). The nitroxide

radical (which is characterized by T1 contrast) participates in

electron-transfer reactions with oxidizers and reducers with forma-

tion of contrast or non-contrast intermediate products [2]. The rate

constants of these reactions determine the intensity of the

nitroxide-enhanced MRI signal in living cells and tissues. In

healthy mammals, the half-life of the nitroxide-enhanced MRI sig-

nal (τ1/2) in the selected region of interest (ROI) is considered as a

reference value of tissue redox activity in the normal condition

(healthy organism). We established that in the same or similar ROI

of cancer-bearing mammalian tissues, τ1/2 was completely differ-

ent from the reference value and this parameter is a valuable di-

agnostic marker for carcinogenesis.

Nitroxide radical can also be characterized by electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, allowing determi-

nation of the exact concentration and redox status of nitroxide de-

rivative in cancer or non-cancer tissues. The comparative analysis

of the results, obtained by both imaging techniques, gives accu-

rate information about tissue redox activity in vivo and in situ.

Experimental
In our study, we used cell- and blood-brain barrier (BBB)-

penetrating nitroxide with DNA-annealing and anti-cancer effects

－ nitroxide-labelled nitrosourea (SLENU), for MR imaging of tis-

sue redox activity in healthy and cancer-bearing mice (grafted

with neuroblastoma, glioma or colon cancer). The aims of the

study were to examine: (i) which of the two processes－ oxidation

or reduction, dominates in cancer and non-cancer tissues, using

a single measurement on intact mammals; (ii) whether the

nitroxide-enhanced MRI is suitable for cancer diagnosis in various

cancer models; and (iii) what are the potential molecular mecha-

nisms underlying redox signalling in carcinogenesis.

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the guide-

lines of the Physiological Society of Japan and were approved by

the Animal Care and Use Committee of NIRS.

Several experimental schemes were used: (i) comparison of tis-

sue redox activity between healthy and cancer-bearing mice; (ii)

comparison of tissue redox activity between cancer-bearing mice

in different stages of cancer development (early, intermediate and

terminal); (iii) investigation of the molecular mechanisms underly-

ing redox signalling in carcinogenesis － from early to terminal

stages of cancer, including the role of matrix metalloproteinases,

total antioxidant capacity, reactive oxygen species and integrin

signalling cascade.

To distinguish the tissues of healthy mice from those of cancer-

bearing mice, we used the following terminology: normal tissue－
tissues of healthy mice (controls); “normal” tissue － non-cancer

tissues of cancer-bearing mice; and cancer tissue－ tissue in the

cancer area, which is visualized structurally by MRI. Representa-

tive figures are presented below. Details are described in our re-

cently published studies [2,3].

Results
Fig.2A shows typical kinetics of MRI signal intensity in the brain

(ROI1) and surrounding tissues (ROI2) of healthy mice after injec-

tion of nitroxide. In both ROI, the signal increased after injection,

followed by rapid decrease to the baseline. The half-life of

nitroxide-enhanced MRI signal (τ1/2) was～80 s. This value can be

considered as a reference for the redox activity of both tissues at

normal conditions (e.g., healthy mice). The increase of the MRI

signal in the beginning was due to the presence of nitroxide in the

blood and its penetration and accumulation in the subsequent tis-

sue, while the rapid decrease was due to its reduction to non-

contrast hydroxylamine in the cells. This was confirmed by EPR

spectroscopy on isolated tissue specimens. This profile of the his-

tograms indicated a high reducing activity of normal (healthy) tis-

sues to the nitroxide radical.

In neuroblastoma-bearing mice (in the terminal stage of can-

cer), the kinetics of the MRI signal intensity in both ROIs after in-

Fig.1 (A) Magnetic resonance imaging of carcinogenesis based on tissue

redox activity (the principle of the method). T1-weighted MR images

(gradient-echo sequence) of mouse brain, obtained～2 min after in-

jection of nitroxide. (B) Molecular mechanism(s) participating in the

reduction and oxidation of nitroxide derivative, which reflects MRI

and EPR signal intensity [3].
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jection of SLENU was completely different from the reference pro-

files (Fig.2B). In ROI1, the signal increased after injection and

reached a plateau without decreasing within 14 min (τ1/2 >14 min).

In ROI2, the signal increased after injection, then decreased

slowly without reaching the baseline within 14 min (τ1/2～14 min).

These histograms indicated a high oxidative activity of the cancer

tissue and surrounding “normal” tissues of cancer-bearing mice to

the nitroxide radical. This was also confirmed by the pharmacody-

namics and redox status of nitroxide in the brain, detected by EPR

spectroscopy on isolated tissue specimens.

The kinetic curves of the MRI signal had the same profiles in

both hemispheres－ cancer-bearing and “normal” (Fig.2C), how-

ever the signal intensity was significantly higher in the cancer area

(Fig.2D). This was direct evidence about the higher oxidative ac-

tivity of cancer tissue in comparison with “normal” tissues of

cancer-bearing organism and tissues of healthy organism.

Similar results were obtained on glioma-bearing and colon-

cancer bearing mice in the terminal stage of cancer [3]. The data

from biochemical analyses showed an enhancement of the

plasma matrix metalloproetinases (MMP2 and MMP9), a decrease

of tissue total antioxidant capacity, and an activation of integrin-

signalling cascade in cancer-bearing mice, in comparison with

healthy mice (Fig.3).

Conclusion
In conclusion, the study shows that tissue redox activity can be

used as a sensing platform for molecular imaging of cancer by

nitroxide-enhanced MRI and cell-penetrating nitroxides. We give

Fig.2 Healthy and neuroblastoma-bearing mice. (A) Kinetics of the nitroxide-enhanced MRI signal in the brain (ROI1) and surrounding tissues

(ROI2) of healthy mice. The data are mean±SD from 10 animals. ROI are indicated with dotted lines on MR images: (a) MR image of

mouse brain (control); (b-e) extracted MRI signal enhancement, obtained after injection of SLENU. (B) Kinetics of the nitroxide-enhanced

MRI signal in the brain (ROI1) and surrounding tissues (ROI2) of neuroblastoma-bearing mice. The data are mean±SD from 10 animals.

The tumor area is indicated with a dotted line on the MR images: (a) MR image of mouse brain; (b-e) extracted MRI signal enhancement,

obtained after injection of SLENU. The MRI signal intensity in the tumor area is markedly higher in comparison with other areas. (C) Kinet-

ics of the nitroxide-enhanced MRI signal in a cancer hemisphere (black line) and a “normal” hemisphere (green line) of neuroblastoma-

bearing mice. The data are mean±SD from 10. Kinetics of the nitroxide-enhanced MRI signal in healthy brain is given for comparison

(gray dotted line). (D) MR images of brain of neuroblastoma-bearing mice: (a) MR image of mouse brain; (b) extracted MRI signal en-

hancement, obtained after injection of SLENU. The MRI signal intensity in a cancer hemisphere is markedly higher in comparison with a

“normal” hemisphere. All MR images were obtained by T1-weighted gradient-echo sequence [3].
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direct proof in vivo that the tissues of cancer-bearing mammals

are characterized by high oxidative activity, while the tissues of

healthy organisms are characterized by high reducing activity to

the nitroxide. The high oxidative activity of cancer tissue is a fact

despite hypoxia development in solid tumours. It relates to the ab-

normal production of ROS/RNS, but not to high oxygen tension.

This is in agreement with the widely-accepted opinion that cancer

cells are characterized by increased production of ROS/RNS rela-

tive to normal cells, which ensures genomic instability [1].

The most significant observation is that the oxidative status of

non-cancer tissues of cancer-bearing organisms (even far from

the primary tumour locus) increases with cancer progression and

they become susceptible to oxidative stress and damage. This

finding shows that it is necessary to develop a more tolerant and

efficient therapeutic strategy. In this context, combining antican-

cer therapy with protection of non-cancer tissues against oxida-

tive stress could be essential for survival and recovery of the or-

ganism. Since tissue redox status is very sensitive to radiotherapy

and chemotherapy, the proposed methodology can be used for

dynamic assessment of therapeutic effects using molecular imag-

ing (MRI/EPR).

The present study has a high translational relevance. It is di-

rectly related to cancer diagnosis, assessment of cancer progres-

sion, and planning of therapeutic strategy. It shows that the tissue

redox balance is very sensitive to the cancer development and

can be used as a hallmark of carcinogenesis. The method is sim-

ple and applicable to isolated tissue and blood specimens. We

think it has a real potential for future applications to in vivo imag-

ing diagnosis in humans.

Fig.3 (A) Total antioxidant capacity of brain tissue in healthy and neuroblastoma-bearing mice, measured

with the OxiSelectTM Total Antioxidant Capacity Assay Kit (Cell Biolabs, Inc.). The data are mean±
SD from 4 animals for each group. (B) Plasma levels of matrix metalloproetinases (MMP2 & MMP9) in

healthy and neuro-blastoma-bearing mice, measured by Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay. The

data are mean±SD from 4 animals for each group. ＊p<0.05; ＊＊p<0.01; ＊＊＊p<0.001 vs control

group (Clin Cancer Res, 19, 2503-17, 2013).
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The evolution of cognitive neuroscience has been largely driven

by the development of quantitative measures of human brain

function (e.g., fMRI). This methodological advancement has en-

abled researchers to address hypotheses that were previously in-

conceivable, such as a causal relationship between patterns of

neural activity, cognitive processes and complex human behavior.

In addition to the quest for localization of function, another ap-

proach to study the human mind has been nurtured by examining

molecular mechanisms, particularly in clinical domains. An

emerging emphasis is now being placed on integrating multiple

levels of neural responses from a molecular system to a neural re-

sponse/circuit - to produce adaptive behavior, paralleling the so-

cial world in which humans live.

Integration of different disciplines has also borne fruit in the field

of cognitive neuroscience by the convergence of perspectives (e.

g. neuroscience, social psychology, economics, and ethology).

This new wave of research has moved past basic work aimed at

understanding brain function toward examining the neural under-

pinnings of issues critically important to humanity. This is admit-

tedly a lofty goal, but cognitive neuroscience has already made

significant contributions across several spheres of society, given

by an illuminating example of our study, which is the integration of

cognitive neuroscience and the law [1].

Neural circuits for mitigating criminal sentences
Philosophers, psychologists and legal scholars have long de-

bated whether mercy, sympathy and compassion should reduce

moral culpability of defendants in criminal cases. People have

negative emotional responses to a wide range of situational fac-

tors that are not normatively justifiable legally. Social and moral

neurosciences provide converging evidence of the interplay be-

tween negative emotion and moral judgments (e.g., a trolley di-

lemma), but the influence of sympathy on legal decision-making is

unknown. The legal domain is unusual because it may be espe-

cially challenging to map emotions into numerical legal outcomes.

Uncovering the cognitive and neural mechanisms of sympathy

that motivate mitigation will inform the role of emotion in the jurors’

decision process, and what role emotional evidence can and

should play in trials.

We measured brain activity using functional MRI while subjects

were making hypothetical sentence reduction decisions in dra-

matic scenarios adapted from actual murder cases. Mitigating cir-

cumstances were of two types: Those that would induce sympa-

thy, and those that would not. The sympathy scenarios included

desperate situations of defendants suffering from domestic vio-

lence, disease, or poverty. After reading about the circumstances,

subjects decided how much they would change the sentence

given for the defendant (initially 20 years) if they were on a jury

(Fig.1A). After scanning, subjects were again presented with the

same scenarios and asked to rate how much sympathy they felt

for the defendant. Behavioral performance confirmed the internal

validity of the sympathy manipulation (Fig.1B).

We first searched for brain regions that responded, during the

description, to the subjects’ trial-by-trial ratings of sympathy and

their amounts of punishment reduction. Activity in the precuneus,

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) and left temporo-parietal

junction (TPJ) were correlated with sympathy (P < 0.05, small-

volume-corrected; Fig.1C). Signal increase in the precuneus,

DMPFC and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) were also associated

with the reduction of punishment (P < 0.05, small-volume-

corrected, Fig.1C).

The DMPFC is involved in general mentalizing and is active

when empathizing with others in pain. The precuneus has been

linked to subjective perspective taking. The TPJ is also commonly

identified as a part of the theory-of-mind circuit and was activated

in one study on judging innocence of intentions. This suggests

that the sympathy judgment is an engagement with a reasoned

simulation of what the defendant was thinking when committing

the crime or how most people would judge the normative basis for

mitigation. Precuneus activation is also correlated with more iter-

ated steps and higher-value strategic thinking in game theory
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tasks. The overlapping precuneus activity between a feeling of

sympathy and judged mitigation of punishment suggests that the

precuneus may be a region that accepts emotional judgment in-

put, and maps it into concrete punishment actions. Activations in

the ACC and caudate are interpreted as conflict resolution and

pro-social choices, respectively, which are associated with miti-

gating behavior.

We note that one fMRI study reports right DLPFC activity asso-

ciated with responsibility judgments. The absence of DLPFC acti-

vation in our study is possibly because there is no doubt about

the defendants’ guilt, so the most morally burdensome question of

guilt versus innocence is resolved (the DLPFC is discharged from

jury duty, so to speak).

Next, we constructed an individual-specific measure of an incli-

nation to mitigate, by reducing sentences, as a function of sympa-

thy. The b1 coefficient of the regression in punishment = b0 + b1*

sympathy + error represents a complex mapping from an emo-

tional response to a number representing prison time for a defen-

dant (a years-per-emotion coefficient).

A negative linear regression between the individual-specific b1

coefficient and BOLD responses in sympathy minus no-sympathy

trials found activity in the right middle insula (P < 0.05, small-

volume-corrected, Fig. 2). Individuals who had larger activities in

the insula when reading circumstances showed higher tenden-

cies to mitigate, reducing sentencing years more as their sympa-

thy increased. The middle or posterior insula has been linked to

interoceptive processing in various social tasks (e.g., inequity),

which suggests this area is sensitive to emotions linked to social-

ity. Our study provides unusual evidence of this processing asso-

ciated with a unique high-impact social judgment that affects oth-

ers.

Taken together, the identified brain activity is encouraging

about the capacity of the average brain to translate sympathetic

feelings into appropriate legal action. Activity in these “sympathy”

regions is evident in our study when judging sympathy alone, and

in choosing sentence mitigation. However, not every brain maps

sympathy to prison sentences in the same numerical way (as re-

flected in differential mid-insula activity). Differences represent a

legal challenge about how to tolerate and weigh differential juror

responses. There is also mixed evidence about the normative ba-

sis of legal judgment, including a recent finding that judges’ deci-

sions are affected by timing of meals.

Finally, we note that many legal principles treat emotional re-

sponses as likely to be prejudicial and prone to inflammatory ma-

nipulation (i.e., an ideal juror would suppress them, and legal

rules limit their influence). Weighing mitigating circumstances dur-

ing sentencing (after a verdict) represents an unusual case in

which emotional sympathy judgment is actually required. Ironi-

cally, the fact that sympathy is clearly evident in brain activity, and

influences sentence mitigation (as it should), raises interest in the

opposite question: Can people also suspend emotions when the

law instructs them to? More generally, a deeper understanding of

the brain could help figure out how highly-evolved brain struc-

tures, which were sculpted to maintain order in small-scale ances-

tral societies, can be put to work under modern legal rules in

much more challenging cases, to create modern justice.

Fig.1 (A) Study paradigm. (B) Mean sympathy ratings for sympathy and no-sympathy trials (left), and

mean punishment ratings for sympathy and no-sympathy trials (right). (C) Brain regions activated

during trial-by-trial sympathy and punishment reduction. Regions in which activity correlated with

parametric regressors of increasing sympathy (magenta) and reduced punishment (cyan).

Fig.2 Individual differences in inclination towards mitigation. Activation in

the right middle insula in the contrast sympathy minus no-sympathy

trials correlated with the participant-wise coefficient of mitigation.
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Introduction
Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and Parkinson’s disease with

dementia (PDD) are categorized as belonging to the same spec-

trum, Lewy body disease with dementia. In addition to pathogno-

monic Lewy body pathology, DLB/PDD frequently has Alzheimer’s

disease (AD)-type pathology, particularly amyloid beta (Aβ)

plaque. The contribution of Aβ to the development of DLB/PDD re-

mains unclear.

More than half of all DLB patients, and about one-third of all

PDD patients had a cortical Aβ burden in previous studies using

[11C]PIB-PET. Meanwhile, previous MRI volumetric studies sug-

gested that DLB/PDD patients showed the AD-like cortical atro-

phy in several brain regions including the parahippocampal area.

It is still unclear, however, whether the AD-like brain atrophy ob-

served in DLB/PDD is associated with Aβ burden or not.

To elucidate this issue, we compared the grey matter volume

measured by voxel-based morphometry (VBM) among DLB/PDD

patients with and without cortical Aβ burden, AD patients, and

healthy control subjects.

Methods
1) Subjects

Participants were 8 patients with DLB, 7 patients with PDD, 13

patients with AD, and 22 healthy controls (HC) diagnosed as PIB-

negative (PIB (-)) by visual assessment of distribution volume ratio

(DVR) images of [11C]PIB PET (Table 1).

2) PET and MR images acquisition

A dose of [11C]PIB was intravenously injected and sequential

PET scans were performed for 90 min by Siemens ECAT EXACT

HR+ scanner.

Subjects were also scanned with a 3D T1-weighted turbo gradi-

ent echo sequence on a Philips 1.5T Intera.

3) PET data preprocessing

All imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM5.

We estimated DVR using Logan plot graphical analysis with the

cerebellum as the reference region. VOIs were identified on DVR

images in each subject’s frontal, medial and lateral temporal, pa-

rietal, occipital, anterior and posterior cingulate and sensorimotor

cortices and striatum in both hemispheres using the Wake Forest

University (WFU) PickAtlas.

Subjects with significantly increased DVR greater than or equal

to mean + 2.5 SD of the HC group in at least one brain region

were classified as PIB(+), and subjects with no significantly in-

creased PIB uptake in any brain region were classified as PIB

(-)．Furthermore, voxel-based analysis of DVR among the HC,

PIB (-) and PIB(+) DLB/PDD, and AD groups was performed.

4) Voxel -based morphometry

We performed VBM analysis using the unified segmentation ap-

proach implemented in SPM5 for each 3D T1-weighted MR im-

age. VOIs were identified on modulated, normalized and warped

class images using the WFU PickAtlas.
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Table 1 Demographic and neuropsychological test results of participants

Mov Disord, 28(2), 169-75, 2013.

HC DLB/PDD AD

Number of subjects 17 15(DLB8/PDD7) 13

Male : Female 11:6 9:6 3:10

Age 68.3±9.7 72.9±5.6 75.7±4.6

Disease duration (yr) － 4.8±2.5 3.0±1.9

UPDRS motor part － 30.6±16.6 －

MMSE 28.2±2.1 21.8±3.2 19.5±2.7

FAB 15.8±1.6 11.5±3.5 11.7±3.6

NPI 0.1±0.5 7.2±6.6 5.3±6.7

Values are listed as mean±SD.
HC: healthy controls, DLB: dementia with Lewy bodies, PDD: Parkinson’s
disease with dementia, AD: Alzheimer’s disease, UPDRS: unified Parkin-
son’s disease rating scale, MMSE: mini-mental state examination, FAB:
frontal assessment battery, NPI: neuropsychiatric inventory
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Results
1) PET

All HCs were PIB (-)，while all AD patients, half (4/8) of the DLB

patients and 29% (2/7) of the PDD patients were PIB(+). There

were no significant differences between the PIB (-) and PIB(+)

DLB/PDD groups in respect to any clinical profiles.

All PIB(+) DLB/PDD patients showed a similar distribution pat-

tern of increased DVR in the brain to AD patients (Fig.1A).

2) Voxel -based morphometry

SPM analysis showed more profound cortical atrophy in both

the AD and PIB(+)DLB/PDD groups than in the HC group espe-

cially in the temporal (including parahippocampus) and parietal

areas (including precuneus) (Fig.1B), whereas the PIB (-) DLB/

PDD group did not show significant cortical atrophy. The brain re-

gions where grey matter volume was significantly reduced com-

pared to the HC group in the PIB(+) and PIB (-) DLB/PDD groups

overlapped with those in the AD group by 95.2% and 0%, respec-

tively.

VOI analysis (Table 2) revealed that, compared with the HC

group, parahippocampal grey matter volumes were reduced in

both the PIB(+) DLB/PDD (Z score = 1.94±0.60, p = 0.002,

25.8% reduction) and AD (1.91±0.78, p < 0.001, 25.5% reduc-

tion) groups, whereas those in the PIB (-) DLB/PDD group did not

differ from the HC group (0.76±0.60, p = 1.000, 10.2% reduc-

tion). Furthermore, in the AD and PIB(+) DLB/PDD groups, signifi-

cant grey matter volume reduction compared to controls was

shown in frontal, parietal, occipital and lateral temporal cortices,

striatum, hippocampus and amygdala; while there was no signifi-

cant grey matter reduction in the PIB (-) DLB/PDD group.

Discussion
The present study demonstrated that DLB/PDD patients with

high cortical PIB uptake had AD-like cortical atrophy in the para-

hippocampal area, lateral temporal and parietal cortices com-

pared to the HC subjects. Furthermore, the DLB/PDD patients with

high cortical PIB uptake showed parahippocampal atrophy simi-

larly to the AD patients, as compared to the DLB/PDD patients

with low cortical PIB uptake. These results suggest that Aβ depo-

sition is associated with AD-like atrophy in DLB/PDD patients.

In previous reports, the patterns of cortical atrophy observed in

DLB and PDD were controversial. The different results of previous

studies could be explained by the difference in the prevalence of

subjects with high cortical Aβ deposition.

A pathological study by Foster et al. [1] reported that a high corti-

cal Aβ score along with an older age at onset were associated

with a shorter time-to-dementia period in PDD. Rowe et al. [2] re-

ported that cortical PIB-binding was correlated inversely with the

interval from onset of cognitive impairment to diagnosis in DLB.

Longitudinal studies in DLB/PDD patients will be required to eluci-

date whether Aβ deposition accelerates the progression of de-

mentia and brain atrophy, and whether α-synuclein accelerates

Aβ deposition in the brain.

It may perhaps be a more interesting finding in this study that

there was no striking grey matter atrophy despite the presence of

dementia in PIB (-) DLB/PDD patients. Graff-Radford et al. [3] re-

ported that patients with DLB but without the imaging features of

coexistent AD-related pathology, such as parahippocampal atro-

phy and PIB(+), were more likely to cognitively improve with ace-

tylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibitor treatment. These findings would

suggest a predominant subcortical mechanism, such as choliner-

gic dysfunction, underlying the dementia in the beta-amyloid

negative Lewy body patients with dementia.

In conclusion, our results suggest that Aβ deposition is associ-

ated with AD-like atrophy in DLB/PDD. Early intervention against

Aβ may prevent or delay AD-like atrophy in patients with DLB/PDD

with Aβ deposition.

FIg.1 Mov Disord, 28(2), 169-75, 2013.
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Table 2 Reduction of grey matter volumes; values were normalized by to-

tal intracranial volumes compared to controls Mov Disord, 28(2),
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DLB/PDD
AD

PIB（－） PIB(+)

Frontal 1.65±1.54 3.04±1.52 2.60±1.40 b：‡；c：†

Sensorimotor 0.85±1.15 1.42±0.84 1.22±1.05

Parietal 1.34±1.22 2.28±0.40 2.08±1.30 b,c：†

Striatum 1.22±1.30 2.23±1.60 2.14±2.06 b:**; c:*

Occipital 1.18±0.86 1,70±1.02 1.94±1.04 b:*; c：†

Lateral temporal 1.40±0.93 2,81±1.26 3.22±1.24 a;*; b,c：‡；d:**

Parahippocampal area 0.76±0.50 1.94±0.60 1.91±0.78 b,c：‡；d,e：＊†

Hippocampus 0.66±1.07 1,82±0,94 2.21±0.96 b,d:*; c：‡

Amygdala 0.83±1.43 2.67±1.51 3.71±1.59 b:**; c,d：‡

Grey matter volume reduction compared to controls adjusted by each intra
cranial volume was expressed by Z score, and values are listed as mean±
SD.
a:HC vs PIB（－）DLB/PDD; b: HC vs PIB(+) DLB/PDD; c: HC vs AD; d: PIB
（－）DLB/PDD vs AD; e: PB（－）DLB/PDD vs PIB(+) DLB/PDD, *p<0.05, **p
<0.01，†p<0.005，‡p<0.001 (ANCOVA, adjusting for differences in age,
followed by Bonferroni correction)
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Overviews
The primary aim of the Research Center is to provide a scientific

basis for radiation protection and safety. Toward this goal, radia-

tion exposure from various sources is measured, the dose-effect

relationships for various endpoints are examined, and the mecha-

nisms underlying the effects are investigated. The Research Cen-

ter disseminates its research results to promote public under-

standing of radiation effects and to encourage the enactment of

more reasonable regulations concerning the use of radiation. The

scope of its activities is not limited to Japan. It has been ap-

pointed a collaborating center by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (Fig.1).

The Research Center consists of the Planning and Operation

Unit, three research programs (Radiobiology for Children’s Health

Program, Radiation Risk Reduction Research Program, and Regu-

latory Science Research Program) and one Research and Devel-

opment Team; the activities in each of these are summarized be-

low.

Planning and Operation Unit
In addition to management of the mid-term research plan, after

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, the unit or-

ganized telephone consultations, which were carried out with the

help of members of other centers. The number of consultations

has reached more than 18,000 (Fig.2). The Unit also organized a

number of international and domestic meetings.

1) Regional Meeting on Occupational Radiation Protection in

Emergency Exposure Situations (November 22-25, 2011)

This meeting was held in the framework of the TC (Technical

Cooperation) Program and the RCA (Regional Co-operative

Agreement for Research, Development and Training Related to

Nuclear Science and Technology for Asia and the Pacific) of the

IAEA. The meeting focused on subjects in the context of the

Fukushima NPP accident. Thirty participants from 15 countries

joined the meeting and discussed topics such as occupational

exposure and protection under the emergency situation after the

accident (Fig.3).

Fig.1 Designation of NIRS as an IAEA Collaborating Centre.

Fig.2 Trend in the number of telephone consultations (Total calls: 18,033

as of Dec. 31, 2012)
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2) Research Center Symposium: One Year after the Fukushima

Accident: Lessons Learned and Issues Forward from the View-

point of Radiation Protection Research (March 28, 2012)

One hundred and twenty participants joined this meeting and

discussed the lessons learned and issues to be clarified in the af-

termath of the Fukushima NPP accident, including low dose-rate

radiation effects, effects on children, and effects of internal expo-

sure.

3) Short-Term Training Course on Biological Dosimetry (December

10-21, 2012)

The Training Course was organized in co-operation with IAEA

and co-organized by the Research Center for Emergency Medi-

cine.

Two trainees from Indonesia and Vietnam participated in the

course. The course covers the basics for chromosome aberration

analysis, including dicentric analysis and FISH, as a measure of

exposure. Upon completion of the course, the trainees under-

stood calibration curves, were able to get trouble-shooting hints to

obtain better metaphase images and to score dicentric chromo-

somes more properly for triaging and dose estimation, and they

had practical knowledge and experience on using an automated

microscopic image-analysis system for chromosome aberrations.

On the last day of the training course, a ceremony was held and

NIRS President Yonekura presented certificates to the two train-

ees (Fig.4).

4) NIRS International Symposium in collaboration with IAEA:

Tackle the Challenges: Low Dose Radiation Effect on Human

Body (December 21, 2012)

About 120 researchers participated in this symposium which

was intended to give experts of related areas the latest scientific

findings about low dose radiation effects as determined by epide-

miological surveys as well as by experiments using cells and ani-

mals. The experts shared their ideas with participants on the is-

sues to be addressed in this field and the challenges related to

the Fukushima accident were also discussed.

Invitations were extended to two experts from Europe, one from

the US, three experts from Asia, four domestic experts, and the

two trainees of the training course on biological dosimetry. Asian

experts presented their findings on impacts of the Fukushima ac-

cident in their own countries; this was very useful for NIRS re-

searchers to better know what kinds of information are needed in

neighboring countries. A summary of IAEA activities related to Ra-

diation Biology and Health Effects of Radiation was also pre-

sented.

Radiobiology for Children’s Health Program
1) Objectives

In this era of low birthrate and prolonged longevity, concerns

about the safety of fetuses and children have been growing. Pro-

gressive increases in the use of medical radiation for children

have recently forced the ICRP, IAEA and WHO to draft global in-

itiatives on radiation protection of children. In this program, we

carry out studies to provide information on the risk of carcino-

genesis due to radiation exposure, from single or repeated doses,

during fetal and childhood periods, for which there is insufficient

data. We study the effects of radiation exposure on cancer induc-

tion and lifespan shortening using animal models. The ultimate

objectives of this research program are to propose age-weighting

factors and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of heavy ions

and neutrons, for both fetuses and children. In addition, we are

seeking to understand the effect of dose fractionation in children.

2) Life span shortening

Life span shortening was investigated in B6C3F1 mice of both

genders exposed to gamma-rays (137Cs), carbon ions (energy,

290 MeV/u; LET, 13 keV/um) and neutrons (1-2 MeV) at various

ages from fetus to mature adult. For gamma-ray exposures, linear

dose-response curves were obtained with a slope (% of life span

loss per unit dose) of 9%/Gy for mice exposed to gamma-rays at

1 week of age. No gender difference was observed. For mice ex-

posed at 7 weeks of age, the slope of the dose-response was re-

duced for males, i.e. 3%/Gy, whereas the slope was unchanged

for females. In utero exposures had a negligible effect for both

genders. Carbon ions and neutrons were more effective in reduc-

ing life span than gamma-rays, particularly when fetal and neona-

tal mice were exposed. These results suggest a larger relative

biological effectiveness (RBE) of carbon ions and neutrons for fe-

tuses and infants compared to adults.

3) Cancer induction

We have previously reported that there are susceptible age-

windows for radiation carcinogenesis which are organ depend-

ent. We have now demonstrated the age-windows for a range of

organs. (1) Brain tumors: Ptch1 heterozygous mice are a model

for medulloblastoma in children with Gorlin syndrome. The perina-

tal period is the most susceptible for radiation-induced medul-

loblastoma, with decreasing sensitivity thereafter. (2) Renal cell

carcinoma: Renal cell carcinoma in Tsc2 heterozygous rats is also

most efficiently induced by irradiation at the perinatal stage. (3)

Hepatocellular carcinoma: B6C3F1 mice show the highest inci-

Fig.3 Participants in the RCA.

Fig.4 The ceremony to present certificates to two trainees on Dec.

21, 2012.
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dence of liver tumors after irradiation at 1 week of age. (4) Intesti-

nal tumors: the greatest incidence of intestinal tumors in ApcMin/+

mice was observed with irradiation at 1-2 weeks of age. (5) Mam-

mary cancers: The incidence of mammary cancers developed by

80 months of age was larger for post-pubertal (7 weeks of age)

than for pre-pubertal (3 weeks of age) irradiation. (See details in

the Highlight) (6) Lung tumors: in contrast to other organs, the in-

cidence of radiation-induced lung tumors does not increase as a

function of age-at-exposure, consistent with the result seen for A-

bomb survivors. In summary, most organs show radiation-

sensitivity in juveniles, and the susceptible age-windows for radia-

tion carcinogenesis vary by tissue.

In additional experiments, combined effects of chemical car-

cinogen and radiation during puberty were investigated. We es-

tablished levels for radiation and ENU doses for risk assessment,

as well as determined the importance of the order and timing of

the exposures, as shown in the Highlight.

Radiation Risk Reduction Research Program
1) Aims of the program

Cancer susceptibility after exposure to radiation differs depend-

ing on individuals. Age and gender are known factors causing in-

dividual differences in radiation sensitivity. Smoking has also been

identified to elevate the individual sensitivity to α-particles. In ad-

dition to these well-defined factors, there are other potential fac-

tors which have been suggested to modulate radiation sensitivity

of individuals. First, variable efficiency of DNA repair resulting

from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) located in genes for

DNA repair-related proteins is thought to cause individual differ-

ences in radiation sensitivity. As non-homologous end joining

(NHEJ) is the major mammalian system for repair of DNA double

strand breaks, a genetic variation in NHEJ-related proteins is ex-

pected to have a strong correlation with radiation sensitivity of in-

dividuals. Second, there is evidence suggesting that individual ra-

diation sensitivity is modulated by life styles; especially the calorie

intake has been shown to have a significant impact on radiation

carcinogenesis in laboratory animals.

In the last Mid-term Plan, we studied the mechanisms for an un-

targeted radiation carcinogenesis where tumors were induced in

the thymus transplanted from unirradiated donor mice depending

on radiation doses to which the host mice were exposed. We

demonstrated that microenvironment could modulate cellular sen-

sitivity to radiation carcinogenesis. In addition, we confirmed the

functional involvement of NHEJ-related factors, such as XRCC4,

Artemis, and MDC1, in cellular protection from radiation effects,

and found that the activity of these factors may modify the radia-

tion risks. Furthermore, we demonstrated a correlation between

radioadaptive responses (low dose radiation-inducible resistance

to subsequent high dose radiation) and elevated DNA repair effi-

ciency. This finding suggested a possibility that individual radia-

tion sensitivity may be artificially modulated by regulating ra-

dioadaptive responses.

Based on these accomplishments, we extended our research

efforts in a new program in the current Mid-term Plan. The pur-

pose of this program is to identify factors, whatever genetic and

epigenetic, causing individual differences in radiation sensitivity,

and also to present a possible way to reduce individual radiation

risks by artificially regulating these factors.

2) Research teams in the program

There are two research teams in the program: Radiation Risk

Modifier Research Team and Active Radiation Protection Re-

search Team. The Radiation Risk Modifier Research Team is aim-

ing at identification of lifestyle-related factors and protein markers

which are usable to identify high radiation risk individuals. The Ac-

tive Radiation Protection Research Team studies the mechanisms

for biological responses to radiation, especially radioadaptive re-

sponses and DNA damage responses, to find a way to modulate

individual radiation risks through manipulation of these responses.

3) Overview of accomplishments

We have identified some variants of non-homologous end join-

ing (NHEJ)-related factors such as Ku70 and Ku80 having a point

mutation in domains required for interaction with other molecules.

These variant proteins are candidates for the protein markers for

high radiation risk groups. And we also suggested a possibility

that the mutagenic effects of radiation may be reduced by modu-

lating the activity of another NHEJ-related factor, Artemis. This

factor is a promising target to manipulate in order to reduce radia-

tion risks. Furthermore, we could demonstrate a possible way to

reduce radiation risks by combination of restriction of calorie in-

takes and radioadaptive responses.

4) Activities other than research (e.g. Fukushima Daiichi NPP acci-

dent related activities)

Within the framework of a human resources development pro-

gram conducted by Kyoto University, we hold a training course for

university students where they could learn about some of the new-

est and most exciting aspects of radiation biology. After the acci-

dent at the Fukushima NPPP, we have actively contributed to eas-

ing the mental anxiety for residents in contaminated areas in

Fukushima and Kanto by answering questions concerning health

effects of radiation.

Regulatory Science Research Program
Aims of the program are to investigate necessary information for

development of radiation safety standards and guidelines and to

propose scientifically based measures for radiation regulation and

policy aiming at a more reasonable system of radiation protection.

The research of the program is focused on three subject areas.

1) Measures for regulation and optimization of exposures from

natural radiation

The program carried out studies on evaluation of occupational

and public exposures from natural radiation sources such as ra-

don, NORM (naturally occurring radioactive materials), and cos-

Fig.5 Translated versions of IAEA reports.
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mic ray exposure when flying in air craft. Regarding indoor radon

exposure, the efficiency of mitigation methods using under-floor

ventilation was investigated in a Japanese traditional wooden

house. International comparison of radon measurements was car-

ried out for their standardization. Occupational exposure due to

utilization of NORM was studied to obtain the relationship be-

tween activity concentration of the materials and dose received

by various workers, which is useful information to set the exemp-

tion criteria for the NORM level. The measurement system for cos-

mic rays in a facility on the top of Mt. Fuji was developed to evalu-

ate the sudden increase of dose due to solar flares.

2) Policy for radiation regulation based on radiation risk

In order to propose a radiation protection policy with considera-

tion of social rationality, the program has made a comprehensive

analysis of epidemiological data using advanced statistics analy-

sis and has also developed an effective method for risk communi-

cation. A tool for risk assessment using the latest risk information

was developed to estimate radiation risk among a specified group

of exposed people.

3) Measures for environmental protection

For the purpose of developing new standards for environmental

protection against radiation exposure, analysis of transfer of ra-

dioactive materials to animals using a dynamic model was carried

out. The results of the assessment showed higher activity concen-

tration in a standard animal than that estimated by a model using

a static value for the transfer factor.

4) Activities other than research

As activities other than research, members of the program have

addressed considerable requests from regulatory bodies respon-

sible for radiation protection of people against exposure to radio-

active materials due to the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident.

Members of the program also have cooperated in activities of in-

ternational organizations, especially UNSCEAR.

R & D Team for Biospheric Assessment
for Waste Disposal

This team aims at providing environmental transfer parameters

for radiation dose assessments from radionuclides released from

radioactive waste disposal sites. To obtain suitable parameters for

the Japanese biosphere, this team has been working in four study

areas: (1) behavior of radionuclides in Japanese estuarine areas;

(2) estimation of the behavior of the key radionuclides (C-14 and I-

129) in transuranic (TRU) waste; (3) transfer of radon from soil to

the air; and (4) development of estimation methods for environ-

mental parameters. Some details of these study areas are listed

below.

1) Behavior of radionuclides in Japanese estuarine areas

Radionuclides that can reach estuarine areas will be from river

water; and thus their behaviors will be the same as those of stable

elements. In this study, more than 40 stable elements in water,

sediment and biota samples were analyzed. Estuarine water to bi-

ota concentration ratio (CR) of various elements for algae, mol-

luscs, and crustaceans were calculated using these data. When

the obtained geometric means of CRs were compared with the

CRs recommended in IAEA Technical Report Series 422 for ma-

rine organisms, no big differences between them were found.

Sediment-seawater distribution coefficients (Kds) were also ob-

tained.

2) Estimation of the behavior of the key radionuclides (C-14 and I-

129) in TRU waste
14C, especially in low molecular weight organic forms (e.g. ace-

tic acid, formic acid and formaldehyde) will affect dose estimation

and thus it is necessary to understand their behaviors in soil and

plant systems. Soil-soil solution distribution coefficients (Kds) of

acetic acid ([1-14C], [2-14C] and [1,2-14C]), formic acid, and formal-

dehyde were obtained; it was found that radiocarbon in these

forms is easily released as gas (mostly as 14CO2) in Japanese agri-

cultural soils. Probably because of the 14CO2 gas generation,

when soil-to-plant transfer (TF) of 14C was studied using tracer ex-

periments in a growth chamber, relatively higher values were

found than expected from open field observations with a stable

carbon isotope ratio.

3) Transfer of radon from soil to the air

Radon generation and discharge into the air from waste dis-

posal sites is an issue for dose estimation. In order to understand

the fate, radon exhalation rates in agricultural fields were investi-

gated for various soil types widely observed in Japan. Also, tracer

experiments with increasing water moisture contents in several

types of soils were studied with a ventilation-type accumulation

chamber for radon exhalation rate determination. Radon exhala-

tion rates obtained in Fukuoka, Kochi and Hokkaido Prefectures

were 6.6±3.8 mBq m－2 s－1, 12.1±24.4 mBq m－2 s－1 and 2.0±
1.7 mBq m－2 s－1, respectively.

4) Development of estimation methods for environmental parame-

ters

Some environmental parameters, such as TF, Kd and CR, for im-

portant radionuclides are sometimes difficult to obtain in situ. To

estimate these values, empirical multiple regression models (Fig.

6) were developed using NIRS databases and generally available

databases collected by this team; the databases included soil

characteristics (pH, water content, size distribution, elemental

concentrations), and elemental concentrations in crops, estuarine

water and biota, etc. . Data related to the Fukushima Daiichi NPP

accident were also collected for the models.

Fig.6 Environmental transfer parameters for radiation dose assess-

ments from radionuclides released from radioactive waste dis-

posal sites and application of multiple regression models to

estimate parameters of radionuclides.
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Abstract
Here we report a study on the accurate determination of Pu iso-

topic composition in surface soil and litter. The results provide iso-

topic evidence for the release of Pu into the atmosphere and

deposition on the ground in northwest and south of the Fukushima

DNPP in the 20-30 km zones. The high activity ratio of 241Pu

/239+240Pu (> 100) from the Fukushima DNPP accident highlights the

need for long-term 241Pu dose assessment, and the ingrowth of
241Am.

Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (DNPP) accident

caused massive releases of radioactivity into the environment.

The released highly volatile fission products, such as 129mTe, 131I,
134Cs, 136Cs and 137Cs were found to be widely distributed in

Fukushima and its adjacent prefectures in eastern Japan. How-

ever, the release of non-volatile actinides, in particular, Pu iso-

topes remains uncertain more than half a year after the accident.

Experimental
We collected surface soil samples for the determination of ac-

tivities of 137Cs and Pu, and Pu atom ratios (240Pu/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu)

in: Chiba, Kamagaya, and Mito Cities in the Kanto Plain; the

Evacuation-Prepared Area (J-Village, 20 km south of Fukushima

DNPP); and the Deliberate Evacuation Area (S1, in Katsurao Vil-

lage, 25 km WNW of Fukushima DNPP; S2, in Namie Town, 26 km

NW of Fukushima DNPP; and S3, in Iitate Village, 32 NW of

Fukushima DNPP) (Fig.1). The determination of Pu isotopes was

done using a sector-field ICP-MS.

Results
For the samples collected in Fukushima Prefecture, activities of

239+240Pu ranged from 0.019 to 1.400 mBq/g, within the typical

global fallout 239+240Pu activity range of 0.15 to 4.31 mBq/g ob-

served in Japanese soils before the Fukushima DNPP accident.

However, high activities of 241Pu ranging from 4.52 to 34.8 mBq/g

were detected in samples of the J-Village surface soil (0-2 cm)

and of litter at sites S2 and S3. 241Pu was released into the environ-

ment through atmospheric nuclear weapons tests in the last cen-

tury. Due to its short half-life of 14.4 years, the activity of 241Pu in

Japanese soils is quite low (ca. 1.2 for 241Pu/239+240Pu activity ratio,
241Pu decay corrected to 15 March 2011). Therefore, the finding of

high 241Pu activities in these samples suggested an additional Pu

input. The 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu atom ratios found in these

samples ranged from 0.303 to 0.330 and from 0.103 to 0.135, re-

spectively. They were significantly higher than those of global fall-

out and the atmospheric fallout deposition in Japan from 1963 to

1979, indicating new Pu input from the Fukushima DNPP acci-

dent. We noted that in the surface soil (0-1cm) under the litter

layer at sites S3 and S2, no 241Pu was determined and 240Pu/239Pu

atom ratios were 0.144 and 0.177, respectively, close to the global

fallout value. This phenomenon indicated that the released Pu de-

posited in the litter layer, had not reached the underlying surface

soil by May 2011 when the samples were collected. We consid-

ered that the atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu found in the

litter layer reflected the isotopic composition of the released Pu

from the Fukushima DNPP accident. Compared to the Pu isotopic

composition seen after the Chernobyl accident, the Fukushima

accident Pu had a slightly higher 241Pu/239Pu atom ratio, but lower

ratio of 240Pu/239Pu (Fig.2).

The atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu found in the surface

soil of J-Village were slightly lower than those in litter samples in

Namie Town (S2) and Iitate Village (S3) in the NW direction of the

Fukushima DNPP. The plot of 241Pu/239Pu vs. 240Pu/239Pu for the

global fallout, the soil in J-Village and the litter at sites S2 and S3

could be described by a linear function (r2=0.9901): 241Pu/239Pu =

0.9024x(240Pu/239Pu)-0.1656 (Fig. 2). This indicated that the Pu in J-

Village surface soil (0-2 cm) contained a small proportion of

global fallout Pu. Using a two end-member mixing model we

found the percentage of Fukushima-derived 239+240Pu in the J-

Village soil was 87 %; and the other 13 % 239+240Pu was of global
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fallout origin. We noted that Pu activities in the J-Village surface

soil were ca. one order of magnitude lower than those northwest

of Fukushima DNPP.

In the samples that showed Pu contamination from the

Fukushima accident, we detected extremely high 137Cs activities.

They ranged from 1.15x104 to 4.65x106 mBq/g. The activity ratios

of 137Cs/239+240Pu for these samples ranged from 1.95x105 to 2.53x

107, and they were several orders of magnitude higher than that of

the Chernobyl accident (770, 137Cs corrected for decay to June

1997), indicating that the release of 239+240Pu from the Fukushima

DNPP accident was very small.

In this study, the 241Pu/239+240Pu activity ratio of the Fukushima-

derived Pu was found to be higher than 100. The additional dose

contribution from 241Pu has to be estimated. As an example, as-

suming a similar contamination of 241Pu in the surface soil as that

in the litter layer and using the method of IAEA-TECDOC-955, we

estimated the 241Pu dose for a person living for 50 years in the vi-

cinity of S2 site to be 0.44 mSv, about 4 times the 239+240Pu dose es-

timated by the MEXT.
241Pu is a beta-emitting isotope, as a result of 241Pu decay the in-

crease of 241Am may significantly enhance the alpha-activity level

in the contaminated area for a certain period of time. We made a

prognostic predication on the ingrowth of 241Am [1]. The result

showed that the 241Am/239+240Pu activity ratio would increase quickly

to reach a maximum value of 3.12 in the year 2081, followed by a

gradual decrease. This predicated maximum value of 3.12 is al-

most one order of magnitude higher than that of the expected

global fallout 241Am/239+240Pu in the year 2042. Furthermore, the in-

creased amount of 241Am may remain in the surface soil for dec-

ades together with Pu isotopes, as demonstrated in our previous

study on the downward migration of 241Am and Pu released from

the atomic bomb detonation in Nishiyama area, Nagasaki, Ja-

pan [2]. Therefore, it is highly necessary to investigate the distribu-

tion and surface activity of 241Pu inside the 20 km zone, where

much higher 241Pu could be expected. This is important for the

long-term dose assessment of actinides contamination.

For soil samples collected in Mito, Chiba, and Kamagaya Cities,

although 137Cs activities were significantly higher than the activity

level before the accident, the 239+240Pu activities and 240Pu/239Pu

atom ratios were typical values of global fallout and no 241Pu could

be detected. We concluded that the Fukushima source contribu-

tion to the total Pu activity was negligible.

Fig.1 Map showing the locations of soil sampling sites [1].

Fig.2 Mixing plot of 241Pu/239Pu atom ratio vs. 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio for litter

and surface soil samples collected in the 20-30 km zones around

the Fukushima daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, Japan, and a compari-

son of isotopic composition with those of the Chernobyl accident

and the global fallout sources [1].
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Abstract
Fallout from the disaster at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear

Power Plant (FDNPP) has been monitored at NIRS, located about

220 km south-southwest of the FDNPP. Sampling was started from

15 March 2011, 2-3 times a day for the first 10 days and then once

a day until 22 April 2011. Gamma-ray spectrometry of fallout

deposition samples revealed the presence of 131I, 132I, 132Te, 134Cs

and 137Cs. The largest deposition was observed during 7:00-16:

00, on 21 March. The estimated total deposition densities at NIRS

were 1.40×105 Bq/m2 for 131I, 4.12×104 Bq/m2 for 132Te, 1.45×104

Bq/m2 for 134Cs, and 1.48×104 Bq/m2 for 137Cs (corrected to 11

March 2011). The obtained densities of 134Cs and 137Cs were also

supported by the accumulated amount of 134Cs and 137Cs in soil

near the deposition sampling site.

Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) suffered

severe damage from an earthquake of magnitude 9.0 and the

subsequent huge tsunami on 11 March 2011. In the following

days, large release of radionuclides occurred from the plant. Ac-

cording to estimates from the former Nuclear and Industrial Safety

Agency (NISA), the released 131I was 1.6× 1017 Bq and 1.5× 1016

Bq for 137Cs. For comparison, 1.76 × 1018 Bq of 131I was released

by the Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident.

Environmental radioactivity levels in the Kanto Plain have be-

come of growing concern to the public. Quantitative data and iso-

tope ratios of different radionuclides for the fallout deposition,

however, have been limited, although such data may provide use-

ful information for the estimation of public exposure dose and the

emission inventory of radionuclides. In this annual report, we pre-

sent initial results of measured fallout deposition at the National In-

stitute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS), located about 220 km

south-southwest from the FDNPP. Details of this investigation were

reported by Ishii et al. [1].

Material and methods
Fallout deposition samples were collected on the roof of a five-

story building at NIRS (Fig.1). The sampling periods are listed in

Table 1. A total of 52 samples were collected during the investiga-

tion period. Two stainless steel containers, each with a 0.2 m2 of

surface area, were placed at a height of 20 cm above the roof sur-

face. These containers included at least 300 mL of 1% tetramethyl

ammonium hydroxide (TMAH; super-pure grade, vol to vol), which

prevents iodine losses through volatilization. At the end of each

sampling, 100 mL of the sample was transferred into a 250 mL

polypropylene container for gamma-ray spectrometry.

The total deposition of 137Cs was also estimated using soil in

flowerpots (n = 3), which were placed on a building roof near the

fallout deposition sampling site from 11 March to 19 May 2011.

The soil sample was dried and well mixed to make a homogene-

ous radioactive cesium concentration at the end of the experiment

(19 May 2011) and transferred into a U8 polystyrene container for

gamma-ray spectrometry. This estimation was carried out to en-

sure reliability of our investigation for fallout deposition at the

rooftop.

The gamma-ray spectrometry was done using germanium de-

tectors (Seiko EG&G). The measurement values were corrected to

15:27 on 11 March, when the first tsunami struck the FDNPP.

Results and discussion
Fallout deposition samples contained 131I, 132I, 132Te, 134Cs, and

137Cs. In this annual report, results of 131I and 137Cs are described.

Figure 2 shows the fallout deposition rates per unit area (Bq/m2/h),

obtained by dividing deposition densities (Bq/m2) by collection

time (h). A small peak of the fallout deposition rate per unit area

for 131I was observed at sampling #3 (from 7:30 to 13:20 on 6

March,). The rate, however, decreased from 3.6 x 102 Bq/m2/h at

sampling #3 to 3.1 Bq/m2/h at sampling #8. The maximum rate of
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7.0 x 103 Bq/m2/h was observed at sampling #16, and the rate

gradually decreased to 0.9 Bq/m2/h at the end of our investigation.

No rainfall was observed at Chiba City until 16 March, and thus

dry deposition was the main mechanism during this period for this

radionuclide. The importance of dry deposition of 131I was also re-

ported for the Chernobyl accident of 1986.

The largest deposition event at NIRS started from 21 March.

From 7:00 to 16:00 that day, the deposition rates were 7.0×103 Bq

/m2/h for 131I and 1.4×103 Bq/m2/h for 137Cs. These significant in-

creases in fallout deposition rates could be related to rainfall. This

was the first rainy day around the Kanto Plain after the large re-

lease of radionuclides from the FDNPP on 15 and 16 March, and

the rainfall continued for 3 days. The results show that wet deposi-

tion was the main pathway for fallout deposition of these radionu-

clides to the ground during the investigation periods.

Fallout deposition was also monitored at the Japan Chemical

Analysis Center (JCAC) and the Chiba Prefectural Environmental

Research Center (CPERC) in addition to NIRS within the prefec-

ture. Both centers are located within 15 km from NIRS. Then, the

fallout deposition densities were compared among those sites us-

ing the data from 18 March to 22 April, because the monitoring of

fallout deposition at CPERC began from 18 March and ended 22

April at NIRS. The total deposition densities were 4.7 x 103 Bq/m2

at JCAC, 4.9 x 103 Bq/m2 at CPERC, and 1.5 x 104 Bq/m2 at NIRS.

One reason for the differences in the total deposition densities

may be rainfall intercepting the plume. When we sampled the fall-

out deposition at 9:00 on 21 March, it was raining heavily, but no

rainfall was recorded at the CPERC sampling site at that time.

To ensure reliability of the fallout deposition densities at NIRS,

the total amount of radioactive cesium in the soils of some flower-

pots were also measured, and the densities were estimated as 1.4

x104 ± 2.5 x103 Bq/m2 (corrected to 11 March 2011). These esti-

mated densities from the soil were only slightly less than the total

deposition densities at NIRS. Our estimation of fallout deposition

densities gave no indication of a three-fold overestimation. The

loss may be due to leakage of radioactive cesium through the in-

terspace between the soil and the wall of the flowerpot when it

was raining and blowing away of small soil particles contaminated

with radioactive cesium under dry conditions.

Fig.1 Sampling site of fallout deposition at NIRS [2].

Fig.2 Fallout deposition of 131I and 137Cs during our investigation periods [2].

Table 1 Beginning time and ending time of sampling at NIRS
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Introduction
Heavy ion radiotherapy using HIMAC continues to improve can-

cer treatment by permitting accurate dose localization and strong

biological effects attributed to the sharp Bragg peak and high lin-

ear energy transfer (LET). Because Bragg peaks are normally too

narrow for therapeutic applications, spread-out Bragg peaks

(SOBP) have been devised to obtain a broad and uniform dose

distribution. Fractionated irradiation with a beam with a 6-cm

SOBP, which is possible from 290-MeV/u carbon ions and has an

LET range of 40-90 keV/μm within the SOBP component, has

been used to treat several cancer types.

There is increasing concern that medical radiation exposure

can increase the risk of cancer, especially in children. Breast tis-

sue is susceptible to radiation-induced carcinogenesis, and epi-

demiological studies have suggested a high risk of breast cancer

after radiation exposure during childhood. Carbon-ion radiother-

apy is currently not applied for the treatment of childhood can-

cers, partly because of the potential risk of promoting secondary

cancer. We previously reported a high relative biological effective-

ness (RBE) for the induction of mammary carcinogenesis in rats ir-

radiated with a 6-cm SOBP carbon-ion beam at early adulthood (7

weeks) [1]. As the mammary gland is one of the organs irradiated

during radiotherapy for tumors in the chest area, it is likely that

healthy mammary tissue will be exposed to the relatively low-LET

(13 keV/μm) component of the carbon-ion beam. Nevertheless,

there is no published information from studies conducted in hu-

mans or using animal models about the risk of carcinogenesis fol-

lowing carbon-ion irradiation, whether fractionated or single, dur-

ing childhood.

Apart from clinical issues, evidence suggests high susceptibil-

ity of the fetus to radiogenic cancer. In the present program, we

used a common rat model of mammary carcinogenesis to investi-

gate the effects of irradiation with 13 keV/μm carbon ions on rats

of various ages in comparison with rats irradiated with γ rays. The

study has been published in the International Journal of Radiation

Oncology Biology Physics [2].

Results
1) Age window of susceptibility

Female Sprague-Dawley rats at various ages (embryonic days

3, 13 and 17, and 1, 3, 7 and 15 weeks after birth) were irradiated

with 137Cs γ rays or 290 MeV/u carbon ions (with an LET of 13 keV/

μm) at 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gy. A group of non-irradiated rats was

subjected to the same analysis to enable comparison. All rats

were observed weekly for development of palpable mammary tu-

mors until 90 weeks of age (or earlier if general deterioration of an

animal required that it be euthanized), after which the animals

were euthanized. Excised mammary tumors were analyzed his-

tologically and classified as either adenocarcinoma or benign tu-

mors, such as adenoma and fibroadenoma. The hazard ratio for

the development of palpable carcinoma in 1.0-Gy-irradiated

groups was calculated based on using Cox’s proportional hazard

model (Fig. 1). Herein, γ irradiation at 1 week of age and carbon-

Fig.1 Risk of mammary carcinoma in rats irradiated with 1 Gy of γ rays or

carbon ions at various ages. Mean and 95% confidence interval of

hazard ratios. E, embryonic day. ＊, P < 0.05; ＊＊, P < 0.01.
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ion irradiation at 3 and 7 weeks of age significantly increased the

risk of carcinogenesis. Thus, for rats, the period of susceptibility to

radiation-induced mammary carcinogenesis lies between 1-7

weeks after birth, with minimal susceptibility following irradiation

during either the embryonic or full-adulthood stage.

2) Dose-effect relationship

Dose-effect relationships were then analyzed for experiments

involving irradiation with γ rays or carbon ions at 1, 3 and 7 weeks

after birth. The highest dose (2.0 Gy) of radiation at 1 week of age

was excluded from this analysis because premature cessation of

the estrous cycle was induced in these rats (data not shown). In

this analysis, plotting of hazard ratios against dose indicated simi-

lar effects of γ irradiation among the groups of rats irradiated be-

tween 1-7 weeks after birth (Fig. 2). In contrast, the effect of car-

bon ions was greater for animals irradiated at later stages of de-

velopment.

3) RBE values

We first calculated the value of ERR (Gy－1) for each combina-

tion of radiation and age, as defined by the increase in the hazard

ratio with unit dose (Table 1). The ERR values of the γ-ray groups

fell within close proximity, having mutually overlapping 95% confi-

dence intervals. Therefore, we combined these γ-ray groups to

form a new set of dose-effect relationship data to obtain a better

estimation of ERR for γ rays (Table 1, bottom row); as mentioned

above, data of 2.0 Gy irradiation at 1 week of age were excluded.

The RBE values for carbon-ion irradiation were calculated as the

ratio of ERR for carbon ions to ERR for the combined γ-ray data as

a reference, giving the values 0.2, 1.3, and 2.8, respectively (Ta-

ble 1, rightmost column). Thus, the data suggested lower RBE

values for mammary cancer risk from carbon-ion irradiation of

neonatal and juvenile rats compared with that of young adult rats.

Clinical implications
Use of carbon ions for thoracic tumors of children (e.g., os-

teosarcomas and chordoma) would result in exposure of the

mammary tissue to doses and LET commensurate with the experi-

mental situation used here（～1.5 Gy/fraction, ～13 keV/μm). Irra-

diation of other areas will result in exposure to very low radiation

doses from scattered beams [3], which were not tested in these ex-

periments. The absorbed dose from carbon ions to the normal tis-

sue is generally less than one-third of that used in photon radio-

therapies because of the high biological effect and improved

dose localization (Fig. 2, arrows); therefore, even for the highest

RBE postulated in our study (i.e., 2.8), the expected cancer risk

would be lower than that anticipated for photon radiotherapies.

Our findings imply that carbon-ion therapy may be associated

with a risk of secondary breast cancer in humans, the extent of

which may depend on the age of the patient at the time of irradia-

tion.

Fig.2 Dose-effect relationship for risk of mammary carcinoma induction in rats irradiated with γ rays or car-

bon ions at neonatal, juvenile and early adulthood stages. Mean and 95% confidence interval of haz-

ard ratios. ＊, P < 0.05; ＊＊, P < 0.01; ＊＊＊, P < 0.001.
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Table 1 Excess relative risk (ERR) per Gy and RBE (mean and 95% confi-

dence interval) of carbon ions for rat mammary carcinogenesis.

Age at exposure
ERR (Gy－1)

RBE
γ rays Carbon ions

1 week 1.1［－0.3, 2.4] 0.2［－0.4, 0.8] 0.2［－0.3, 0.7]

3 weeks 1.5 [1.2, 1.7] 1.5 [1.3, 1.8] 1.3 [1.0, 1.6]

7 weeks 1.0 [0.1, 1.9] 3.3 [2.2, 4.5] 2.8 [1.8, 3.9]

All ages combined 1.2 [1.0, 1.3] － －
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Introduction
Children are considered to be more sensitive to both radiation

and carcinogenic chemicals as compared with adults because: (i)

children’s tissues are growing rapidly; and (ii) children have a

longer life expectancy. As highlighted by the Fukushima nuclear

power plant accident, cancer risk from radiation exposure to chil-

dren is one of the central concerns for radiation protection.

The fact that individual carcinogens induce specific mutations

in cancer-related genes contributes to researchers’ understand-

ing of the molecular pathways and mechanisms underlying can-

cer development. The major cause of human cancer is natural

and man-made carcinogens in food and the environment; there-

fore, tumor induction by radiation exposure should always be con-

sidered in the context of the possible contributions from other en-

vironmental factors. For example, the combined effect of radiation

exposure and smoking among atomic bomb survivors is additive,

whereas that of exposure to radon progeny and smoking on lung

cancer in underground miners is sub-multiplicative. The risk of the

combined effect of radiotherapy and chemotherapy for Hodgkin’s

disease is additive, but the effects of radiotherapy and smoking

are synergistic.

We used two genotoxic carcinogens, X-rays and N -ethyl-N -

nitrosourea (ENU), to probe the mechanism of carcinogenesis

caused by the combination of two distinct agents. X-rays cause

double-or single-strand breaks in DNA, which can result in dele-

tions or recombination, while ENU forms DNA adducts that can

generate point mutations. Thus, it would be expected that the two

carcinogens would each produce a different mutation spectrum.

Indeed, we previously demonstrated that high-dose X-ray- and

ENU-induced lymphomas each harbored a distinct mutation

spectrum of the gene Ikaros, which encodes a transcription factor

that plays a key role in lineage commitment and differentiation in

lymphoid cells, and is also a tumor suppressor in acute lym-

phoblastic leukemia.

In this research highlight, we describe determination of the

mode and mechanism of the carcinogenic effect of radiation com-

bined with ENU, focusing on the dose-dependent effects of both

carcinogens. In addition, we detail our comparison of the mutation

spectrum of Ikaros in lymphomas induced by both agents with

those induced by treatment with X-rays or ENU alone.

Results
1) Combined exposure with X-rays followed by ENU shows both

synergistic and antagonistic effects but simultaneous exposure

to both carcinogens shows only a synergistic effect

We studied the mode and mechanism of the carcinogenic ef-

fect of radiation in combination with ENU. Induction of T-cell lym-

phomas by X-ray irradiation or ENU treatment showed thresholds

at 0.4 Gy or 100 ppm, respectively. For combined exposures (X-

ray→ENU), 4-week-old B6C3F1 female mice were irradiated with

X-rays for 4 consecutive weeks (Kaplan’s method) followed by 4

weeks of ENU treatment (Fig. 1A). For simultaneous exposures (X-

rays+ENU), the mice were irradiated with X-rays by the same

method while being treated with ENU from 4 weeks of age. To

clarify the combined effect, doses of X-rays (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, or 1.0

Gy per fraction) and ENU (0, 50, 100, or 200 ppm) were selected,

Fig.1 Experimental protocol for combined exposure to X-rays followed by

ENU (X-rays→ENU) and simultaneous exposure of X-rays and ENU

(X-rays+ENU). Mice were exposed to X-rays every week (lightning

bolts) starting at age of 4 weeks. ENU treatment was started at age

4 or 8 weeks.
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centered on the threshold doses for T-cell lymphoma induction

(0.4 Gy and 100 ppm, respectively). B6C3F1 mice exposed to X-

rays→ENU developed T-cell lymphomas in a dose-dependent

manner. Radiation doses above an apparent threshold acted syn-

ergistically with ENU to promote lymphoma development,

whereas radiation doses below that threshold antagonized ENU-

induced lymphoma development (Fig. 2A). For mice exposed si-

multaneously to X-rays+ENU, radiation doses above an apparent

threshold showed a synergistic effect, but lower doses did not

show any antagonistic effect (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, the combina-

tion of doses below the threshold for both carcinogens, i.e. the

combination of 0.2 or 0.4 Gy of X-rays with 50 or 100 ppm of ENU,

did not induce T-cell lymphomas, except for simultaneous expo-

sure to 0.4 Gy X-rays and 100 ppm ENU.

2) Combined exposure alters the frequency of loss of heterozy-

gosity (LOH) on chromosome 11 in lymphomas

We next investigated carcinogen-associated molecular chan-

ges to delineate the carcinogenic pathways activated by com-

bined exposure. We previously reported that frequent LOH on

chromosome 11 is characteristic of lymphomas induced by X-

rays (1.6 Gy per fraction) but that LOH is rarely observed in spon-

taneous or ENU-induced lymphomas [1]. The frequency of LOH at

the Ikaros locus was significantly lower in ENU-induced, X-ray→
ENU-induced, and X-rays+ENU-induced lymphomas (22%, P <

0.001; 17%, P < 0.001; 23%, P < 0.001, respectively; Chi-square

test), compared with X-ray-induced lymphomas (51%) (Fig. 2).

Thus, the pathway associated with Ikaros LOH was significant for

X-ray-induced lymphomagenesis, but not for ENU, X-ray→ENU or

X-rays+ENU exposures.

3) Combined exposure changes the proportion of Ikaros alteration

types

Various types of Ikaros mutations have been reported in both

human and mouse lymphomas. Therefore, we identified Ikaros al-

terations by analyzing mRNA and protein expression, and by se-

quencing the gene of lymphomas to distinguish differences be-

tween lymphoma-inducing treatments. Four types of Ikaros altera-

tion (point mutation, insertion or deletion, null expression, and al-

tered splicing) were observed in X-ray-induced lymphomas, and

the proportions of these alterations differed among the lympho-

mas induced by combined exposure. The X-ray→ENU-induced

and X-rays+ENU-induced lymphomas most frequently exhibited

Ikaros point mutations, in the former accompanied by LOH at low

frequency (18%), and in the latter accompanied by LOH more fre-

quently (40%). The results suggest that X-ray→ENU exposure ac-

tivated an ENU-induced mutagenic pathway, but X-rays+ENU ex-

posure activated both radiation and ENU-induced pathways.

4) Combined exposure changes the distribution and frequency of

base substitutions in Ikaros

We further analyzed the frequency and spectrum of Ikaros base

substitutions in the lymphomas in detail. X-ray-induced lympho-

mas harbored G:C to A:T substitutions at CpG sites, and A:T to G:

C substitutions; while ENU-induced lymphomas showed mainly A:

T to G:C substitutions. In X-ray→ENU-induced lymphomas, four

types of base substitutions (G:C to A:T at non-CpG, A:T to G:C, G:

C to T:A, and A:T to T:A) were frequently observed. In contrast, X-

ray+ENU-induced lymphomas showed only G:C to A:T at non-

CpG sites, and A:T to G:C substitutions. These data suggest that

G:C to A:T at non-CpG substitutions were associated with both

combined exposure, while the G:C to T:A, and A:T to T:A substitu-

tions were uniquely associated with X-ray→ENU exposure. Base

substitution in the lymphomas was altered by the order of expo-

sure to the two carcinogens.

Summary
In this study, we determined the mode and mechanism of the

carcinogenic effect of radiation and ENU treatment, focusing on

dose-dependent effects of both carcinogens. [2, 3] We found

both dose-dependent synergistic and antagonistic effects of X-

ray→ENU exposure on T-cell lymphomagenesis, but only the syn-

ergistic effect of X-rays+ENU exposure. In addition, The X-ray→
ENU- and X-rays+ENU-induced lymphomas predominantly har-

bored Ikaros point mutations. The data on point mutation and

LOH status suggest that X-rays→ENU-induced lymphomas acti-

vated an ENU-induced mutagenic pathway, but X-rays+ENU-

induced lymphomas activated both X-ray- and ENU-induced

mutagenic pathways. These data highlight the importance of the

radiation and ENU doses for risk assessment, as well as the order

and timing of the exposures. These findings will likely contribute to

the assessment of human cancer risk following exposure to multi-

ple carcinogens.

The carcinogenic effects of ionizing radiation and chemicals

vary markedly with age at exposure. The effect of combined expo-

sure to radiation and environmental carcinogens in children is still

a major concern, and warrants further study.

Fig.2 Incidence of T-cell lymphoma (TL) induction by combined exposure

to X-rays followed by ENU (X-rays→ENU) (A) and simultaneous ex-

posure of X-rays and ENU (X-rays+ENU) (B).
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Radiation-induced adaptive response (AR) is a phenomenon

manifesting as a priming low-dose-induced resistance to a subse-

quent challenge exposure at higher doses. Investigations of AR

are expected to provide an important scientific basis for radiation

risk estimates, protection and practical applications, which are of

great interest for both public health and academic research. AR

has been studied for nearly three decades since the concept was

first introduced into radiation biology and demonstrated in a vari-

ety of in vitro and in vivo systems. Among the documented in vivo

AR models, the mouse AR model (Yonezawa Effect) was originally

established by using sparsely ionizing (low linear energy transfer

(low-LET)) X-rays as both the priming and challenge irradiations,

and it was characterized by significantly decreased mortality in

the 30-day survival test. The underlying mechanism was due to

radioresistance occurring in blood-forming (hematopoietic) tis-

sues. Reproducibility of the Yonezawa Effect was verified and

confirmed previously in our lab using C57BL/6J female mice. Irra-

diations were performed by delivering a priming low dose of X-

rays (0.50 Gy) in combination with a challenge high dose from

either X-rays or densely ionizing (high-LET) accelerated ion parti-

cles [1, 2]. In this study, we further investigated the residual damage

in the hematopoietic system in surviving animals [3]. By verifying

the residual damage in the hematopoietic system in the mouse

survivors from the AR group (receiving both the priming and chal-

lenge irradiations) and the non-AR group (receiving only the chal-

lenge irradiations), we aimed at studying whether the priming irra-

diations could relieve the detrimental late effects induced by the

challenge irradiations in this mouse model of AR.

C57BL/6J Jms strain female mice were used and all experimen-

tal protocols involving them were reviewed and approved by The

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Insti-

tute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS). The experiments were per-

formed in strict accordance with the NIRS Guidelines for the Care

and Use of Laboratory Animals. X-rays were generated with an X-

ray machine (Pantak-320S, Shimadzu, Japan) operated at 200

kVp and 20 mA, using a 0.50-mm Al + 0.50-mm Cu filter. For high-

LET heavy-ion irradiations, a monoenergetic beam of carbon or

neon particles was generated and accelerated by the synchrotron

(a cyclic particle accelerator with its guiding magnetic field syn-

chronized to the particle beam) of the Heavy Ion Medical Accel-

erator in Chiba (HIMAC), at NIRS. The beam energy was 290 MeV

/nucleon for carbon ions and 400 MeV/nucleon for neon ions, cor-

responding to average LET values of about 15 keV/μm and 30

keV/μm, respectively.

Residual damage in the hematopoietic system was studied in

the peripheral blood hemogram (a complete blood count) in the

surviving animals one day after the 30-day survival test. Results

showed that the priming low dose of X-rays could relieve the detri-

mental effects on the hematopoietic system. The priming low dose

of X-rays significantly reduced the decrease in peripheral blood

platelet count induced by the challenge exposure (X-rays or

heavy ions) (data not shown). Because bone marrow failure (loss

of blood-forming ability) was the main cause of animal death in

this AR mouse model, we also measured residual damage in the

bone marrow cells of surviving animals one day after the 30-day

survival test. Results obtained in surviving animals from the posi-

tive control group (receiving both priming and challenge doses

from X-rays), the carbon ion group (receiving the priming dose

from X-rays and challenge dose from carbon ions), and the neon

ion group (receiving the priming dose from X-rays and challenge

dose from neon ions) are shown in Fig. 1. We observed both an

improvement in the ratio of immature red blood cells (polychro-

matic erythrocytes (PCEs)) to the sum of PCEs and mature red

blood cells (normochromatic erythrocytes (NCEs)) (Fig. 1A) and a

marked reduction of both the incidences of PCEs with small nuclei

(micronucleated (MN)) (MNPCEs) (Fig. 1B) and the incidences of

NCEs with small nuclei (MNNCEs) (Fig. 1C). The small nuclei are

the by-products resulting from chromosomal damages caused by

radiation.

Low doses of low-LET irradiations induce protective effects

through mechanisms such as enhancement of antioxidative ca-
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pacities, increase in cellular DNA double-strand break repair ca-

pacity leading to reduction of initial DNA damage in AR in mice in

vivo, and reduction of cell death, chromosomal aberrations, muta-

tions and malignant transformation in vitro. These induced re-

sponses have been tightly conserved throughout evolution, sug-

gesting that they are basic responses critical to life. In addition to

the acute mouse killing effect in the AR animal model, examination

of residual damage and late detrimental effects on the hema-

topoietic system, such as the decrease in blood cell production

(myelosuppression) and delayed genotoxic (toxic to DNA) effects,

is of importance from the viewpoint of AR study and radiation pro-

tection.

Taken together, our results showed that a priming low dose of

low-LET X-rays could relieve detrimental late effects including the

decrease in blood-forming function (anhematopoiesis) and de-

layed genotoxic effects that were induced by high dose of either

low-LET X-rays or high-LET heavy ions in bone marrow cells.

These findings suggested that the priming low dose of low LET ir-

radiations induced a protective effect on the hematopoietic sys-

tem, which may play an important role in both rescue from acute

lethal damage (mouse killing) and prevention of late detrimental

consequences (residual anhematopoiesis and delayed genotoxic

effects) caused by exposure to a high challenge dose from either

low-LET or high-LET irradiations. Results indicated the signifi-

cance and possible application of AR to the reduction of genomic

instability induced by high-dose irradiations. These findings bring

new knowledge to the characterization of the Yonezawa Effect by

providing new insight into the mechanistic study of AR in vivo.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.1 Relief by a priming dose of 0.50 Gy X-rays of delayed genotoxic ef-

fects on the femur bone marrow of mice from a challenge dose of

7.50 Gy X-rays, 5.75 Gy carbon or 5.50 Gy neon. The percentage of

PCEs to PCEs and NCEs (A), the per-mille of MNPCEs to PCEs (B),

and the per-mille of MNNCEs to NCEs (C) are shown. ＊ P <0.05; ＊＊

P <0.01 [3].
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One of the purposes of our research program is to provide a

scientific basis for radiation risk reduction. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to discover genetic radiation risk-modifying factors in the hu-

man population. The first step for achieving this purpose is to de-

velop a method to discover genetic radiation risk-modifying fac-

tors that will help to advance an individual-oriented risk assess-

ment of low-dose radiation.

Development of new technology to discover genetic
radiation risk-modifying factors useful in the indivi-
dual-oriented risk assessment of low-dose radiation

Human cancer development is a multi-step process, and many

mutations are necessary for a cell to become a cancer cell. It is

unlikely that low-dose radiation dramatically induces and accu-

mulates many mutations in genetically normal human cells. The

DNA repair system protects the human genome from radiation. In

humans, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is the predominant

repair system for DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). It is sug-

gested that a more error-prone pathway, i.e., microhomology-

mediated end joining, repairs DSBs, if the NHEJ pathway is inacti-

vated. Therefore, defects in the DNA repair genes, especially core

-NHEJ genes, are assumed to be key process for radiation car-

cinogenesis and oncogenesis. In fact, it has been reported that

genetic variations in NHEJ genes can influence DNA repair ca-

pacity and confer predisposition to several types of clinical hu-

Fig.1 Live cell imaging of human core-NHEJ repair proteins at DNA damage sites and molecular mechanisms of

human NHEJ repair system; modified from figures in [1], [3] and J. Vet. Med. Sci., 74, 1269-1275, 2012.
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man cancer. Furthermore, patients who have a mutation (or muta-

tions) in core-NHEJ genes, i.e., Artemis, DNA-PKcs, DNA ligase

IV, or XLF, have already been reported, and some of these pa-

tients and animal models showed cancer predisposition. There-

fore, we are interested in the idea that significant defects in NHEJ

functions might confer genetic susceptibility to radiation.

The NHEJ is considered to begin with the binding of Ku, i.e., a

heterodimer of Ku70 and Ku80 (Fig. 1). Human lung cancer

causes many deaths worldwide. Recently, a significant associa-

tion between the polymorphisms of genes in the NHEJ pathway

and lung cancer susceptibility or prognosis has been reported.

Thus, we have established and characterized Ku70-deficient epi-

thelial cell lines (MLEs) from murine lungs lacking Ku70 [1, 2]. Ex-

pectedly, the Ku70 -／- MLE cells were markedly sensitive to X-

irradiation at low doses, from 0.125 to 2 Gy as compared with

Ku70 +／- MLE cells. The accumulation mechanism of Ku70 at

DSBs plays key roles in regulating the NHEJ activity. We hypothe-

sized that influence on NHEJ activity of a genetic variation of Ku70

could be evaluated, if the accumulation at DSBs of Ku70 and its

mutants could be observed. We examined whether EGFP-tagged

human Ku70 expressed in Ku70 -／- MLE cells accumulated at

DSB sites [1]. As shown in Fig. 2, we could observe that EGFP-

Ku70 accumulated at DSBs immediately after irradiation, when

the DSBs were induced using our simple live-cell imaging tech-

nique with a laser. On the other hand, the Ku70 deletion mutant

(EGFP-Ku70 (△375-481)) failed to accumulate at the irradiated

sites. Next, we investigated the association of a single mutation of

Ku70 with DNA repair capacity using the same method (Fig. 2).

Our findings showed that a single mutation of Ku70 at amino acid

385 in the Ku80-binding domain inhibits the interaction of Ku70

with Ku80, and EGFP-Ku70(L385R) cannot accumulate at DSBs.

These results indicate that we can evaluate whether the variation

of Ku70, e.g., single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), modifies

the repair activity of NHEJ using this method. Altogether, we have

succeeded in developing a new method to discover genetic ra-

diation risk-modifying factors, although it is a prototype (Fig. 2).

Next, using the Ku70 -／- MLE cells established, we showed that

Ku70 is essential for the accumulations of XRCC4 and XLF, but

not of Artemis and p21, at DSBs in the early stage following irra-

diation of lung epithelial cells (Fig. 1) [1, 3]. Thus, the accumulation

of the core-NHEJ factors XRCC4 and XLF is dependent on Ku;

however, that of another NHEJ factor, Artemis, which plays a role

in both the NHEJ and homologous recombination (HR) pathways,

is independent of Ku in MLE cells. This information will be useful

to clarify the functional significance of SNPs of NHEJ genes.

We have also established and characterized cell lines with

EGFP-tagged human XRCC4 (Fig. 3). These cell lines might be

useful for the study of the molecular mechanism underlying the

cellular resistance via the XRCC4-dependent NHEJ repair path-

way to low-dose radiation. Furthermore, these cell lines might be

useful to identify potentially sensitive individuals, who have an ab-

normality in the XRCC4-dependent DNA repair function.

Conclusion and Perspective
It is possible that certain human populations possess a lower

DNA repair capacity due to a genetic factor, and thus they experi-

ence a greater effect due to radiation exposure. In this program,

until now, we have identified two genes, i.e., Ku70 and XRCC4, as

candidates for genetic radiation risk-modifying factors useful in

the risk assessment of low-dose radiation. Furthermore, the cell

lines we have established might be useful to discover a more

highly precise biomarker that will help to assess the risk and iden-

tify potentially sensitive individuals. We consider that the charac-

terization of a large number of SNPs in all NHEJ-related genes will

be a valuable source of information for assessment of radiation

risk, and ultimately contribute to the in silico prediction of the risk

from type of SNPs. In the near future, our strategy can be used to

discover more candidates of genetic radiation risk-modifying factors

useful in the individual-oriented risk assessment of radiation and, if

this study is further extended and advanced it can become a ba-

sis for the development of an appropriate regulatory framework.

Fig.2 Development of new method to discover genetic radiation risk-

modifying factors using technology which combined the microirra-

diation and live-cell imaging techniques; modified from figures in

[1].

Fig.3 Establishment and characterization of cell lines with EGFP-tagged

human XRCC4 useful to identify potentially sensitive individuals;

modified from figures in J. Vet. Med. Sci., 74, 1269-1275, 2012.
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Introduction
The difference between the risks perceived by people and the

objective risk (or the technically estimated risk) has been re-

garded as the biggest problem in public acceptance or in the risk

communication of modern technologies. Risk perception was a

popular subject of investigation during the 1980s, and the inter-

ests of researchers were diverted from the actual risk perception

itself to its interpretation or application for risk communication/

management from 1990 onwards. There have been a few studies

about risk perception of nuclear power by carrying out fixed-point

observations.

The present study described the results of three ’fixed-point’

surveys in Japan on perceived risk related to a list of social and

individual risk events during the 25 years prior to the Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident.

Materials and Methods
Risk perception by employees at NIRS in Japan was examined

in 1983, 1992 and 2007. These surveys are called the NIRS-1983

survey, the NIRS-1992 survey and the NIRS-2007 survey, respec-

tively. The subjects and results of the surveys in 1983 and 1992

have already been reported [1].

In 2007, we undertook a similar survey of public perception in

all parts of Japan using Web-based questionnaires, called the

Web survey, and obtained 638 responses. We asked participants

about their occupations, academic careers, families and life-

styles.

The perceived risk was examined by the risk ranking technique,

which is essentially the same as the original technique developed

by Slovic et al. [2]. A set of 30 cards, each of which listed one spe-

cific item related to technology or to a human activity, was pre-

pared. The listed risk items included technological risks, acciden-

tal risks and chronic and low exposure risks.

The subjects were interviewed in groups and asked to order the

30 cards according to their subjective judgments about the per-

ceived magnitude of risks. In the Web survey, the subjects simi-

larly ordered the virtual cards on the screen. The ordering of risk

perception was based on the geometric mean risk rating within

each group.

Results and Discussions
1) Dynamics of the risk perception during the last 25 years

The survey results showed that the ranking of the risk of motor

vehicles fell during the 25-year period covered in the study,

whereas those of power mowers and hunting rose during the last

15 years. The rankings of these two categories in the Web survey

were quite similar to those of the same categories in the NIRS-

2007 survey (Table 1).

The rankings of the possible sources of health risk related to

chronic and low exposure (to food preservatives, X-rays and anti-

biotics) rose, and sources of accidental risk (surgery, fire fighting,

police work and aviation) fell transiently in 1992. The public are

often less concerned about risks over which they believe they

have some degree of control, such as motor vehicle accidents

and the accident risk may produce less anxiety because the out-

come is resolved quickly, while health risk related to chronic and

low exposure such as food-borne hazards may take years to

manifest.

In the 1990s, risks of chemicals presumably in the environment

were experienced as a result of new technologies, which might

cause the transient rise of the rank of perceived risk related to

chronic and low exposure. And the order of perceived risk of X-

rays rose in the NIRS-1992 survey, which might have been influ-

enced by the Chernobyl accident. When the Chernobyl accident

occurred in 1986 in the former USSR, catastrophic on-site situ-

ations and radiation risk were repeatedly reported in Japan by

various mass media. These rises of perceived risk ranking were

transient and fell in 2007, which revealed that people tended to

learn how to accommodate themselves to low risk in exchange for

a high benefit related to technical risks during the last 15 years.

However, the case of nuclear power was an exception.
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2) Factors influencing perceived risk observed in the Web survey

In the Web survey, the risk perceptions were uniform irrespec-

tive of gender, age and occupation except that both males and fe-

males aged over 60 judged X-rays as a higher risk (3rd-5th) than

the other categories (Table 2). Furthermore, academic major (cul-

tural, social, life sciences or other natural sciences) and educa-

tional background (high school, junior college, university or

graduate school) of the subject persons had no influence on risk

perception.

In a previous study, we examined the risk perception of the peo-

ple who had received training in a radiation protection course at

the NIRS [3], and the respondents who had majored in life sciences

(biology, pharmacy, medicine, dentistry and agriculture) judged

nuclear power as a higher risk (2nd) than did those who had ma-

jored in physics, chemistry or technology (14th). In the present

study, however, academic majors had no influence on the risk

perception of ordinary lay people, who were less interested in nu-

clear power and radiation.

Furthermore, whether respondents had children or not, the age

of the respondents’ children, and the respondents’ lifestyle did not

influence their ordering of the perceived risk.

Contrary to our expectations, there was no difference in the

rank of ‘motor vehicles’ and ‘motorcycles’ between non-drivers

and drivers, nor was there any difference in the rank of ‘smoking’

between smokers and non-smokers for either men or women.

Table 1 Ordering of perceived risk for 30 activities and technologies (overview)

Total Female (General public) Researchers

WEB
2007

NIRS
2007

NIRS
1992

NIRS
1983

WEB
2007

NIRS
2007

NIRS
1992

NIRS
1983

NIRS
2007

NIRS
1992

NIRS
1983

Number of subjects
Male

Female
319
319

52
63

20
38

36
30

0
319

0
37

0
33

0
25

46
15

20
5

36
5

Age
＊20s-
60s

20s-
60s

26-
55

20-
59

20s-
60s

20s-
60s

32-
55

20-
45

20s-
60s

26-
48

28-
59

1. Handguns 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 4

2.Nuclear power 2 2 2 19 2 2 1 4 12 5 28

3.Smoking 3 4 9 4 3 13 8 8 3 12 5

4.Private aviation 4 5 4 7 7 3 11 5 7 3 9

5.Hunting 5 7 16 16 4 5 18 14 5 11 14

6.Police work 6 10 6 8 6 8 12 7 8 4 11

7.Surgery 7 8 10 6 8 4 14 11 9 6 6

8.Fire fighting 8 6 14 9 5 6 17 10 6 8 10

9.Motorcycles 9 3 3 2 9 10 10 3 2 2 2

10.Large construction 10 11 11 5 11 7 13 16 11 7 3

11.Motor vehicles 11 9 5 1 13 12 7 2 4 10 1

12.X-rays 12 14 8 20 10 11 5 18 18 13 22

13.Commercial aviation 13 12 17 15 12 9 15 13 15 15 15

14.Pesticides 14 15 12 11 14 15 9 15 13 14 12

15.Antibiotics 15 19 15 18 15 19 4 12 22 23 20

16.Food preservatives 16 20 7 13 16 18 3 6 20 17 19

17.Mountain climbing 17 13 19 12 18 16 23 21 10 9 8

18.Food colouring 18 18 13 14 17 17 6 9 21 18 17

19.Power mowers 19 16 25 28 19 14 26 28 17 20 27

20.Contraceptives 20 25 20 24 20 21 19 19 27 21 23

21.Alcoholic beverages 21 21 21 17 22 27 21 17 16 22 13

22.Vaccinations 22 23 18 23 21 20 16 22 25 24 21

23.Spray cans 23 29 22 25 23 24 20 23 29 29 24

24.Railroads 24 27 23 22 24 26 22 25 28 27 18

25.Skiing 25 22 27 27 25 22 29 27 23 19 25

26.Bicycles 26 17 24 10 27 25 24 20 14 25 7

27.Home appliances 27 30 30 30 26 30 27 30 30 30 30

28.Electric power 28 24 28 26 28 23 25 24 26 28 26

29.Football 29 26 26 29 29 29 28 29 19 16 29

30.Swimming 30 28 29 21 30 28 30 26 24 26 16

Spearman’s coefficient
of rank correlation

＊In order to ensure privacy, we did not ask respondents for their ages in the Web and NIRS-2007 surveys.

0.93 0.93 0.76
0.57

0.63
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Fig.1 In the NIRS surveys, the subjects ordered the 30 cards according to their subjective judgments about the

perceived magnitude of risks.

Table 2 Ordering of perceived risk for 30 activities and technologies in the Web survey

Male Female Occupation＊ Life-style

20s 30s 40s 50s >60s 20s 30s 40s 50s >60s
Group

A
Group

B
Group

C
Smoker

Non-
smoker

Driver
Non-
driver

Number of respondents 44 84 103 77 11 44 84 103 77 11 292 58 288 162 476 463 175

1.Handguns 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2.Nuclear power 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3.Smoking 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 5 3 3 3

4.Private aviation 5 6 5 4 5 8 6 7 5 7 4 3 7 4 4 4 4

5.Hunting 9 8 4 8 14 10 4 6 4 3 6 5 5 6 5 5 7

6.Police work 8 5 8 6 13 6 7 3 7 19 7 7 4 7 6 7 5

7.Surgery 4 3 7 5 10 4 5 9 9 6 5 6 8 3 8 6 6

8.Fire fighting 15 9 9 7 12 5 8 5 6 17 9 10 6 11 7 8 8

9.Motorcycles 7 7 6 10 6 9 15 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 10

10.Large construction 10 10 10 9 15 12 11 13 10 8 11 11 10 10 10 10 12

11.Motor vehicles 6 11 11 12 9 13 13 10 13 11 10 16 11 9 12 11 11

12.X-rays 11 13 12 11 3 7 12 11 11 5 12 8 12 12 11 12 9

13.Commercial aviation 14 12 17 13 22 11 10 12 12 23 13 17 13 14 13 13 14

14.Pesticides 19 14 13 14 7 16 9 14 17 12 14 13 15 15 14 14 13

15.Antibiotics 12 16 14 15 11 14 17 15 14 14 15 14 14 13 15 15 15

16.Food preservatives 13 18 16 17 8 15 14 19 15 13 17 12 16 17 16 16 16

17.Mountain climbing 18 15 15 16 20 20 18 16 18 10 16 18 18 18 17 17 18

18.Food colouring 17 20 18 18 16 19 16 17 16 15 18 15 17 16 18 18 17

19.Power mowers 21 17 20 20 17 17 19 18 20 21 19 19 19 20 19 19 20

20.Contraceptives 16 23 19 23 23 18 24 20 21 16 21 23 20 19 21 21 19

21.Alcoholic beverages 20 19 21 21 18 21 21 23 23 20 20 20 22 21 20 20 22

22.Vaccinations 26 21 23 19 21 23 23 21 19 18 22 22 21 22 22 22 21

23.Spray cans 22 22 22 22 19 26 20 22 22 26 23 21 23 23 23 23 23

24.Railroads 27 24 25 25 25 22 22 24 25 24 24 25 24 24 24 24 24

25.Skiing 23 26 24 24 27 25 27 25 24 22 25 24 25 26 25 25 25

26.Bicycles 28 25 27 26 26 29 26 26 26 27 26 28 26 25 26 26 27

27.Home appliances 24 28 30 28 28 24 25 27 28 29 27 29 27 27 28 28 26

28.Electric power 25 27 28 29 24 27 28 29 29 28 28 30 28 28 27 27 28

29.Football 30 30 26 27 29 28 29 28 27 25 29 26 29 29 29 29 29

30.Swimming 29 29 29 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 27 30 30 30 30 30
＊Group A: Company employees and public employees/Group B: Self-employed persons and freelance professionals/Group C: Housewives, part-timers and
unemployed.
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3) Problems of risk communication regarding the Fukushima crisis

The TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant experi-

enced a nuclear crisis after the seismic-triggered events of March

11. The present study revealed that nuclear power plants were re-

garded as high-risk facilities by Japanese citizens even before

the crisis. Of course, such higher gaps in risk perception about

nuclear power are also found with the general public in other na-

tions. But there were observed differences in risk perception and

attitude among different groups in contrast with the uniformity of

Japanese perception in 2007.

During the initial period of the Fukushima crisis, when the public

felt that the available information to them was so scarce, the inter-

net and twitter information played a certain role. As a result of in-

formation from unknown sources, quite a few people actually

swallowed gargling agents containing povidone iodine as a sub-

stitute for stable iodide tablets; such actions would not be recom-

mended by medical experts due to the expected adverse effects

of the agent constituents. And, nowadays many Japanese people

are very worried about small levels of radioactive contamination of

foods. These behaviours and reactions are partly understood by

their over-response to nuclear power and food additives before

the accident.

Fig.2 In the Web survey, the subjects answered the questions about their occupations, academic careers, families, points of view and lifestyles and ordered

the virtual cards on the screen (Health Physics, 102, 384-390, 2012).
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The five-year project of the Regulatory Science Research

Group includes topics on estimation of public and occupational

dose due to radon and its mitigation. Regarding these topics, the

following progress was made in FY 2011 and 2012.

Radon mitigation
There are two possible ways to reduce exposure due to indoor

radon and its decay products. One is to reduce radon concentra-

tions, such as improving ventilation, aspirating air under floors,

and sealing walls with plastic sheets. Ventilation, however, is not

always practical in winter from the viewpoint of energy consump-

tion. Another way is to directly reduce the concentration of radon

decay products. Use of air cleaners is a typical method for this. In

this study, effects of dose mitigation by a commonly-used air

cleaner were investigated. Experiments were conducted using a

radon chamber at NIRS with a radon concentration of about

10,000 Bq m-3. Aerosols with a median diameter of 100 nm were

injected into the radon chamber.

Radon progeny concentration in the chamber was measured

with conditions of the air cleaner ON and OFF. Although EERC

(equilibrium equivalent radon concentration) was decreased dur-

ing operation of the air cleaner, the unattached fraction (fraction of

aerosol-unattached radon progeny) was increased. The air

cleaner did not lower the radon concentration. The dose due to

radon progeny was decreased with the EERC decrease, but the

increase of the unattached fraction partially contributed to an in-

crease of dose. Calculation results showed that the dose was de-

creased by about 40 % using the air cleaner. Air cleaners can be

regarded as an effective tool for dose mitigation of the environ-

ment containing aerosols [1].

International intercomparison for integrating radon
and thoron detectors

According to the UNSCEAER 2000 report, the contribution of ra-

don, thoron and their decay products represents the largest frac-

tion of the world mean annual effective dose to the general popu-

lation from natural radioactivity. Thus, many countries have con-

ducted national or regional surveys of radon and thoron levels to

determine average exposures and to recognize locations where

high radon or/and thoron levels occur. Many different measure-

ment methods and instruments have been used in those surveys.

In addition, new institutions and companies continually enter the

field of radon and thoron measurements and new devices are still

being developed. Thus, it is important to maintain the reliability of

those devices by comparing them under the same conditions.

In this respect, we have already conducted three international

intercomparison exercises at NIRS with a 24.4 m3 inner volume

walk-in radon chamber that has systems to control radon concen-

tration, temperature and humidity [2]. Upon requests from the par-

ticipants of previous intercomparison exercises, the 4th interna-

tional intercomparison for integrating radon detectors was con-

ducted in 2011. Since the inner volume is 24.4 m3, a large number

of monitoring instruments can be accommodated at the same

Fig.1 Photo showing the walk-in radon chamber at NIRS.
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time (Fig. 1). Prior to these experiments the spatial uniformity of

the radon concentration inside the radon chamber was estab-

lished with appropriate tests. The NIRS radon chamber usually

operates at one of three possible levels of exposure: low, medium

and high with levels of 100 kBq h m-3, 500 kBq h m-3 and 1000 kBq

h m-3, respectively. Furthermore, the 3rd thoron intercomparison

was conducted with the NIRS thoron chamber of a 0.15 m3 inner

volume.

Thirty-one laboratories from 15 countries participated in the ra-

don intercomparison, using four types of detectors (CR-39, LR-

115, polycarbonate film, charcoal, electret and photodiode) and

36 sets of detectors. Twelve laboratories from eight countries us-

ing two etch-track types (CR-39, polycarbonate) and 12 sets of

dosimeters participated in the thoron intercomparison.

The tests were made on three different exposures of radon and

three of thoron. It was found that 58% and 39% of the results did

not differ more than 10% from the reference values of radon and

thoron experiments, respectively. A large percentage of detec-

tors, 57%, had a deviation of more than 20% for the thoron results

which revealed problems and difficulties in the thoron calibration

and measurement.

We are convinced that periodical intercomparison exercises for

radon and thoron should be carried out, according to the needs

from various institutions.

Thoron experimental room
According to the WHO handbook on indoor radon (222Rn), the

health risk originating from inhaled 222Rn and its progeny is higher

than was previously estimated. This fact highlights the importance

of measurements of 222Rn and the hitherto neglected 220Rn as the

latter can influence the results of 222Rn measuring units and in ele-

vated amounts can increase the risk to human health. NIRS had

already built a small-size 220Rn chamber (0.15 m3). Owing to its

small volume, however, the chamber could not meet the expand-

ing demands of the comparison campaigns; therefore, a larger

size chamber was required.

Thus, a new thoron (220Rn) experimental room was established

at NIRS in 2011 to respond to the appearance of new passive de-

vices for 220Rn and its progeny (212Pb, 212Bi) measurements. The

room volume is 21.7 m3 with a low air exchange rate, 0.016 h-1. En-

vironmental parameters, such as temperature, relative and abso-

lute humidity, wind speed, aerosol distribution and concentration,

are monitored, but not controlled. Commercially available lantern

mantles (500 pcs), which can generate maximum concentrations

of 6000 Bq m-3 of 220Rn and 2000 Bq m-3 of its progeny, are used as

a 220Rn source. Based on preliminary results from the thoron ex-

perimental room, stable and homogenized concentrations of 220Rn

and its progeny can be ensured (Fig.2).

The 220Rn production from the lantern mantles is affected by ab-

solute humidity; therefore, it is essential to check this parameter

for adjustment of the level of 220Rn and its progeny. Getting a ho-

mogenous distribution of 220Rn in the room demands continuous

air mixing. In the case of air mixing, the 220Rn progeny level was

lower by one order of magnitude compared with the level of un-

mixed air. In the near future the room will be used for testing

measuring instruments [3].

Fig.2 Plot of activity concentrations of radon and thoron obtained from experiments in the thoron experi-

mental room [3].
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Dr. Sugiura succeeded Dr. Akashi as Center Director on August

1, 2011＊. Dr. Sugiura is a health physicist and his major interests

are: 1) dose estimation in radiation emergency medicine; and 2)

biokinetics of radionuclides. He started his research career at the

former JAERI in 1991 after receiving a Ph.D. from the University of

Tokyo. He successively worked as a research associate at the

University of Tokyo and as a professor at Kinki University before

getting the present position.(＊Dr. Akashi, an executive director of

NIRS, served as an acting director of the Center from April 1 to

July 31, 2011.)

The roles and objectives of the Center
This center has been assigned as the National Center for Ra-

diation Emergency Medical Preparedness and Response by the

Nuclear Disaster Prevention Plan of the Japanese government

since 1980. The Center is responsible for, and has established a

solid system for dealing with radiation emergencies from a medi-

cal viewpoint. Our required missions are as follows:

1) To receive victims exposed to radiation and/or contaminated

with radioactive materials who require specialized diagnosis

and treatment.

2) To dispatch a radiation emergency medical team to local

emergency medical headquarters.

3) To facilitate exchange of information, research activities, and

human resources, by constructing networks in cooperation

with other organizations who can deal with a radiation emer-

gency.

4) To maintain and reinforce an efficient radiation emergency

medicine system under usual conditions.

5) To promote technical development and research on radiation

emergency medicine.

6) To develop skilled personnel for dealing with radiation emer-

gencies.

As an additional objective, we are carrying out fundamental re-

search on radiation emergency medicine.

The subjects are listed here and details are presented following

the list.

1． Establishment of the system and related operations suitable

for the national core center for radiation emergency medicine

2． Development of radiation emergency medicine in Asia

3． Research on the diagnosis and treatment of combined radia-

tion hazards with injuries or burns, including dose estimation

Establishment of the system and related operations
suitable for the national core center for radiation emer-
gency medicine

In 1997, the Central Disaster Prevention Council (CDPC) in the

Prime Minister’s office added a section on emergency prepared-

ness for dealing with nuclear power station emergencies to the

Basic Plan for Disaster Prevention. This plan was reinforced in

2000 following the criticality accident at Tokai-mura in the previ-

ous year. The plan was also revised in 2008 after the Niigata-

Chuetsu-Oki Earthquake of 2007 caused damage to a nuclear

power plant.

In June 1980, the Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) came up

with a guideline entitled ”Off-site Emergency Planning and Pre-

paredness for Nuclear Power Plants”. The radiation emergency

system is organized around the NIRS Hospital and Hiroshima Uni-

versity Hospital, which are designated as the ”local tertiary radia-

tion emergency hospitals” for eastern and western divisions of Ja-

pan, respectively. For emergencies, local governments have se-

lected healthcare centers near nuclear facilities as primary radia-

tion medicine centers and local main hospitals as secondary ra-

diation emergency hospitals. The local tertiary radiation emer-

gency hospitals prepare their system for receiving heavily ex-

posed patients who require advanced and specialized care and

they liaise with local governments and organizations over the

transport of those patients. In 2000, the NSC published guidelines

for radiation emergency medical preparedness and revised them

in 2008 to clarify the role of hospitals for radiation emergencies.

From January 2004 the Research Center has served as a liaison
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institution of WHO/REMPAN (Radiation Emergency Medical Pre-

paredness and Assistance Network).

Since then, the Research Center has carried out a variety of ac-

tivities to maintain and enhance or strengthen the emergency pre-

paredness system required to fulfill its role as a tertiary radiation

emergency hospital.

NIRS established the Radiation Emergency Medical Assistance

Team (REMAT) program in January 2010. During 2010, the first

activity year of the REMAT program, team members participated

in not only many domestic drills but also international exercises or

events such as at APEC as a comprehensive expert team dealing

with radiation and nuclear accidents. Verification of the status and

use of equipment and testing of a communication network be-

tween the on-site team and support team at NIRS have also been

performed during REMAT activities. In March 2011, a nuclear ac-

cident occurred at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

Plant. Responses to the accident have become a very important

mission for NIRS and NIRS has been coping with the accident

and its consequences since the first day. REMAT has played a

central role in these activities. Details of NIRS responses to the ac-

cident are described elsewhere.

1) Network System

The primary goal is to strengthen the institutional system to pre-

pare for radiation emergencies by establishing three nation-wide

network councils, for medicine, chromosome analysis as bio-

dosimetry, and physical dosimetry.

Radiation Emergency Medicine Network Council

A cooperative system has been developed between special-

ized medical institutions and specialists in various places in Ja-

pan to cope with severe injuries caused by radiation exposure in-

cluding gastrointestinal disorders, hematological disorders, and

skin disorders.

Chromosome Network Council

With the standardization of chromosome analysis methods and

with the improvement of biological dosimetric techniques, a sys-

tem of cooperation with specialists to evaluate radiation doses by

analysis of chromosome aberrations has been established.

Physical Dosimetry Network Council

A network has been established to perform rapid and accurate

dose estimation and evaluation of contamination in the event of a

radiation accident in nuclear or radiation facilities.

Local organizational system for radiation emergency medicine

In Japan, the medical system for radiation emergencies is cur-

rently being constructed in accordance with disaster prevention

plans of local governments where nuclear facilities have been es-

tablished. Within the framework of each local nuclear disaster pre-

vention plan, establishment of a separate collaborative system by

each local government with NIRS is mandatory and the plan must

specify the steps to be performed in the smooth transfer of pa-

tients from an accident site to the medical facility at NIRS, includ-

ing radiation protection management.

2) Training

The primary goal for training is the development of radiation

emergency medicine skills for medical professionals and disaster

response personnel; these include doctors and nurses involved in

treating victims from a nuclear disaster (NIRS Course “Radiation

emergency medicine”), first responders, and nuclear establish-

ment employees (NIRS Course “Radiation emergency medicine

for first responders”). Because the numbers of applicants for both

courses increased after the Fukushima accident, the number of

times to hold each course has been increased.

Development of radiation emergency medicine in Asia
1) Training courses for foreign medical professionals organized by

NIRS

Upon a request from the Korea Institute of Radiological & Medi-

cal Sciences (KIRAMS), the NIRS Training Course for Korean

Medical Professionals on Radiation Emergency Medical Prepar-

edness was held from September 19-21, 2012.

2) International seminars/workshops

The NIRS/IAEA workshop on medical response to nuclear acci-

dents in Asia was held from March 21-23, 2012 and March 11-13,

2013.

Reorganization of REMAT
On March 1, 2013, REMAT was reorganized with exclusive duty

staff for the purposes of supporting patients of nuclear power dis-

asters and to carry out and maintain duties based on the modified

urgent radiation exposure medical care system. And the new cen-

ter will concentrate on research activities relevant to practical

emergency radiation medicine.
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In the area of radiation emergency medicine, we have made

basic and applied studies for clinical use of chelating agents in

removing radionuclides, especially alpha emitters like plutonium

or uranium that are incorporated into the body

Experimental decontamination therapy
To evaluate decontamination effects of chelating agents on re-

moval of uranium, a mouse model of simulated wound contamina-

tion and a high through-put (HTS)method for bioassay of tissue

contents of uranium were established (Fig.1).

The HTS method refers to the methodology used to estimate the

concentration of uranium in tissue samples. In this study (Fig.2),

the concentration of uranium in the kidney and the urine of the

mouse was measured with an inductively-coupled plasma-mass

spectrometer (ICP-MS, SII SPQ0700-II) after separating uranium

from matrix components using the closed vessel microwave di-

gestion system (CEM Discover SP-D). This digestion system can

digest up to 0.3g(dry wt.) tissue sample in 10minutes including

cool down time and the ICP-MS can measure at least 10 samples

per hour. The method which combined the digestion system and

the ICP-MS made it possible to increase the amount of throughput

by as much as 5 times compared to a conventional method.

Studies on the removal of uranium contamination clarified that-

pamidronate and zoledronate, which are 3rd generation bisphos-

phonates widelyusedin clinical practice, were as effectiveas

etidronate, a known positive bisphosphonate (Fig.3). These

agents were clarified to suppress uranium-induced nephrotoxicity

both clinically and pathologically with reduction of uranium con-

tent in the kidneys. In addition, in order to find more effective

chelating agents, wehave been collaborating with researchers at

home and abroad.In the past two fiscal years, some newly synthe-

sized agents have been tested in this wound model.

Biomarkers for uranium nephrotoxicity
Immediate detection of uranium toxicity is important to decide

how clinical therapy should be contacted for contaminated pa-

tients. To find better biomarkers to detect acute uranium nephro-

Fig.1 Fig.2
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toxicity, several molecules in urine were tested using uranium-

contaminated rats. Kidney Injury Molecule-1 (KIM-1), albumin and

β2-microbloblin were found to be more sensitive clinical indicators

in comparison to conventional clinical markers, blood urea nitro-

gen and serum creatinine (Fig.4).In addition to those urinary

biomarkers, we have been estimating the suitability of using uri-

nary mRNA for early detection of uranium toxicity.

Fig.3 Pamidronate protects against acute uranium uephrotoxicity in mice

Fig.4 Kidney injury molecule-1 as well as albumin and β2-microglobulin are sensitive indica-

tors in uranium-induced acute renal injury in rats.
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After accidental exposure to a high dose of ionizing radiation

(IR), providing proper therapeutic strategies for patients with

acute radiation syndrome (ARS) remains a major problem. At rela-

tively high doses, gastrointestinal and vascular syndromes

emerge in a dose-dependent manner, which lead to multi-organ

dysfunction. A recent report showed that transplantation of mes-

enchymal stem cells (MSCs) improved wound repair from severe

radiation damage and also suppressed uncontrolled successive

inflammation waves in a local severe radiation victim [1]. Although

precise mechanisms have not been clarified, therapeutic effects

of MSCs are believed to depend on secreted factors from MSCs

rather than differentiating capacity into regenerating tissue.

We are investigating the biological function of exosomes, one of

the secreted factors, for radiation injury using a human bone

marrow-derived MSC line (Fig. 1A). Exosomes are bilipid mem-

brane vesicles (30-100 nm in diameter) released into the extracel-

lular milieu. Exosomes contain bioactive proteins and RNAs;

therefore they regulate biological function in exosome-receiving

cells (Fig.1). Besides effects about modulating biological func-

tions in receiving cells by exosomes, extremely high stability of

this vesicle has also been shown. The contents of exosomes

(such as proteins and RNA) are protected from degradative en-

zymes and chemicals. Moreover, exosomes have biological activ-

ity even after storage at-20℃ for 6 months [2]. Thus, biological as-

pects of exosomes have since emerged as not only ‘intracellular

communication’ but also ‘therapeutic application.’ Indeed, it has

been shown that exosomes derived from MSCs under normal cul-

ture conditions have therapeutic effects for cardiac infarction [2].

We recently found that exosomes of MSCs cultured under nor-

mal conditions have therapeutic effects against radiation injury

(Figs.2 and 3); exosomes could support survival of radiation-

damaged rat small intestinal epithelial cells (IEC6) (Fig.3). Surpris-

ingly, we also found that exosomes of MSCs cultured in restricted

conditions conversely enhanced radiation-induced cell death,

and vice versa (Fig.3). Thus, exosome functions of MSCs strongly

depend on the environmental conditions surrounding the MSCs.

Perspective
Comparing exosomes exhibiting contradictory effects allows us

to clarify key factors for modulating cellular viability of radiation

damaged cells, and these factors themselves also could be ap-

plied to ARS treatment. Moreover, it also allows us to manipulate

the biological function of exosomes by clarifying the intracellular

mechanism leading to key factor production. Our research could

lead to effective and practical therapeutic strategies using MSC

transplantation combined with proper agents.

Fig.1 Exosomes are composed of bilipid membrane vesicles and contain RNAs and proteins.
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Fig.2 Experimental procedures. (A) Exosome derived from MSCs cultured under each restricted condition was collected

by ultra-centrifuge methods. (B) IEC6 cells were treated with each exosome collected in (A) at 20 min post 4 Gy ir-

radiation. After culturing for 24 hours, each cell was analyzed by the trypan blue dye exclusion test.

Fig.3 Biological effects of MSC-derived exosome against radiation-damaged

IEC6 cell growth. The detailed procedure was shown in Figure 2B. Statis-

tical analysis was conducted using student-t test. ＊: p<0.05，＊＊: p<0.01.
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Summary
We conducted a rapid and sensitive fluorescence in situ hy-

bridization method using peptide nucleic acid＊ probes (PNA-

FISH) to evaluate the yield of multicentric chromosomes induced

in cultured human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) by high-

dose gamma-irradiation. The PNA-FISH allowed us to unequivo-

cally determine centromeres in complexly rearranged chromo-

somes, thus validating its usefulness in biological dosimetry.

Introduction
Radiation exposure causes DNA strand breaks that lead to

chromosome aberrations. Among them, the yield of multicentric

chromosomes, as represented by dicentric chromosomes (dicen-

trics), is considered to be a reliable, sensitive, and specific indica-

tor of recent acute exposure to ionizing radiation. In the dicentric

chromosome assay (DCA) using the conventional Giemsa-

staining method, the frequency of dicentrics per PBL from a

radiation-exposed individual is applied to a dose-response curve

that has been established by in vitro exposure experiments, and

then his/her exposure dose can be estimated.

A PNA-FISH method using centromeric and telomeric repeat

sequences was proposed as an alternative methodology that de-

tects dicentrics accurately [1] (Fig.1). For conducting large-scale

biodosimetric examinations, the DCA using the automated scor-

ing of PNA signals would be greatly helpful. However, because of

the complicated genomic organization of the centromere, the dis-

tribution of alphoid DNA in chromosomes has not been fully inves-

tigated. We used our modified technique to detect chromosomal

sites of alphoid DNA and evaluated the yield of dicentrics in-

duced in cultured human PBLs by high-dose gamma-irradiation.

Distribution and size variation of alphoid DNA in hu-
man chromosomes

By our protocol, centromeric regions can be detected in hy-

bridization times as short as 1-2 h, with the detection efficiency of

100% [1]. The results of PNA-FISH with the centromeric probe on R-

banded human chromosomes are shown in Figs.2 (a) and (b). Al-

phoid DNA sites were present in the centromeric regions of all

chromosomes, although the hybridization signal intensity varied

＊Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is a nucleic acid mimic that contains a pseudo-

peptide backbone composed of charge neutral and achiral N-(2-aminoethyl)

glycine units to which the nucleobases are attached via a methylene car-

bonyl linker. PNA hybridizes with high affinity to complementary DNA se-

quences, forming PNA-DNA complexes.

Fig.1 Metaphase chromosomes hybridized with centromeric

(red) and telomeric (green) PNA-probes counterstained

with DAPI (blue). (Modified from [1].)
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between chromosomes. In addition to the inter-chromosomal vari-

ation, we detected possible inter-individual variation in the size of

alphoid DNA sites, which had been difficult to precisely analyze

by conventional molecular and cytogenetic methods (Fig. 2 (c)).

Application of PNA-FISH to biological dosimetry
Centromeres in radiation-induced multicentric chromosomes

are difficult to determine by the conventional Giemsa-staining

technique, especially when complicated chromosome rearrange-

ments are induced by high-dose irradiation. By PNA-FISH, cen-

tromeric regions of lymphocytes irradiated in vitro with 60Co

gamma rays were rapidly detected in chromosomes (Fig.3). How-

ever, chromosome breakage occurring in the vicinity of alphoid

sequences outside the functional centromere unit may produce

additional minor signals (Fig.4). The development of sophisticated

software specific for the image analysis of PNA-FISH is necessary.

Interestingly, the distribution of dicentrics per cell in the high-

dose range was different from that in the low-dose range (Fig.

5) [2, 3]. To our knowledge, this is the first report on the evaluation

and characterization of the yield of multicentric chromosomes in-

duced by high levels of irradiation, as high as 20 Gy, using PNA-

FISH. It should also be noted that the dicentric yield determined

by the conventional Giemsa-stain analysis did not differ from that

determined by the PNA-FISH analysis, contrary to another pub-

lished report.

Fig.2 Examples of PNA-FISH using the centromeric probe on non-

irradiated human metaphase chromosomes. (a) Hybridization

signals of a Cy3-conjugated centromeric probe (red) on R-

banded metaphase chromosomes (gray-scale) from a male do-

nor. Scale bar = 10 μm. (b) R-banded karyotype reconstructed

from (a). (c) Size variation in the hybridization signals (white) of Y

chromosomes from 6 males. Scale bar = 1 μm. (Modified from

[2].)

Fig.3 A metaphase plate obtained from cultured peripheral blood lym-

phocytes after 20-Gy gamma-ray irradiation. (a) Hybridization

signals are highlighted in white on DAPI-stained chromosomes

(blue). (b) The negative image of the same metaphase plate as

(a) generated by image processing software. Scale bar = 10 μm.

(Modified from [2].)

Fig.4 Partial metaphase plate showing interstitial

minor signals (arrows). Scale bar = 5 μm.

(Modified from [2].)

Fig.5 Dose-response curve of peripheral blood lymphocytes irradiated

with 60Co gamma rays in vitro. Data of dicentric yields by the con-

ventional DCA (0-5 Gy exposures, unpublished data) and those by

the DCA combined with the PNA-FISH method (5-20 Gy expo-

sures [3]) are summarized.
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In the nuclear fuel industry, internal contamination by alpha

particle-emitting actinides is a serious health problem for workers.

Since the most common pathway of actinide intake inside the

body is inhalation, wearing masks is necessary to prevent it; how-

ever, compounds containing actinides that deposit on healthy skin

seldom enter the body. On the other hand, wound contamination

by actinides is a serious problem, because it can easily cause in-

ternal contamination and intake from wounds cannot be ne-

glected. The evaluation of the wound contamination with actinides

is, therefore, necessary. Plutonium is especially known to ad-

versely affect the body for a long time by physiologically accumu-

lating in lung and bone. Elemental analysis is required to deter-

mine the atomic species of contaminating compounds of the

wounds and decide the therapeutic strategy.

The standard method for rapid evaluation of wound contamina-

tion by alpha particles is to measure the number of particles. Al-

though information on atomic species can be obtained after

chemical purification of the samples, which takes a few days, a

rapid distinction between plutonium and other actinides is too

hard to provide. We have proposed x-ray fluorescence (XRF)

analysis as a new technique to give a rapid diagnosis for the pres-

ence of plutonium in a wound. X-ray fluorescence analysis pro-

vides qualitative and quantitative analyses of atoms instead of ra-

dioactivity, and therefore it should be effective for nuclei having a

long half-life such as plutonium and uranium, because the num-

ber of atoms per unit radioactivity is large in those atoms.

We established a methodology to rapidly evaluate the wound

contamination from heavy atoms using a portable XRF analyzer.

For easy handling during development of the method, we used

stable lead as heavy atoms contaminating the wound; however

we expect that the established method will be easily extended to

actinides in the future.

Two types of wound models, dry and bleeding wound models,

were prepared to develop the methodology for evaluation of lead

contamination in wounds by XRF (Fig.1). The dry wound model

used several epoxy resin skin phantoms, which was made by mix-

ing epoxy resin (crystal resin, Nissin Resin Co., Ltd., Yokohama,

Japan) with several concentrations of lead-containing white oil

paint solution. Lead-containing white oil paint solution consisted

of white oil paint (Silver White, Kusakabe Co., Ltd., Saitama, Ja-

pan) containing 60.5 % lead and solvent for oil paints (Odorless

Fig.1 Schematic structures of epoxy resin skin phantom and blood phan-

tom with overviews of the observations of the dry and bleeding

wound models.
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Petroleum, Holbein Works, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) for dilution to the

desired lead concentration. The concentrations of lead in the pro-

duced phantoms were 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 ppm, and both diameter

and height of the epoxy resin skin phantoms were 10 mm. The

density of the epoxy resin skin phantoms, 1.06 g cm－3, is similar to

that of the human skin. The bleeding wound model was con-

structed by putting a blood phantom containing liquid blood on

each of the epoxy resin skin phantom. For production of the blood

phantom, small well acrylic cases were prepared. The acrylic

cases, which had a thickness of 2 mm, each had an 8-mm hole

bored into them, and both sides of the hole were sealed with 7.5-

μm thick kapton films. The volume of the hole was, therefore, 100

μL. Liquid blood (Mouse Blood, Kohjin bio Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Ja-

pan) was enclosed in each acrylic case to make the blood phan-

tom.

We employed the XL3t-950S (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,

Billerica, MA) as the XRF device. In the measurements, the x-ray

tube voltage was set to 50 kV, the current was set automatically,

and the main filter of the XL3t-950S was chosen. Accumulation

times were set to 5 s. According to the users’ manual of this de-

vice, equivalent dose of skin is estimated as less than 16.5 mSv

for a 5 s exposure time when the device is applied to the skin sur-

face. In addition, the equivalent dose limit of human skin is recom-

mended by the ICRP as 500 mSv per year for workers [1].

Fig.2 shows the measured XRF spectra for the dry wound

model using 0 ppm and 20 ppm lead phantoms and the bleeding

wound model using the 20 ppm lead phantom at the energy

range between 5 to 15 keV. Device-derived peaks, Ni Kα and Kβ,

Au Lα and Lβ, were found in the spectrum for the dry wound

model using the 0 ppm lead phantom (background spectrum).

Two peaks were also clearly found for both dry and bleeding

wound models using the 20 ppm lead phantom and they could be

identified as for Pb Lα and Lβ, respectively. The blood-derived

peak of Fe Kα appeared for the bleeding wound model.

In the present measurements, minimum detection limits (MDLs)

obtained by the method similar to that of Gherase et al . [2] as con-

centrations corresponding to three times the uncertainty of the

peak areas for the 0 ppm phantom for the dry and bleeding

wound models, were 1.8 and 9.6 ppm, respectively. The presently

obtained MDL for the dry wound model was comparable to re-

ported MDLs for polyester resin skin phantoms containing arsenic

and selenium amounts of 1.05 and 0.88 ppm, respectively [2]. In

previous measurements [3], the detection limit in a naked bone

phantom containing lead was 3.3 ppm, which was evaluated us-

ing two times the uncertainty. MDLs are usually given using three

times the uncertainty, and MDL was estimated as about 5 ppm for

the study [3]. The present MDL value for the dry wound model is

sufficiently low; this difference is mainly caused by the difference

of the densities of the phantoms.

In conclusion, we proposed the basic methodology for evalu-

ation of lead contamination in a wound by using the portable XRF

device. Low MDL and short diagnostic time were achieved. Fur-

ther measurements using various thicknesses of blood phantoms

are required to improve accuracy of evaluation. In the long term,

we expect this methodology will be applicable to evaluation of

wound contamination from actinides (uranium and plutonium).

Fig.2 The measured XRF spectra for the dry wound model using 0 ppm

and 20 ppm lead phantoms and the bleeding wound model using

the 20 ppm lead phantom in the energy range from 5 to 15 keV.

Fig.3 Correlation between concentration of lead in epoxy resin skin phan-

toms and Pb Lα peak intensity.
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Local organizational system for radiation emergency
medicine (REM)

In Japan, the medical system for radiation emergencies has

been constructed in accordance with the disaster prevention

plans of local governments where nuclear facilities are located.

The medical system has a three-layered arrangement of hospitals

i.e., primary, secondary and tertiary level hospitals. NIRS is desig-

nated as both a regional and national tertiary level hospital under

that scheme (Fig.1). Within the framework of each local nuclear

disaster prevention plan, establishment of a co-operative system

by each local government with NIRS is mandatory and the plan

must specify the steps to be taken in the effective medical care

and smooth transfer of patients from an accident site to the appro-

priate level of medical facilities, with appropriate radiation protec-

tion management.

One of the missions of NIRS is to enforce the radiation emer-

gency medical system in Japan. As the tertiary level hospital of

REM in Japan, NIRS continues to play an important role for in-

creasing effectiveness of the organization through co-operative

work with primary and secondary level hospitals.

Fig.1 Organizational System of Radiation Emergency Medical in Japan

Improvement of Radiation Emergency Medical Systems in Japan and Asian Region

The status of radiation emergency medical systems in Japan
since the accident at TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi NPP
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As a part of this project, NIRS has been annually holding con-

ferences for co-operation in REM in each prefecture having nu-

clear power plants or related facilities in eastern Japan.

Since the accident at Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO)

Fukushima Daiichi NPP, the central government, the Fukushima

government, and other local governments together with hospitals

and NIRS have been taking tremendous actions to deal with the

situation according to the systems mentioned earlier. Based on

the lessons learned from the accident, however, it has become

apparent that local nuclear disaster prevention plans need to be

reexamined in the context of the current organizational system of

REM.

In order to reflect the experiences from the TEPCO Fukushima

Daiichi NPP accident to local plans, conferences were held in 8

NPP located prefectures in Eastern Japan, namely Hokkaido, Ao-

mori, Miyagi, Fukushima, Niigata, Ibaraki, Kanagawa, and Shi-

zukoka. Participants were medical staff from primary or secondary

radiation emergency medical hospitals, fire brigade officials, Self

Defense Forces officials, local governments, and NPP companies.

In FY2011, the conferences focused on presenting the response

of NIRS and local governments to the Fukushima accident; and

then the participants discussed problems recognized from the ac-

cident and considered future REM systems (Fig.2).

NIRS also organized the annual general meeting of local gov-

ernments on REM in Tokyo in February 2012 (Fig.3). Medical pro-

fessionals and administrative officers from 19 NPP located local

governments who are responsible for dealing with radiation and

nuclear accidents attended the meeting. NIRS and Fukushima

Medical University made presentations on their activities in

Fukushima Prefecture. After the presentations, revision of REM

guidelines, and issues such as patient transfer and stock pile of

internal decontamination agents such as Prussian Blue and DTPA

were discussed, reflecting on experiences after the accident.

In addition to these subjects ,installation of whole body count-

ers (WBCs) was discussed i.e., where WBCs should be located at

places other than secondary level hospitals based on the expla-

nation of the new operational guideline by the Nuclear Safety

Commission succeeded by the Nuclear Regulation Authority

(NRA) from September 2012. Officials from the relevant ministries

and agencies such as the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,

Science and Technology (MEXT), the Ministry of Defense (MOD),

the Fire and Disaster Management Agency (FDMA), Japan Coast

Guard and the National Police Agency also attended this meeting

as observers.

Three Network Meeting
NIRS organizes three experts’ networks, namely Chromosome

Analysis Network, Physical Dose Assessment Network, and Ra-

diation Emergency Medical Network.

The Chromosome Analysis Network has shared the experi-

ences of each member in response to the TEPCO Fukushima Dai-

ichi NPP accident, and it was recognized that the biodosimetry re-

sults well agreed with those of personal dosimeters. The network

also checked cooperation among the member organizations, in-

creased the number of members in order to geographically cover

all Japan, and the number of experts that would be working in five

years. The importance of training of new experts through training

courses to maintain the expertise was stressed.

Physical Dose Assessment Network

In the meetings of this network, experts discussed screening

levels used for the NPP accident, and calibration and mainte-

nance of WBCs.

Experts from NIRS visited 9 hospitals with WBCs and discussed

the problems in operation and maintenance and then suggested

possible solutions.

A workshop entitled “Status and ideal status of WBC in radiation

emergency medicine ---Based on TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi NPP

Acci-dent---“ was held at NIRS on March 5, 2012, co-organized

by NIRS and MEXT. There were 82 participants including the net-

work members and ten lectures were presented (Fig.4). The work-

shop clarified the limitations of transfer phantoms, discussed the

need of standardization, and discussed ways to explain results to

people after WBC measurements.

Radiation Emergency Medical Network

The meetings of this network discussed reestablishment and

maintenance of REM systems and proper responses for low dose

exposure to residents during disaster mitigation. Furthermore, in

order to facilitate smooth acceptance of contaminated patients by

hospitals anywhere in Japan, the network announced its “Request

Fig.2 Meeting with local REM members in 2011

Fig.3 Annual General Meeting on Radiation Emergency Medicine in 2012
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from the Radiation Emergency Medical Network to staff members

in medical facilities regarding patients’ management related to

TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi NPP Accident” via the NIRS home

page.

24-hour Response System
As a third level radiation emergency medical hospital, NIRS has

a function to support other facilities or professionals. As an instru-

ment for direct support, NIRS has been operating a telephone line

consultation system for professionals. This system operates 24

hours a day, 7 days a week. A staff member of the Research Cen-

ter receives calls during working hours, and the system connects

callers to staff members of the Research Center who are responsi-

ble at night or on holidays. In FY 2011 and FY 2012, 92 consulta-

tions were carried out (as of January 31, 2013).

Survey of REM in Japan
In FY 2012, to increase the effectiveness of the organizational

system of REM in Japan, NIRS carried out an extended survey for

investigating the current situation of REM in terms of human re-

sources, facilities and equipment. A questionnaire was sent to the

organizations where NPPs were located such as : local govern-

ments throughout Japan; primary and secondary level hospitals

throughout Japan; and local firefighting head offices in eastern

Japan. Answers to the questionnaire were used to clarify the

status and points for improvement in each organization. This re-

search project was supervised by specialist committees (Fig.5)

consisting of disaster medical care specialists, crisis manage-

ment specialists, radiation protection specialist and REM special-

ists.

Responses were received as follows: 19 local governments out

of 19; 92 hospitals out of 123; and 177 firefighting head offices out

of 202. These represented reply rates of 100%, 75% and 88%, re-

spectively. Through this survey, various types of key information

were gathered concerning all resources relevant to REM. There-

fore, it will now be possible to further clarify the problems and

identify solutions within the organization of REM in Japan. As one

type of key information, the availability of REM equipment among

hospitals was found to be as indicated in Table 1.

Exercise
Disaster Medical Center-NIRS Joint Exercise

The Disaster Medical Center (DMC)-NIRS Joint Exercise was

conducted on August 23, 2012 (from 9:51 to 20:54) at NIRS,

DMC, and on roads between them. The DMC is the national cen-

ter for disaster medicine. NIRS has an agreement with the center

to cooperate in case of NIRS accepting severely injured patients.

Fig.4 Physical Dose Assessment Network; Whole body counter workshop Fig.5 Specialist committee for the questionnaire

Table 1 Availability of REM equipment in primary and secondary level hospitals

# of deployment
GM tube-type
Survey Meter

NaI
Scintillation

Ionization
Chamber

Active
Personal

Dosimeter
WBC

Thyroid
Monitor

Others TTL % to TTL

Secondary Level
Hospitals

181 129 56 943 18 18 63 1,408 72%

Primary Level
Hospitals

79 39 48 362 2 1 20 551 28%

TTL 260 168 104 1,305 20 19 83 1,959 100%

Median value

Secondary Level
Hospitals

5 3 2 20 1 1 1

Primary Level
Hospitals

1 1 1 6 0 0 1

TTL 2 1 1 10 1 1 1
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The objective of the exercise was to make staff aware of the trans-

portation and medical management in both hospitals in case a

contaminated patient must be transported to DMC after initial

treatment at NIRS (Fig.6).

Two special cars for REMAT (Radiation Emergency Medical As-

sistance Team) were used for the exercise. Twelve players and 15

exesercise controllers or observers joined the exercise from the

NIRS side. Many important lessons were identified during the ex-

ercise, for example a need to improve the communication system

during transportation.

Over all, this exercise was thought to be important as the first

joint exercise with an agreement hospital. The cooperation be-

tween two hospitals were strengthened. Additionally, many staffs

of DMC recognize the procedure and meaning of accepting pa-

tients contaminated with radioactive substances.

Hachinohe City Hospital-NIRS Joint Exercise

The Hachinohe City Hospital-NIRS Joint Exercise was con-

ducted from September 4 to 7, 2012 at the City Hospital and

NIRS. The Hachinohe City Hospital (HCH) is a secondary level ra-

diation emergency hospital located in Aomori Prefecture, in north-

ern Japan. The Rokkasho reprocessing plant for nuclear fuels and

nuclear power plants are located near the HCH; thus this hospital

is well-prepared for accepting contaminated patients.

Twelve members from NIRS joined the exercise. The exercise

consisted of movement between two hospitals by a REMAT car

(Fig.7), lectures and drills for the HCH staff members, calibration

of a WBC at HCH, radiation protection practices in a treatment

area, internal contamination dose assessment, and communica-

tion exercise using on-board systems. Forty resident doctors and

20 other medical workers participated in the lecture and drill. The

lecture, “Radiation protection for REM” and the drill for using sur-

vey meters were given by 10 people from NIRS. As a part of inter-

nal contamination dose assessment, an inter-comparison be-

tween the WBC on the REMAT car and that of the HCH was per-

formed.

Some of the HCH workers did not have enough knowledge on

radiation exposure, radiation protection, or dose measurements,

thus instructions from NIRS staff on survey meters and radiation

protection gear, were thought to be essential. This experience

confirmed that assistance by NIRS in exercises at other medical

facilities is important and will play an important role in establishing

the REM system.

Fig.6 Exercise on decontamination

Fig.7 REMAT car dispatched to Hachinohe City Hospital
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Background
Radiation can enable the improvement and development in

many fields. Radiation, however, should be used in controlled en-

vironments with strict regulations. Well trained and educated per-

sonnel who handle radioactive substances are also fundamental

to safe operation. Although these principles are effective to main-

tain peaceful and safe use of radiation, they do not guarantee ab-

solute safety such as in case of emergency situations. Therefore,

countermeasures to mitigate and control radiation and nuclear ac-

cidents must be prepared since accidents are still a possibility.

When victims are exposed to radiation or contaminated with ra-

dioactive substances, the medical workforce must treat them with

proper understanding of radiation. A radiation emergency medi-

cine (REM) team is multidisciplinary team consisting of medical

staff, radiation dosimetry and radiation safety experts who provide

appropriate medical response to radiation or nuclear accident

victims. Trained specialists are the basis of REM. Unlike other

medical fields, it is difficult for medical and related personnel to

accumulate experience in REM because of the rare occurrence of

such incidents. For this reason, thorough training of the REM staff

is the key for ensuring the capability to handle incidents.

NIRS activities for REM
NIRS is the only comprehensive research institute in Japan for

studying radiation and its effects on humans, and it has also been

designated as the only national tertiary radiation emergency hos-

pital. When the JCO criticality accident occurred in 1999 in Ibaraki

Prefecture, NIRS received three victims who had experienced

high radiation exposure. Aside from this case, NIRS workers have

dealt with past radiation-related emergency situations and in each

incident, besides provision of medical care and medical follow-

up, researchers have identified the radionuclides, carried out

dose assessments, and provided reporting of information to the

government and general public.

As preparation for radiation and nuclear emergencies, NIRS

has been providing a variety of educational opportunities such as

training courses, seminars, and lectures to national medical staff

and first responders to maintain and enhance the establishment

of REM preparedness in Japan.

In addition to these domestic activities, NIRS has cooperated in

a wide variety of activities of the IAEA and the WHO, and contrib-

uted to the establishment of a global radiation emergency medi-

cal network based on the institute’s abundant experiences. NIRS

has sent medical experts to third world countries where there are

patients of radiation accidents. Additionally as common practice,

NIRS has sent REM experts to conduct international training

courses as invited lecturers and also to participate in expert meet-

ings for compiling universal REM guidelines. All of these dis-

patches were requested by the responsible international organi-

zations.

Activities for promoting REM in Asia
Since 2001, NIRS has conducted international training courses

and workshops on REM for medical personnel from various Asian

countries where the use of radiation has been increasing. (Fig.1)

These activities are aimed at training medical professionals di-

rectly who will be in charge of REM in their respective countries.

These programs basically consist of lectures which include the

experience acquired in the JCO accident and the most up-to-date

information on REM obtained from NIRS’s global activities, desk-

top drills and practical drills. Most of these global activities were

organized in cooperation with IAEA and/or WHO. For the past 12

years (to January 2013), the total number of medical specialists

who joined NIRS training courses and workshops from Asian

countries was 365. The participants have gone on to share the

knowledge and skills which they obtained during the training

courses and workshops with medical REM professionals in their

home countries.

Improvement of Radiation Emergency Medical Systems in Japan and Asian Region

Improvement of radiation emergency medical systems
in Asia
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As the next step for supporting REM in Asia, NIRS established

the Radiation Emergency Medical Assistance Team (REMAT�)＊ in

January 2010. The workforce configuration of REMAT� includes

physicians, nurses, radiation protection experts, and health physi-

cists. All of the team members are staff of NIRS. REMAT� would

have two parts. The dispatch team supports medical care for REM

on-site overseas. At the same time, the supporting team at NIRS

provides assistance to the on-site REMAT� team. The strong point

of REMAT� is its ability to make an immediate response to support

REM in other countries. At the request of international organiza-

tions or foreign governments, the president of NIRS can make an

immediate decision to send a team. REMAT� is equipped with the

most advanced portable, radiation measurement equipment,

communication devices, in addition to some medicines. Since its

establishment, REMAT� has maintained mobile equipment by

testing its capability both in Japan and overseas and it has been

kept ready to function 24-7.
＊REMAT� is a registered trademark of NIRS.

What NIRS did for REM in Asia in 2011 & 2012
Although the activities of REMAT� were intended to ensure a

rapid response to radiation emergencies abroad, the preparation

paid off at the time of the TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company)

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station accident in March 2011.

NIRS was ready to send the first REMAT� team before the govern-

ment ordered the dispatch in the early hours on March 12. Be-

sides on-site activities, other staff members at NIRS provided a

variety of other responses to the accident. For example in the

early phase, NIRS accepted four victims who had dealt with the

accident and received both internal and external contamination.

While some activities like REMAT� which were developed be-

fore the Fukushima accident functioned well, it is true that activi-

ties related to REM could have been performed more smoothly if

people including medical staff and first responders had better un-

derstanding of radiation. This situation made people realize again

that human resource development and education are very impor-

tant for REM. Working from this background, NIRS has organized

a symposium, a training course, and a workshop which are de-

scribed below. These have been aimed at sharing the information

which NIRS staff obtained in their activities for the TEPCO

Fukushima NPS accident and at continuing the training for the

medical professionals in Asia.

Symposium on the Accident of TEPCO Fukushima Dai-
ichi Nuclear Power Station-What was seen and not
seen by others?-

NIRS organized this symposium on August 26, 2011. It was co-

organized by the Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Train-

ing Site (REAC/TS) and in co-operation with the U.S Department

of Energy (DOE), National Nuclear Security Administration

(NNSA), and IAEA.

Although various issues associated with the accident became

widely known as time went by, there were very few opportunities

for foreigners living in Japan to get correct information and expla-

nation about the ongoing problems. The symposium focused on

three topics namely “Response system for REM in Fukushima”,

“Contamination of environment and foods”, and “Public communi-

cation and social problems”. Two medical doctors and two health

physicists from REAC/TS and IAEA joined NIRS staff for presenta-

tions. These topics were discussed and analyzed from the view-

point of REM experts. It was particularly notable that nine persons

from seven foreign embassies in Tokyo attended the symposium

(Fig. 2).

Workshop on REM in Asia 2012 and Training Course on
REM for Korean Medical Professionals

These two events have been promoted as continuing activities

for Asian medical workers during the past decade.

The workshop on REM in Asia 2012 was entitled “NIRS Work-

shop on Medical Response to Nuclear Accidents in Asia 2012”

and held from March 21 to 23, 2012. It was organized by NIRS

with co-operation from IAEA. A total of 17 participants from China,

India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mongolia, Pakistan, Philip-

pines, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Viet Nam attended.

The training course on REM for Korean medical professionals,

entitled “NIRS-KIRAMS Joint Seminar on Radiation Emergency

Medicine 2012”, was hold at the request of the Korea Institute of

Radiological & Medical Sciences (KIRAMS) which is the core or-

ganization for REM in Korea. The 19 participants were medical

professionals and administrators who are involved in REM in Ko-

rea.

Although both of these programs consisted of lectures, desktop

drills, and practical drills along with discussions as in past training

courses, information on several issues identified in the aftermath

of the TEPCO Fukushima NPS accident were newly added.

Fig.1 Number of medical specialists who joined NIRS training courses

and workshops

Fig.2 Lecture scene from the symposium session.
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The Research, Development and Support Center wasestab-

lished in 2011 to support and promote research activities of NIRS.

It consists of one unit and three departments: the Planning and

Promotion Unit, Department of Technical Support and Develop-

ment, Department of Safety and Facility Management, and De-

partment of Information Technology. The unit and each depart-

ment are briefly introduced as follows.

The Planning and Promotion Unitfunctions as the secretariat of

the center and is the hub linkingthe departments to the adminis-

trative sections of NIRS’s overall Department of Planning and

Management and Department of General Affairs. The unit has an

Education Section which offers many courses of education and

training for human resource development. The section has had

more than 10,000 attendees sinceits establishment in 1960.

The Department of Technical Support and Development has

three sections: Radiation Engineering Section, Radiation Meas-

urement Research Section and Laboratory Animal and Genome

Sciences Section. The Radiation Engineering Section maintains

the facilities for radiation generators and many devices which are

used for experiments. There are seven gamma-ray generators, six

X-ray generators and two Cockcroft-Walton accelerator systems

which consist of proton accelerators and beamlines. One of the

Cockcroft-Walton accelerator systems is used to generate neutron

fluxes for research experiments on the biological effects of low

dose radiation. The other Cockcroft-Walton accelerator system

has three beamlines; two beamlines are used as atomic element

analyzers and the third beamline is used to deliver focused proton

beams as a few microbeamsto individual cells. Both systems were

damaged in the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. The latter

system experienced more serious damage; the vacuum condition

of the accelerator itself broke, the magnets for steering and focus-

ing proton beams moved from their original positions and some

beamlines were badlybent. The members of the Radiation Engi-

neering Section fixed them which took about 10 months. These ra-

diation generators are used not only by the researchers of NIRS

but also by the researchers from outside NIRS.

The synchrotron accelerator HIMAC is used for carbon ion ra-

diotherapy for cancer and there are also three cyclotron accelera-

tors usedfor radio-pharmacy development related to molecular

imaging. HIMACand these cyclotrons are managed and main-

tained by the Department of Accelerator and Medical Physics of

the Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy.

The Radiation Measurement Research Sectiondevelops various

radiation detectors. After the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

Plant accident occurred, we began developing some detectors

for surveying high level radiation areas in FukushimaPrefecture:

these are a gamma-camera which can selectively detect the ra-

diation from 137Cs radioisotope and a detector system which can

find out hot-spots were very high levels of radiation are located.

We are aiming at commercializing these items.

The Laboratory Animal and Genome Sciences Section supports

researchers in conducting animal experimentsof the highestlevel

quality. Seven species of animals for animal experiments are

available. In this section, we breed more than 15,000 mice and

2,000 rats a year and have developed genetically modified mice

in order that researchers can conduct even more advanced ex-

periments. Since some mice and rats are bred in SPF conditions,

it is very important to sterilize the area periodically and keep it

clean all the time. We control the SPF areas very strictly.

The Department of Safety and Facility Management has four

sections: Safety and Risk Management Section,Safety Control

Section, Radiation Safety Section,and Facility Management Sec-

tion. Only the last two sections are introduced here. In NIRS,

about 1,600 persons including NIRS’s direct employees, re-

searchers from outside NIRS, and contracted workers are regis-

tered as radiation workers who can work in the 20 radiation-

controlled areas in NIRS. NIRS must instruct them regarding ra-

diation safety and security before entering a radiation-controlled

area for the first time. There are more than 400 kinds of radioiso-

topes used for experiments on radiobiology, radiation medicine

and so forth. And NIRS also has many radiation generators as

Development of Fundamental Technologies
in Radiological Science
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mentioned above. All items concerned with radiation have to be

controlled strictly by rules. The Radiation Safety Section is

charged with controlling all of them in accordance with the rules.

There are about 50 buildings on the NIRS campus. The Facility

Management Section maintains the buildings and their equipment

such as elevators, air conditioners, etc., and the campus infra-

structures such as electric power lines, telephone systems, gas

lines, water supply lines, and so on. NIRS was established in

1957, so some buildings are very old and a few were damaged

considerably in the March 2011 earthquake. Some of them have

had to have seismic strengthening. This section has also been

managing construction of a new building which will be used for

human resource development. The Radiation Emer-gency Medi-

cine Cooperative Research Facility has one building in which the

use of actinide nuclei is allowed for research on radiation emer-

gency medicine. This facility is the only one of its kind in Japan in

which researchers can use, for instance, plutonium in animal ex-

periments. Therefore, this building has to be strictly controlled to

keep the inside of the building at a negative pressure according

to the radiation safety law. In this case, the ventilation system of

the building is maintained by the Radiation Safety Section in co-

operation with the Promotion Section for Radiation Emergency

Medicine Cooperative Research Facility of the Research Center

for Radiation Emergency Medicine instead of the Facility Manage-

ment Section because of existence of the strict rules.

The computer network system is one of the main infrastructures

of NIRS. This network system has more than 1,100 users daily and

about 4,000 computers are connected to it. The Department of In-

formation Technology is responsiblefor maintenance and devel-

opment of the computer network system. The administrative sec-

tions have many computer-aided service systems, for instance,

personnel management, accounting procedures, patent data-

base, etc. These service systems are maintained by the relevant

section in principle, but Department of Information Technology

has undertaken various jobs such as improving the systems or

adding new functionsto them. Now an institutional repositoryisbe-

ing developed to replace the conventional database system used

for registration of achievements of NIRS research activities. We

plan to release it in December 2013. This department is also man-

aging the library of NIRS and publications such as a research re-

ports, proceedings and so on. One of the most important missions

of this department is to secure information security. We instructed

users on to keeping security in an e-learning exercise in the sum-

mer of 2012.
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There is continuing interest in the use of microbeam irradiation

systems designed to deliver a defined number of charged parti-

cles on a single cell with a resolution of a few micrometers. Irradia-

tion of an exact number of charged particles on a single cell

means that the limitations of the Poisson distribution of the number

of charged particles can be overcome. This is especially impor-

tant in low-dose regions because a small number of charged par-

ticles per cell will inevitably lead to large fluctuations in the cell

population in a broad-beam irradiation field. Moreover, mi-

crobeams are particularly useful in the field of radiation-induced

non-targeted effects, so called bystander effects that are consid-

ered to be one of the major effects in the low-dose region. In addi-

tion, microbeams with beam sizes of less than a few micrometers

enable irradiation of a desired site within the cell.

Our microbeam irradiation system, the Single Particle Irradiation

system to CEll (SPICE) provides a 3.4 MeV proton microbeam fo-

cused with a quadrupole magnetic lens on an upward vertical

beam line. The construction of the prototype of SPICE began in

2003 with the primary goal of targeting 2,000 cells per hour with a

2-μm diameter proton microbeam. After improving the vertical

beam line structures and accelerator stability, a beam size of 10

μm was obtained in 2006. Further optimization of the beam focus-

ing system and improvements on the stability of the bending mag-

nets led to the beam size being reduced to approximately 5 μm.

In 2008, an automated cell recognition system for targeting cell

nuclei in a 2.5 mm×2.5 mm area of the cell dish was also com-

pleted [1]. Now, after additional improvements, SPICE provides a

beam size of approximately 2 μm in diameter, and its irradiation

procedures are fully automated with high-throughput irradiation of

3,000 cells in a 5 mm×5 mm area in a single dish within 15 min

after placing the cell dish on the micro-positioning stage.

SPICE was severely damaged by the Tohoku-oki Earthquake on

March 11th 2011, and was out of operation for about a year and a

half. We have successfully reconstructed the facility and it is now

operational with system refinements. At present, SPICE is the only

proton microbeam facility at which a single-ion single-cell irradia-

tion can be performed on mammalian cells with stability and high

throughput using an upward vertical beam of 2-μm diameter, fo-

cused with a magnetic quadrupole triplet lens. Fig. 1 is a micro-

scopic image of the plastic track detector that indicates the beam

size of the microbeam. The 2-μm diameter beam size enables us

to irradiate the nucleus or cytoplasm of a single mammalian cell;

and the number of protons irradiating a single nucleus can be

controlled to be one to several thousand with a precision of 99%.

SPICE is convenient and stable and all procedures are controlled

automatically by the operation system except for setting the pre-

set number of protons during the standard microbeam irradiation

targeting monolayer cells. This is good for radiation biologists who

are not familiar with microbeam experiments, but is also very time

consuming.

A variety of irradiation modes have been established for

radiation-induced bystander effects, cytoplasm irradiation, and so

on. The default targeting pattern mode is single position irradia-

tion at the center of the cell nucleus for all nuclei with the same

preset number of protons or for each nucleus to be irradiated with

a different number of protons. In addition to the default mode,

three types of optional targeting modes are provided for a variety

of radiobiological studies: a fractional population targeting mode,

a multi-position targeting mode for nucleus irradiation, and a cyto-

plasm targeting mode. In the fractional population targeting

mode, which is useful for bystander-effect studies, the percentage

of irradiated cells among all cells is a set value. With a multi-

position targeting mode, we can change the dose distribution in

the targeted cell nuclei, and with cytoplasm targeting mode, we

can target only the cytoplasm of the targeted cells. A schematic

drawing is shown in Fig. 2. In addition, a time-controlled irradia-

tion mode for targeting thick biomaterials has also been estab-

lished, and this mode has been demonstrated with zebrafish em-

bryos [2]. Representative images when targeting zebrafish em-

bryos are shown in Fig. 3.

SPICE provides a stable microbeam for 3 h, and under the stan-
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dard irradiation protocol conditions, 3,000 cells in a cell dish can

be irradiated within 15 min, meaning that 12 dishes can be irradi-

ated in 3 h. Overall specifications of SPICE have been reported in

the literature [3]. Since 2009, SPICE has been administrated as a

“Joint-use Facility for Collaborative Research,” and thus research-

ers outside NIRS can apply for beam time of SPICE after their re-

search proposals are approved.

Fig.1 Beam profiles recorded on a CR-39 plastic detector after irradiation

with 100 protons. The square is 5 μm×5 μm.

Fig.2 Schematic diagrams of the optional targeting modes. (A) The multi-

position targeting mode: the center of the cell nucleus is shown by

the solid circle, and off-center positions at a distance of d μm (up to

20 μm) are shown by the open circles. The configurations for differ-

ent numbers of off-center positions, n (= 1, 2, 3, or 4) are selectable.

An example target pattern of n=4 with center position is shown on

the left. The image on the right is the WI-38 human normal fibroblast

cell targeted with 200 protons per each position with d = 3 μm and

n=4 with the center of the nucleus. Green-fluorescent spots indicate

γ-H2AX, a marker for DNA double strand breaks. (B) The cytoplasm

targeting mode: the two open circles on the major axis are the dis-

tance d from the center [3].

Fig.3 Specially designed dish for zebrafish embryo irradiation, with a My-

lar film as the substrate for the embryos and a rectangular frame (Si3
N4) attached to the center of the Mylar film by Vaseline to restrict the

movement of the embryos. A and B represent embryos of 0.75 hpf

and 5 hpf, respectively. (hpf: hours after fertilization)
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The secondary particles produced by the nuclear interactions

of high energy photons, protons and heavy charged particles play

significant roles for extra radiation exposure to not only patients

during the medical treatment but also astronauts during space

missions at lower-Earth orbits and beyond. For example, proton

beams can deposit a dose to surrounding healthy tissue through

nuclear reactions with the production of secondary short range,

high-LET (high-linear energy transfer) target fragments. The LET

of such particles extends from about 20 keV/μm up to several

thousand keV/μm, meaning that their biological effectiveness is

relatively high compared to primary protons. To fully understand

the possible risks from the secondary target fragment component,

including the induction of secondary cancers, the experimental

verification of the dose contribution from the secondary target

fragments is necessary.

For the precise measurement of secondary high-LET particles,

we have developed two technologies with CR-39 plastic nuclear

track detectors. CR-39 detectors are commonly used as heavy

ion detectors with a detection threshold of～5 keV/μm; this means

that they do not register tracks from primary protons with energy

greater than～12 MeV and thus are insensitive to primary protons

in the radiotherapy beam. To cover the very high-LET region of a

proton beam around its Bragg peak and of a carbon ion beam, we

have developed a two-step chemical etching method for CR-39

plates with PEW-x solution [17wt% KOH + xwt% C2H5OH + (83-x)

wt% H2O] as the pre-etching solution and 7N NaOH solution as

the post-etching one. This method allows us to control the LET de-

tection threshold of CR-39, further enabling selective measure-

ment of particles as a function of LET as shown in Fig. 1 [1, 2].

In the conventional method for the analysis of CR-39 detectors

using an optical microscope, it is difficult to measure secondary

high-LET tracks due to the short range（�10 μm) of such tracks,

because those tracks are mostly lost when chemical etching re-

moves the surface layer to a thickness of several tens of microme-

ters. We have established a precise LET spectrum measurement

method for short range tracks by controlling the chemical etching

to an extremely shallow layer of～ 1μm. The produced minute nu-

clear tracks are precisely measured with an AFM (atomic force mi-

croscope) replacing the conventional optical microscope as

shown in Fig. 2. Under the AFM measurement conditions, CR-39

detectors were calibrated using low energy (< 6 MeV/n) and high

energy (>100 MeV/n) heavy ion beams at HIMAC. The exposed

CR-39 plates were etched in a 7 N sodium hydroxide solution at a

temperature of 70℃ for 1 h. The AFM (Dimension V; Veeco)

equipped with a 125 μm cantilever having a typical tip length of

10 μm was operated in the tapping mode. The cantilever was os-

cillated near its resonant frequency（～300 kHz) which allowed

the whole detector surface to be scanned. The AFM images for

Fig.1 Variations of LET detection threshold as a function of ethanol con-

centration in PEW-x pre-etching solution.
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the track diameter measurement, which gives CR-39 response

(S ), were scanned as 25 μm×25 μm sizes with 1024×1024 pix-

els. The scan rate was 1.5 Hz. Fig. 3 shows typical AFM images of

nuclear tracks from (a) 415.8 MeV/n Fe, (b) 2.49 MeV/n Ar, (c)

4.18 MeV/n N and (d) 5.62 MeV/n He. The accuracy of measure-

ment was 24.4 nm/pixel. The response curve for the conversion

from track response (S ) to restricted energy loss (REL) with the δ-

ray cut off energy of 200 eV, which can be converted to LET in

water, was obtained as shown in Fig. 4. We found that the track re-

sponse in CR-39 can be scaled with a universal function over a

wide energy range from low energy (a few MeV/n) to high energy

(～500 MeV/n) by the AFM measurement method [3]. The reported

results will be applied to the evaluation of the secondary short

range particle tracks produced by target fragmentation reactions

in the radiation field used in not only radiation cancer therapy but

also space radiation fields.

Fig.2 Comparison of secondary particles measurements by (a) conventional optical mi-

croscopy of micron-size tracks enhanced by deep etching and (b) atomic force

microscopy of non-size tracks by extremely shallow etching. In the conventional

method, short range tracks are etched away which means LET information is lost.

AFM method allows to measure precisely LET of short range tracks without over-

etching problems.

Fig.3 25 μm×25 μm AFM images of nuclear tracks formed on CR-39 de-

tectors from: (a) 415.8 MeV/n Fe, (b) 2.49 MeV/n Ar, (c) 4.18 MeV/n

N and (d) 5.62 MeV/n He [3].

Fig.4 Track response data measured by AFM as a function of REL (ω0=

200 eV) [3].
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Lysosomes were discovered more than half a century ago by

Dr. Christian de Duve, a professor at Rockefeller University and a

1974 Nobel Prize recipient in Physiology or Medicine. Lysosomes

are now recognized as the ubiquitous and acidic organelles re-

sponsible for the turnover of cellular constituents. One of the main

functions of lysosomes is to degrade cellular constituents. There-

fore, they contain more than 50 hydrolases (phosphatases, nucle-

ases, glycosidases, proteases, peptidases, sulphatases and li-

pases) which function only in an acidic environment [1]. It is known

that many materials are delivered to lysosomes for digestion via

several pathways―phagocytosis, endocytosis, and autophagy.

Lysosomal function is critical for cellular homeostasis, since ly-

sosomal defects can be linked to several diseases leading to cel-

lular damage, such as Danon disease and Neimann-Pick disease,

which is characterized by the accumulation of undigested materi-

als. In addition, current research suggests that lysosomal activity

decreases during aging, which can result in the accumulation of

toxic materials, such as damaged organelles, protein aggregates,

and lipofuscin, indicating that lysosomal activity is essential for

maintaining cellular integrity.

Infertility has become a medical issue recognized world-wide. It

has long been believed that oocyte/embryo quality decreases

with maternal aging (after an age of 35 years in humans) and that

the resulting low quality could be one of the major reasons for fe-

male infertility. However, little is known on the molecular mecha-

nisms involved in oocyte/embryo quality control. Preimplantation

development is a developmental process where a fertilized oo-

cyte develops into a blastocyst (Fig.1). Once fertilized, the em-

bryo rapidly develops into the blastocyst through several mitotic

events, a process taking about 4-5 days in mice and 5-6 days in

humans. Considering the rapid development, bulk degradation

via lysosomes could be critical for eliminating residual materials in

the oocyte and recycling them for synthesis of new products that

are essential for transition from differentiated oocytes to totipotent

embryos. Recently, we showed that autophagy, in which the cyto-

plasmic contents are sequestered by the autophagsomes and

fused with the lysosomes, followed by the degradation of those

Fig.1 Preimplantation embryo development.

Oocytes are grown and maturated in the ovary. After ovulation, fertilization occurs when the sperm

fuses with the oocyte. Once fertilized, the embryo develops rapidly into a blastocyst through several

mitotic events, followed by attachment to the wall of the uterus (implantation). During implantation,

the embryo is composed of approximately 100 cells. The time required for preimplantation develop-

ment differs among animal species: 4-5 days in mice and 5-6 days in humans.
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contents, was highly activated shortly after fertilization [2]. These

observations shed light on the importance of lysosome-mediated

degradation in early embryo development.

Our laboratory has focused on the lysosomal function during

preimplantation development. We recently found that the size and

number of lysosomes changes dramatically after fertilization [3]

(Fig.2). Consistent with this observation, the level of mature

cathepsin, which is one of the major lysosomal hydrolases, was

high during early embryo development. We also showed that ly-

sosomal dysfunction caused an accumulation of lipofuscin (Fig.

3), which is a toxic material and a hallmark of ageing, and that

these embryos were not able to develop further. These observa-

tions indicate that lysosomal activity and its function are critical for

preimplantation embryo development. Based on our observation,

we are developing a method for monitoring the lysosomal activity

in developing embryos. If this technique is established, we might

be able to determine which oocytes and embryos have relatively

high (good) or low (poor) development potential, since we specu-

late that the lysosomal activity will correlate with embryo viability.

Because lysosomal function is conserved in different species, our

developing technique will be applicable to not only laboratory

mice but also other animal species, including humans.

Fig.2 Distribution of lysosomes in mouse oocyte and embryos.

Lysosomes in unfertilized oocyte and 1-cell and 2-cell embryos were labeled with LysoTracker Red,

specifically for staining of the lysosomes, and observed under a confocal laser fluorescence micro-

scope. Note that the size and number of lysosomes changes after fertilization. (h) represents time af-

ter fertilization. The scale bar is 10 μm.

Fig.3 Lipofuscin accumulation in lysosome-defective embryos.

Early embryos were co-cultured with both E64d and Pepstatin A, which inhibit lysosomal proteases,

and were analyzed by electron microscopy. Large numbers of lipofuscins, indicated by arrows, were

observed in the co-cultured embryos, while no visible lipofuscins were observed in the non-treated

(control) embryos. The scale bar is 2 μm.
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Technology using induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) holds

great promise in regenerative medicine. Because iPSC technol-

ogy allows researchers to obtain embryonic stem (ES)-like cells

from patients directly, no immune rejection is expected when the

tissues derived from iPSCs are transplanted. However, recently,

immunogenicity of iPSCs was claimed, while similar immuno-

genicity was not observed in ES cells (Zhao et al., Nature 474,

212-215, 2011). This is quite an important study, since it directly

affects the future of regenerative medicine. Heated arguments

have arisen about the study (Okita et al., Circulation Research

109, 720-721, 2011; Yamanaka, ISSCR 2011), because the report

involves several big concerns: only one line of ES cells (ESCs)

was examined; there was no assessment of the developmental

ability, of which partiality elicits immune responses; and immuno-

genicity was evaluated by using the iPSCs themselves.

Here we established many lines of integration-free iPSCs and

ESCs from an inbred mouse strain C57BL/6 to obtain a conclusion

on this issue [1, 2]. The fully reprogrammed state and their develop-

mental ability were verified by the germline transmission test

through chimeric mouse formation for most of the lines.

First, we conducted a teratoma formation test for seven iPSC

lines and five ESC lines; full developmental ability was observed

for the five out of the seven iPS cell lines and four of the five lines

of ES cells. Although slightly efficient formation was observed in

iPSCs, little difference in incidence was observed basically be-

tween iPSCs and ESCs (Fig. 1).

Fig.1 Teratoma formation

Arrow heads indicate teratomas. Seven iPSC and five ESC lines

were analyzed. SEs are shown. Fig.2 Expressions of Zg16 and Hormad1 genes in teratomas [2].
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Three germ layers were observed in the teratomas. In addition,

although we investigated T cells for detecting immune responses,

we could not detect meaningful T-cell-infiltration not only in the

teratomas derived from iPSCs but also from ESCs. We also exam-

ined the expressions of Zg16 and Hormad1 that were demon-

strated as the causative genes for their immunogenicity but their

expressions in the teratomas derived from iPSCs were lower than

those in ESCs (Fig. 2). Thus, contrary to the previous report, even

using a large number of ESCs and iPSCs, we could not detect any

differences between these two types of pluripotent stem cells.

Because iPSCs or ESCs would be converted into specific tis-

sues and transplanted into a recipient body, not transplanted plu-

ripotent stem cells themselves directly, evaluation of immuno-

genicity must be performed on the differentiated tissues, not

iPSCs or ESCs themselves. Therefore, second, we assessed the

immunogenicity of the terminally differentiated cells derived from

iPSCs and ESCs, skin and bone marrow. In our study, donor tis-

sues were prepared from chimera mice developed from either

iPSCs or ESCs; we used 100% chimeric mice only that were gen-

erated by aggregation with GFP-mice embryos to completely ex-

clude the recipient derived cells from donor tissues. Tissues that

were confirmed to be GFP-negative were used for subsequent

transplantations. Consequently, even in the cases focusing on

these differentiated cells, we also observed little difference be-

tween the tissues derived from iPSCs and those from ESCs not

only in incidence but also in T-cell response. Almost all transplan-

tations were successful and very few T-cells were observed within

the transplanted tissues in both cases using the two types of pluri-

potent stem cells. Skin transplantation was successful for iPSCs

and ESCs derived tissues and the engraftment was maintained for

more than 6 months. Transplantation of bone marrow cells into re-

cipient mice without X-ray irradiation was also successful and he-

matopoietic reconstitution was achieved four months later, indicat-

ing an engraftment of long-term hematopoietic stem cells.

Thus, in the present study we could not observe or distinguish

the immunogenicity of iPSC-derived tissues from those derived

from ESCs [ 3].

Fig.3 Transplantation experiments of skin and bone marrow.

(A) Schematic diagram of the method. (B) Grafted skin by GFP iPSCs. (C) Long-term reconstitution of bone marrow by GFP positive iPSCs [3].
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The Fukushima Project Headquarters was established in May

2012 to support restoration and revitalization of Fukushima Pre-

fecture following the nuclear accident at the Fukushima Daiichi

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The headquarters manages three re-

search projects and five sections. The projects are Radiation Ef-

fect Accumulation and Prevention Project, Project for Environ-

mental Dynamics and Radiation Effects, and Project for Human

Health. The headquarters also manages other research activities

related with these projects. Background to the establishment of

the headquarters and these projects are introduced briefly here.

Details of each project are given in the following section.

Following the nuclear accident, NIRS has been dispatching

medical staff to Fukushima Prefecture to assist in medical care of

contaminated persons. By request of the Japanese government,

several researchers have been staying at various organizations,

such as the Cabinet Office, Nuclear Regulation Authority, and so

on. These workers are required to give scientific advice about ra-

diation effects on human health. Furthermore, the Fukushima Pre-

fectural government and many municipal governments seriously

need information about radiation and its effects on human health

because they do not have any idea what measures they should

take regarding radiation exposure caused by the NPP accident.

So NIRS has dispatched many researchers to give talks about ra-

diation and its effects on human health. One day after the NPP ac-

cident occurred, an NIRS worker found misleading information

about radiation on an internet site. So, NIRS began sending out

correct information on radiation and its human health effects and

we provided simple measures to avoid unwanted exposure in an

internet first. Using the internet was found to be one of the strong-

est ways to transmit information―both true and false. NIRS work-

ers prepared messages through the internet in “Question and An-

swer” format so that people could easily understand complicated

topics. A few special telephone lines were added to communicate

with individuals who were uneasy about the health effects due to

radiation exposure. This consultation was operated by seven staff

members by turn for 24 hours a day, seven days a week for the

first two weeks after the occurrence of Fukushima Daiichi NPP ac-

cident.

However, a year after the accident the situation has changed

from the emergency stage. The emission of radioactive materials

from Fukushima Daiichi NPP was almost stopped. The Japanese

and municipal governments started decontamination work in a

few areas. The emergency evacuation preparation zone was

opened and some residents began coming back to their homes

from temporary evacuation places. In years to come, more and

more people will begin living in their homes as before the acci-

dent. But there is a concern that they may be exposed to low dose

radiation from the surrounding environment, especially mountain

and forest areas which have undergone hardly any decontamina-

tion. Many parents raising young children and pregnant women

are uneasy and nervous about the health effects of radiation and

contamination of foods, water, playgrounds for children and so

forth in daily life. NIRS recognized that the needs and concerns of

these people should be address to assist them in the next stage

of recovery from the NPP accident. Therefore, the Fukushima Pro-

ject Headquarters was established to manage and support all ac-

tivities of NIRS assisting in the restoration of the areas affected by

the NPP accident in Fukushima Prefecture.

In high radiation background areas, people will continuously re-

ceive low doses over many years into the future. This situation is

very different from the exposure situation in which high doses are

delivered in a short interval of time such as the case of the atomic

bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It has been reported that the

health effects of radiation at a lower dose rate are less than the

health effects of radiation at high dose rate even at the same total

dose. From the viewpoint of radiation protection a dose and dose-

rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) is used to estimate the health

effects caused by exposure of low dose at a low dose rate. The

ICRP recommends the DDREF is 1/3 for an adult human. How-

ever, for children it is not very clear what value is the most suitable

for the DDREF. In the Radiation Effect Accumulation and Preven-
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tion Project researchers are focusing on clarifying the DDREF for

fetus and infant because many parents of young children and

many pregnant women may be concerned about what extent ra-

diation affects the health of children and fetuses. There are two

ways to approach the DDREF; one is the direct way in which the

factor is determined by animal experiments with mice and rats,

and the one is an indirect way in which the mechanisms are inves-

tigated for why a low dose and a low dose rate exposure have

smaller effects on human health. What most people want to know

is whether they can reduce the effects of radiation on their health

or not. NIRS researchers have found that dietary mice have a

longer life time than mice which are not on a diet. This finding is

independent of being exposed to radiation or not. This study will

be done again with expanded experimental conditions to cover

various cases.

Most people are concerned with whether health effects will ac-

tually appear in the future, and if yes what they will be and when

they will appear. There is no way except by an epidemiological

study to directly clarify how exposed radiation doses affect hu-

man health. In the Project for Human Health, we started an epide-

miological investigation with the cooperation of first responders

who worked at Fukushima Daiichi NPP controlling the accident in

the early stage. We will monitor their health for a long time by re-

ferring to their certificates of health and by asking for their medical

history and information about their lifestyle such as smoking and

drinking habits, etc. The information is being collected in a data-

base to analyze the correlations between health conditions and

the doses they received. If correlations are found between occur-

rence of some disease and the dose, we will inform this fact to the

persons or the organizations to which they belong. Our final goal

is to use the information for health care to prevent occurrence of

disease or to find it at the early stage. Furthermore, we expect that

future radiation protection activities will apply these epidemiologi-

cal study results as a basis for responsible laws.

Fukushima Medical University is one of the largest medical cen-

ters in Fukushima Prefecture. It is carrying out a long-term health

management survey for all people of Fukushima Prefecture. One

section of this project is in cooperation with NIRS researchers and

will estimate the external exposure dose which residents in

Fukushima Prefecture received during the first four months after

March 11, 2011.

Many residents from evacuation areas are afraid that they will

be exposed to high radiation dose again, or that they will ingest

radioactive materials from foods and water. Radionuclides may

migrate to residential areas from the surrounding environment

such as mountains and forests with time. In order to estimate long-

term radiation doses of the residents from the surrounding envi-

ronment during their daily life, we started dose estimation oriented

collection of environmental samples as one mission of the Project

for Environmental Dynamics and Radiation Effects. In addition,

high contamination levels of the environment suggest possible ef-

fects of radiation on non-human biota and ecosystems. Although

drastic effects such as the “red forests” in contaminated Cherno-

byl areas have not been observed, long-term studies are required

to estimate the environmental effects. We are collecting biological

samples such as pine, wild mouse, and salamander in heavily

contaminated areas, and are planning to estimate radiation ef-

fects using different endpoints (e.g. growth rate, reproduction and

chromosome aberration).

Members of Project of Environment Dynamics and Radiation Effects are en-

tering the restricted area to collect small animals and plants.
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Tremendously large quantities of radionuclides were released

into the environment following the nuclear accident at the

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in March 2011. In such a

situation, it was quite important to study the environmental effects

of the accident as well as the effects on human health; this impor-

tance reflects the change in the way people now think about the

environment. During the past two decades, the need to evaluate

the influence that radiation has on the environment itself has been

pointed out by researchers while the interest in environmental

problems has increased worldwide among people in general, al-

though the way of thinking that “environment should be protected

by the radiation protection system of humans” has been sup-

ported for many years by the International Commission on Radio-

logical Protection (ICRP). The frameworks on environmental pro-

tection against radiation have already been established in interna-

tional organizations such as ICRP.

Garnier-Laplace et al. [1] calculated radiation exposure dose of

rodents inhabiting Iitate Village, Fukushima using soil monitoring

data reported from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Sci-

ence and Technology and the dose evaluation tool (ERICA Tool)

developed by a research project of the EC. They suggested a

possible decline of the fecundity based on the criteria of the envi-

ronmental protection framework of radiation given in ICRP Publi-

cation 108 [2]. It is essential to make a radiation effect study on the

wildlife inhabiting Fukushima Prefecture to answer the question of

whether or not the environment is really affected by radiation.

Many researchers are trying to demonstrate environmental effects

(on individual health, population size, biodiversity of species, and

ecosystems) of radiation derived from the Fukushima NPP acci-

dent. However, there are only a few reports which have proved

any biological effects of radiation in the wildlife. It seems difficult

to find easily any biological consequences in wildlife of

Fukushima Prefecture except for wildlife inhabiting the very re-

stricted highly contaminated areas. In highly contaminated areas

within the exclusion zone, genetic effects such as chromosome

aberration and gene mutation, higher tumor incidence, population

size reduction by reproductive failure may happen.

Based on the radiation sensitivity, we selected several animals

and plants from many types of wildlife as research objects since it

is reasonable to consider that radiation effects can be more easily

observed in more radiosensitive wildlife. Wild mice, salamander,

medaka fish, Japanese cedar and pine tree were chosen be-

cause these animals and plants are known to have comparatively

large genome size and consequently radiosensitive characteris-

tics. They are also commonly found throughout Fukushima. In par-

ticular, we are focusing on the study of radiation effects seen in

wild mice caught in Fukushima (Fig.1). Tanaka et al. [3] demon-

strated the increased chromosome aberration in lymphocytes of

laboratory mouse (Mus musculus) exposed chronically at a dose

rate of 20mGy/day, but they saw an extremely slight effect at a

dose rate of 1mGy/day. The highest value of the dose rate we

measured in Fukushima with an ionization chamber type survey

meter was 60-80 μSv/h. Rough dose estimation predicts that wild-

life inhabiting the ground surface of such a highly contaminated

location may receive a dose of more than 1mGy/day by external

exposure only and an elevated level of chromosomal aberration

might be observed in wild mice there. Therefore, we are trying to

demonstrate the chromosomal aberration in wild mice (mainly two

species, wood mouse (Apodemus speciosus) and small field

mouse (Apodemus argenteus), both are unique species in Japan)

captured in a highly contaminated area of the exclusion zone. As

shown in Table 1, the methods applicable to laboratory mice to

detect unstable or stable chromosomal aberration cannot be ap-

plied to wild mice because of genetically distant relationship. Only

C-band staining can be applied to small field mice (Fig.2). At pre-

sent, centromere FISH probes for wood mice and small laboratory

mice are being developed. The multi-color FISH with centromere

FISH probes in combination with the telomere FISH probe is ex-

pected to make the detection of unstable chromosomal aberra-

tions possible and much easier. The study is taking place now;

however substantial results will not come until next year.
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This year, we started to give a chronic low-dose rate exposure

to a Tohoku salamander captured in Fukushima. This is being

done in the long-term irradiation facility of NIRS. Fertilized egg,

wintering larva and adults are now being chronically irradiated at

various dose rates. The effects of irradiation will be examined on

hatching, growth, fecundity, etc.

Even if some kind of changes are observed in wildlife inhabiting

highly contaminated areas of Fukushima, it will be necessary to

demonstrate that the changes that occurred are really due to ra-

diation exposure. Evacuation from the highly contaminated areas

has made the study of radiation effects on the environment more

complicated and difficult because human activities had largely in-

fluenced the environment. To that end, it is necessary to measure

radioactivity concentration in the wild animals and plants them-

selves and in the environmental media they were inhabiting to cal-

culate the radiation exposure dose or dose rate as precisely as

possible.

Fig.1 Wood mouse captured in a Fukushima forest

Fig.2 Dicentric chromosome detected by C-band staining in the lympho-

cyte of a small field mouse
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Table 1 Interspecies Comparison of method to detect chromosomal

aberration

Unstable type (Dicentric) Stable type
(Translocation)

FISH or Multi-FISF
Centromere-

FISH
C-band

Laboratory
mouse

○ ○ ○

Wood
mouse

× × ×

Small field
mouse

× ○ ×
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Highlight
A lot of workers were involved in emergency response and sta-

bilizing operations and many continue to be involved in recovery

operations and associated activities not only at the site of the

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant but also in the surround-

ing areas. These workers include employees of Tokyo Electric

Power Company (TEPCO) and its contractors, policemen, fire

fighters, members of Self-Defense Forces, etc. According to the

available data published on the website of TEPCO, the maximum

and average cumulative effective doses until December 31, 2012

among TEPCO and its contractor workers were about 680 and 12

mSv, respectively, which are much lower than those among the

Chernobyl recovery operation workers as shown in Fig.1. For

TEPCO and its contract workers, a long-term health care system

was designed by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

(MHLW) of Japan, and it is implemented by law. Under this health

care system, data on radiation doses and health examination re-

sults for these workers are stored in a database at the MHLW.

However, less attention has been paid to radiation exposures and

associated health risks among the other emergency and recovery

operation workers, and information on the levels of radiation

doses among them is not officially available.

Numerous epidemiological studies have been conducted by

Fig.1
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using the national registries for Chernobyl emergency workers as

well as for the general public in Belarus, the Ukraine, and the Rus-

sian Federation. These studies show that there are increased risks

of several diseases including leukemia and cataracts among

workers who received higher doses, and thyroid cancer among

people who were exposed during childhood and adolescence at

the time of the accident. For the emergency workers of TEPCO

and its contractors as well as for the general public, the World

Health Organization has published two reports on preliminary

dose estimation and on health risk assessment resulting from the

accident in Fukushima Daiichi NPP. Although the level of radiation

doses for the workers involved in the accident seems to be too

low to detect any demonstrative increase of health effects, work-

ers’ health is likely to be a matter of social concern as well as a

matter of each individual’s own concern. There has no such sur-

vey for the emergency and recovery operation workers while the

Fukushima Health Management Survey for residents of Fuku-

shima has been initiated by Fukushima Prefecture in order to

monitor their long-term health, promote their future well-being, and

investigate health effects of chronic exposure to low dose radia-

tion. In cooperation with experts in various fields from other insti-

tutes and universities in Japan, we have designed a follow-up pro-

ject for those workers involved in emergency and recovery opera-

tions after the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident as shown in Fig.2.

Data on internal and external doses received during emer-

gency and recovery operation work will be collected from workers’

employers. Data on results of regular and special health examina-

tions will be also collected periodically from workers’ employers.

Based on the lessons learned from studies of recovery operation

workers after the Chernobyl accident and other occupational

studies which have often shown mixed results, life style factors in-

cluding smoking, and other possible confounders should be

taken into account. In the planned study, we will collect such data

using a questionnaire at the beginning of the follow-up and subse-

quently every 3-5 years. Information on disease history for both

cancer and non-cancer diseases will be also collected through

the same questionnaire. Mortality and cancer incidence are the

main endpoints of the follow-up, so various available sources in-

cluding vital statistics, cancer registry data, etc. will be used to

ascertain the endpoints. These data will be stored in a database

at NIRS and be analyzed. Information on the progress of follow-up

and related topics will be provided to the workers through news-

letters.

In FY 2011-2012, we had discussions with persons in charge of

health care of emergency and recovery operation workers at rele-

vant organizations about the importance and feasibility of follow-

up, and made an agreement with two organizations for conduct-

ing the follow-up. In addition, we have designed the structure and

functions, especially in terms of security of the database for long-

term follow-up. So far, more than 600 workers have been regis-

tered in our database, and most of them have completed the

baseline questionnaire survey. Additional workers will be included

in the follow-up in FY 2013. The findings from the follow-up study

are expected to be reflected in workers’ health care, as well as in

planning of radiation protection measures for emergency situ-

ations.

Fig.2
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Introduction
After the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, the

interest in doses from radioactive nuclides released by the acci-

dent has been increasing especially among Fukushima residents.

Also, the involved organizations have recognized that it is very im-

portant to estimate the doses of residents for proper health man-

agement of individuals. NIRS started to develop the external dose

estimation system for Fukushima residents at the end of March

2011. At first, this system was developed for the evacuees who

had lived in the restricted area, the deliberate evacuation area

and the evacuation-prepared area in case of emergency. On the

other hand, the Fukushima Prefectural government and

Fukushima Medical University decided to do a health manage-

ment survey for all Fukushima residents (about two million people)

at the end of May 2011, to support management of their health

conditions which were affected by the accident. [1]. External dose

was considered to be one of the necessary items for health man-

agement, and the NIRS external dose estimation system was

adopted in the survey. Here we briefly describe the algorithm of

the NIRS external dose estimation system and the present stat-

uses of the system and the survey.

Algorithm of the NIRS external dose estimation
system

In our system, the external effective dose between March 12

and July 11, 2011 can be estimated by superimposing the individ-

ual behavior data of each day on the daily dose rate map of that

day. The data flow in the external dose estimation system is

shown in Fig.1. The behavior data of Fukushima residents were

supplied by Fukushima Medical University. These data included:

1) place, i; 2) time to stay at i, ti ; 3) time to move from i to i＋1,

tmove,i→i+1; and 4) type of building at i, ki. In practice, ti was divided

into the time to stay in the building at i, tin,i and the time to stay out-

side at i, tout,i.

Daily external dose rate maps used in our system were com-

posed of divisions of approximately 2 km × 2 km (2.5 min in lati-

tude× 1 min in longitude) based on the second mesh (7.5 min in

latitude × 5 min in longitude) defined by the Geospatial Informa-

tion Authority of Japan. The maps were constructed based on two

kinds of data. One kind is the hourly effective dose rate maps

simulated by the System for Prediction of Environmental Emer-

gency Dose Information (SPEEDI) with the source term calculated

by the MELCOR code by the Nuclear and Industrial Safety

Agency (NISA), [2], which was used from March 12 to 14, 2011.

These data were an alternative to monitoring data, because the

number of measurement points was not sufficient to construct the

dose rate maps in that period. Since the dose rate maps used in

our system were daily maps, they were averaged over a day. Also,

the area outputted by this SPEEDI simulation was limited to 98 km

× 98 km, which is painted in green in Fig.2, and had the divisions

of 1 km × 1 km. Therefore, the dose rate maps generated by

SPEEDI were reconstructed by dividing in proportion to the area

size of our system with commercially-available mapping software.

The other kind of data was monitoring data released by the Minis-

try of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

(MEXT), which was used between March 15 and July 11, 2011.

These data were supplied as a set of numerical values by MEXT.

The monitoring data, which were scattered in the map, were con-

verted to spatially-continuous data by using the Natural Neighbor

method and then the daily dose rate in each division of approxi-

mately 2 km× 2 km was obtained by averaging the values in that

division. Since the monitoring data by MEXT did not cover some

seaside and boundary areas between Fukushima and Niigata

Prefectures (pink-colored areas in Fig.2), the values of their neigh-

bor on the right or left were used alternatively. As a result, our sys-

tem can estimate the dose received in the area painted in pink

and blue in Fig.2 after March 15, 2011. Unfortunately, the monitor-

ing data on March 15 were not sufficient to construct the dose

map. On the other hand, these SPEEDI results could not simulate

the available monitoring data completely. Therefore, the dose rate

map on March 16 was used for that on March 15. We confirmed

Team of Dose Assessment for Fukushima Residents, Project for Human Health

NIRS external dose estimation system
for Fukushima residents after the Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Plant accident
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Fig.1 Data flow in the NIRS external dose estimation system. (Sci. Rep, 3, 1670, 2013)

Fig.2 Areas of dose rate maps used in the NIRS external dose estimation system. (Sci. Rep, 3, 1670, 2013)
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that the alternative approach did not lead to a significant underes-

timation by comparing results with the available monitoring data.

In fact, it led to an overestimation at most points. Moreover, two

corrections were performed for daily dose rate maps between

March 15 and July 11, 2011: background subtraction and conver-

sion from ambient dose equivalent to effective dose for adult. The

background dose rate of 0.03 μSv/h (in effective dose) was used

for the background subtraction, which was the median value re-

ported by Fukushima Prefecture before the accident. The monitor-

ing data were multiplied by the conversion coefficient from ambi-

ent dose equivalent, H ＊(10) to effective dose for adult, E . The

conversion coefficient was calculated for the main radionuclides

discharged from the Fukushima Daiichi NPP, which was expected

to contribute to the external dose, based on E /φ for isotropic irra-

diation (ISO) and H ＊(10)/φ shown in ICRP Publication 74. As a re-

sult, the value of 0.6 was adopted as the conversion coefficient in

our system, which was the rounded value of 0.59, the maximum

value among the radionuclides. Finally, the effective dose rate

maps (for adult) were obtained as a function of time and location,

d (h,m), where h and m are the date and the division number, re-

spectively, in a time series from March 15 to July 11, 2011 in all

parts of Fukushima Prefecture and a part of four neighboring pre-

fectures (Miyagi, Yamagata, Tochigi, and Ibaraki).

The external effective doses were calculated for three different

situations: staying indoors/outdoors and moving from one place to

another. When a person stays indoors, the dose reduction should

be considered because buildings have a shielding effect against

radiation exposures depending on their material and thickness of

the walls. In IAEA TECDOC 225, representative reduction factors

for cloud, rc, and ground, rg, sources are shown. From March 12

to 14, radionuclides in the plume released from the power plant

contributed to the dose rates in the environment. On the contrary,

on March 15 radionuclides on the ground were major sources of

the exposure dose rates because of rain or snow falls in

Fukushima. Therefore, in our system, the reduction factors for

cloud source in TECDOC 225 were used between March 12 and

14, and the factors for deposited radioactivity were used between

March 15 and July 11, 2011.

Dose rates during a move may change depending on the loca-

tion. In our system, the dose during a move is simply calculated

as the product of averaged value of effective dose rates in the re-

gions before and after the move and the time of the move. Then,

the effective doses on the date, h, for stay and move (Estay,h,

Emove,h) can be expressed as the following equations, respec-

tively,

Estay,h＝
i

�
{d (h,m(i))×[tin,i×rc/g (ki)＋tout,i] }

Emove,h＝
i

�
{ d (h,m(i))＋d (h,m(i＋1))

2
×tmove,i→i＋1}

where the division number including the place, i is m(i), and the

dose reduction factor correspond to the type of the building, ki is

rc/g(ki) . Finally, the effective dose from March 12 to July 11, 2011,

E , can be obtained with the following equation.

E＝
h

�
(Estay,h＋Emove,h)

Additionally, a body size correction was performed by

Fukushima Medical University using age coefficients supplied by

us, because the external effective dose depends on body size

even in the same radiation field due to the self-shielding effect.

The age coefficients, Cage, for the main radionuclides discharged

from the Fukushima Daiichi NPP, could be obtained from the ratios

Fig.3 Ratios of ambient dose equivalent to effective dose conversion coefficients for each age group to

adult (Age coefficients, Cage). The maximum values in the main radionuclides released from the

Fukushima Daiichi NPP were adopted.
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of ambient dose equivalent to effective dose conversion coeffi-

cients for children to adult calculated based on published data [3]

as shown in Fig.3. By adopting the maximum values among the

radionuclides, age coefficient for infants was 1.36 and age coeffi-

cients in the age range from 1 to 15 years old could be expressed

as the following linear function of age, y.

Cage＝－0.0144×y＋1.27

Present statuses of the system and the survey
NIRS and Fukushima Medical University reached a work con-

signment agreement regarding the external dose estimation for

Fukushima residents in April 2012, and since then our system has

been used only for the Fukushima health management survey.

Fukushima Medical University digitizes the questionnaire results

on behavior of the resident, and the digitized outputs without per-

sonal identifiable information are sent to us. To date, we have

completed effective dose estimations of about four hundred thou-

sand residents, which represent all the data sent to us by

Fukushima Medical University, with our system. The estimated re-

sults were provided to the Fukushima residents individually by

Fukushima Medical University, and a summary was sequentially

reported by the Commission on the Fukushima Health Manage-

ment Survey.

Conclusion
We developed the NIRS external dose estimation system for

Fukushima residents to estimate the external effective doses for

the first four months after the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident.

This system has been adopted in the Fukushima Health Manage-

ment Survey, and the estimated results were provided to the

Fukushima residents, individually. The estimated results include

various uncertainties such as the vagueness of the residents’

memories; however, our dose estimation can be very useful as the

first approximation of the external effective doses to Fukushima

residents by the accident.
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The residents of Fukushima Prefecture have been suffering psy-

chologically, economically and socially from the accident at

TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, which hap-

pened in 2011. Specifically, people who live in areas of high back-

ground levels of radiation feel uneasy about their health. Attention

is, in particular, focused on unborn children and young children.

With the current radiation protection system, it is assumed that the

dose of low-dose-rate radiation accumulates, but with the reduc-

tion factor (dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor: DDREF) of 2.

However, the following questions remain unresolved: 1) Is the

dose-rate effect for children the same as that for adults? 2) Can

the dose-rate effect be explained in part by the reduced accumu-

lation of radiation-induced damage in stem (progenitor) cells or

elimination of damaged stem cells? 3) Could the cancer risk after

childhood exposure be reduced by subsequent control of diet?

The purpose of the project described here is to elucidate the ef-

fects of low-dose-rate radiation and its underlying mechanism,

and then to provide possible measures to mitigate the risks based

on findings using animal models. At first, the effects of the low-

dose-rate radiation on life shortening and cancer induction are ex-

amined for juvenile exposure in comparison with adult exposure.

Secondly, the accumulation of radiation effects in the stem cells of

the skin and mammary glands is evaluated. Thirdly, inhibitory ef-

fects of calorie restriction and anti-oxidant food ingredients on

radiation-induced cancer are investigated.

Long-term animal experiments have become considerably diffi-

cult to perform on a large-scale, because of financial and ethical

reasons. Unfortunately, many local archives of the past animal ex-

periments have been lost when investigators retired. In the 1990s,

however, animal samples were collected into shared international

archives for future re-examination of data using novel methods or

hypothesis; re-examination now would facilitate the effective utili-

zation of research resources in the U.S, Europe and Japan. Sam-

ples and the data provided by the present project will be incorpo-

rated into these international archives, and be available in col-

laborative investigation with domestic and foreign research or-

ganizations.

Risk analysis for effects of low-dose-rate exposure
Male and female B6C3F1 mice in the juvenile (1 week of age)

and adult (7 and 15 weeks of age) stages were gamma-irradiated

at low-dose-rate for 4 consecutive weeks, and life shortening and

incidence of leukemia and solid cancers are being investigated.

The dose rate was 0.026 mGy/min and 0.105 mGy/min (total ex-

posure dose of 1 Gy and 4 Gy, respectively) (Fig.1). The effect on

the induction of mammary tumors (SD rats) and brain tumors

(Ptch1＋／－mice) is also being examined. The dose-rate effective-

ness factor (DREF) will be estimated in comparison with the data

of single irradiation exposure. The survival of these animals is now

being followed.

Accumulation of radiation effects on tissue stem cells
The present radiological protection system assumes full accu-

mulation of the stochastic effect (especially, induction of carcino-

Fig.1 Experiment design and set-up of low-dose-rate exposure
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genesis) of ionizing radiation. Given that long-lived tissue stem or

progenitor cells are the targets of radiation carcinogenesis, this

model system seems reasonable. This means that continuous ra-

diation exposure at low dose rate should impose small but signifi-

cant health risks. However, epidemiologic studies do not neces-

sarily support this idea. In addition, it was recently hypothesized

that the radiation effects after chronic exposure do not accumu-

late in proportion to the cumulative dose when tissue turnover rate

or radiation-induced change in self-renewal activity is taken into

account.

1) Study on the damage response of hair follicle stem cells

Hair follicles are self-renewing structures that reconstitute them-

selves through three cycling stages: anagen (growing phase),

catagen (regression phase) and telogen (resting phase). Differen-

tiating keratinocytes constitute the hair matrix with mature melano-

cytes, pigment-producing cells. Recent findings indicate that

keratinocyte and melanocyte stem cells reside in the bulge area

of the hair follicle. It is expected that the effects of damage in

keratinocyte and melanocyte stem cells in the telogen stage of the

first hair growth cycle can be detected as the phenotype of de-

scendant hair follicle structure in the anagen phase of the second

hair growth cycle, since newly formed hair follicles are derived

solely from keratinocyte and melanocyte stem cells. To study the

accumulation of effects by irradiation, 22 to 24-day-old C57BL/10

JHir (B10) mice were exposed to gamma-rays of 60Co, and the ra-

diation effects were examined on 35 to 37-day-old B10 mice. The

number of hair follicles and the pigment production in hair bulb

are established as the criteria.

2) Study on the cell kinetics and modeling of mammary stem cells

Another focus of study is on the effects of radiation on mam-

mary stem cells. The mammary gland is a highly susceptible or-

gan to radiation induction of carcinogenesis and its stem cells are

enriched in a culture of mammary epithelial cells on a non-

adherent substrate (‘mammospheres’). It is hypothesized here

that radiation exposure not only induces oncogenic mutations but

also increases the probability of losing self-renewal activity or in-

creases the chance of undergoing differentiation of stem cells,

which may lead to a relative decrease in the chance of maintain-

ing affected stem cells. The first goal is to provide a new model

using the mammosphere system, which can evaluate the behav-

ior of irradiated stem cells during continuous radiation exposure.

Mitigation of cancer risks from radiation exposure
Children are the most susceptible subpopulation to radiation

carcinogenesis. After the TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi NPP acci-

dent, people became worried about the long-term health effects

on children, especially children who live in areas affected by the

release of large amounts of radioactive materials. Therefore, it is

important to lay a special emphasis on finding a useful remedy to

prevent carcinogenic effects of radiation on children.

Calorie restriction (CR) is known to extend the life span and pre-

vent the major causes of morbidity and mortality including cancer.

Thus, it may be one of the most potent interventions for decreas-

ing deleterious effects of radiation. Then attention is given to in-

vestigating the cancer preventive effects of CR after early-life ex-

posure. Male and female B6C3F1 mice were irradiated with X-rays

of 3.8 Gy at one week of age. Then, calorie restrictions of 21%

and 32% were started at 26 weeks of age, and will be continued

for the natural life span. The life span, incidence and spectra of tu-

mors will be clarified (Fig.2A).

Phytochemicals, a wide variety of compounds produced by

plants, are known to prevent many health conditions, including

cancer. Resveratrol, a phytochemical, has been demonstrated to

have properties that mimic CR. The inhibitory action of resveratrol

on early-life exposure to radiation-induced carcinogenesis is be-

ing investigated using the mouse model of familial adenomatous

polyposis. Male and female C3B6F1 ApcMin/+ mice were irradiated

by X-rays of 2 Gy at 2 and 7 weeks of old, and administration of

resveratrol was started 2 weeks after the irradiation. All mice will

be autopsied at 30 weeks old, and the preventive effects of res-

veratrol will be evaluated (Fig.2B).

Fig.2 Experiment designs. (A) Calorie restriction, (B) Resveratrol
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In this midterm plan at NIRS, the Medical Exposure Research

Project (MER-project) has the mission to investigate the frequen-

cies and doses of domestic medical radiation uses and to sum-

marize the current status worldwide concerning radiation protec-

tion in medicine. Based on the dose data together with basic and

epidemiological data, medical radiation risk will be estimated. The

results will be put into a database. By sharing the data among the

involved medical staff and researchers, the MER-project will con-

tribute to provide the scientific and practical basis for the justifica-

tion and optimization of radiation protection in medicine. These

data are supposed to be submitted to the UNSCEAR.

To achieve the above plan, five issues have been currently un-

dertaken: 1. Estimations of examination frequencies and organ

doses in X-ray CT, PET, PET/CT, and heavy ion particle therapy; 2.

Establishment of an organization for the collection of domestic

data on radiation protection in medicine; 3. Estimations of secon-

dary cancer risk of the patients in cervical cancer treatments; 4.

Study of radiobiology in radiation use in medicine; and 5. Devel-

opment of the method for risk-benefit communications in medi-

cine.

For the estimation frequencies and organ doses, the data of X-

ray CT examinations for pediatric patients have been collected

from DICOM data in the National Center for Child Health and De-

velopment (NCCHD) Hospital in cooperation with doctors and ra-

diologists in that hospital by using a program specially developed

for this purpose. In Chiba Children’s Hospital, the data have also

been extensively collected and the data for the recent 4 years on

CTDI, DLP and so on were summarized. Phantom measurements

of organ doses have been continued in both two hospitals as the

basic data for optimization.

For PET diagnoses, the basic physiologically-based pharma-

cokinetic model (PBPK model) was made to consider the physi-

ological differences among patients.

For heavy ion therapy, dose estimations of patients due to sec-

ondary exposures were estimated based on the data of both

measurements and Monte Cario simulations.

For the secondary cancer risk estimations in radiotherapy of

cervical cancer, organ dose distribution is to be estimated. Gel

dosimeters were selected in order to obtain 3D distribution of

dose, and the fundamental data on the characteristics of the gel

were experimentally obtained. Based on the data of CT images of

more than 100 patients, a physical pelvic phantom was devel-

oped. The analyses of secondary cancers of 286 cases among

4,181 patients are being performed.

On radiobiology in medical exposures, the differences of the

patterns of DNA breaks and repairs were studied in a comparison

between young and adult mice. It was found that the speeds of

DNA repairs of bone marrow in infant mice were faster than those

of adult mice.

Online and off-line data collection system were under develop-

ment for establishment of the system to follow-up the medical ra-

diation exposure histories of the patients, which is the concept of

the IAEA’s “Smart Card/SmartRadTrack project”.

For the nation-wide exchange of the information on medical ex-

posures, two general meetings of the Japan Network for Research

and Information on Medical Exposure (J-RIME) were held in April

2012 and in January 2013. Four working groups (Protection for

pediatric patients, Smart Card system, Nationwide survey, and

Publicity) were organized in J-RIME and they have been working

on various tasks. The J-RIME has published the newsletter “Lime-

light” three times until the end of the FY2012.

For risk communications, the draft of a pamphlet for mothers of

young children was made based on information identified as nec-

essary by medical staff in Chiba Children’s Hospital.

Research on Evaluation of Medical Exposure
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Fig.1 The 4th plenary meeting of J-RIME

Fig.2 Newsletter of J-RIME
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X-ray CT examinations are the major sources of radiation expo-

sures in medicine for patients. Among them, more attention

should be paid to pediatric patients because of their higher radia-

tion sensitivity compared to adults. As one of the research issues

of the Medical Exposure Research Project (MER-project), an in-

vestigation on frequencies and doses has been performed in two

pediatric hospitals, the National Center for Child Health and De-

velopment (NCCHD) Hospital, and Chiba Children’s Hospital. In

addition, dose measurements have also been done by using pe-

diatric anthropomorphic phantoms and glass dosimeters in these

hospitals.

In the NCCHD Hospital, about 4,000 X-ray CT examinations are

performed every year. For this study, the data of about 40,000 ex-

aminations for 10 years were selected. Original software has been

developed and applied in the NCCHD Hospital to automatically

collect data on the kinds of diagnoses, and patients’ data such as

gender, age, etc. from DICOM-tag information. In FY2012, the

data of the period from May 1st 2002 to February 29th 2012 were

extracted and put into the database. For example, the numbers of

patients extracted were 163 for 214 chest examinations and 151

for 194 abdomen (pelvis) examinations in 2010. Fig.1 shows the

numbers of patients for each age less than 16. The percentage of

examinations for head was about 47% of the total examinations.

Fig.1 Numbers of patients for each age at NCCHD, 2010.
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The examinations for abdomen were about 26% of the total, and

about half of them were for patients less than 1 year old.

In Chiba Children’s Hospital, the number of X-ray CT examina-

tions is about 1,600 per year. About 40,000 exams for 4 years

were set for the data analyses. The number of X-ray CT examina-

tions performed in the period from October 2008 to July 2011 was

4,801 (male, 2,767; female, 2,034), and the number of the patients

was 2,546 (male, 1,443; female, 1,103) (Fig.1). The largest num-

ber of the examinations was for head CT, about 52.5 % of all ex-

aminations. The second largest was CT for auditory organs, about

8.7 % of the examinations. The ratios of the numbers of patients

were similar to those of the examinations (Fig.2).

The organ doses in CT examinations were also planned for con-

sidering optimization in radiation protection. By using anthropo-

morphic pediatric phantoms and glass dosimeters, organ doses

have been directly measured under the exposure conditions in

daily uses in NCCHD hospital (Fig.3).

These data will be referred to in establishing the diagnostic ref-

erence levels for pediatric patients in CT examinations.

Fig.2 Numbers of examinations and patients in Chiba Children’s Hospital

Fig.3 Organ dose measurements using anthropomorphic phantoms and

glass dosimeters
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Radiotherapy is one of the effective methods for cancer treat-

ments. On the contrary, the secondary cancer incidents have

come to be a problem as the survival ratio is increasing in radio-

therapies. In NIRS, follow-up for cervical cancer patients has

been performed and data on these patients have been stored in a

database. For risk estimations of secondary cancers of the organs

of not only near but also in the outer region of the cancer, the de-

velopment of a pelvic phantom was planned that consisted of gel

dosimeters, bone equivalent material and PMMA. The data of

three-dimensional dose distributions can be obtained using the

gel dosimeter.

As a first step, the basic characteristics of the gel dosimeter

have been studied. The gel dosimeter was made based on the

standard protocol, and put into a water phantom. The phantom

was irradiated with Ir-192 gamma rays to study the linearity of

dose response comparing with glass dosimeters (Fig.1). After the

irradiation, the phantom was scanned by using MRI. Basically, the

linearity was confirmed at dose levels of less than 10 Gy (Fig.2).

In the second step, the effects of the wall width of the phantom

and permeating oxygen through the wall were observed by using

several cylindrical phantoms having different wall widths, be-

cause oxygen interferes with the gel phantom measurements. As

a result, the MRI artifacts were about 5mm in size , and the effects

of oxygen were seen at distances less than 5mm from the wall

(Fig.3). For reading of doses in the gel phantom, the volume at a

distance of 5mm or less from the wall should be excluded.

Since air is present inside the intestines of patients, as the third

Fig.1 Geometry of the phantom for the measurement of dose range
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step, the effects for dose distributions were measured setting

CaSO4 as the pelvic bone and air as the gas inside the rectum

(Fig.4). The doses of glass dosimeters were similar compered to

those of the radiotherapy planning system in the region with no air.

The dose maps (distribution) in Fig.5 show a comparison between

the system behid (left) and frontforward area (right) around the air

region. The doses were about 10 % lower than those of the sys-

tem behind the air region (Fig.5).

Fig.2 Linearity of the GEL phantom

Fig.3 Effects of the wall width of the phantom and permeating oxygen

Fig.5 Dose distributions obtained by using gel dosimeter inside the phantom with CaSO4 and air inside

Fig.4 Geometry of the phantom with CaSO4 and air inside
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History:
The history of the NIRS International Open Laboratory (IOL)

starts in 2008. In March that year, the International Advisory Board

which includes internationally renowned research scientists, rec-

ommended NIRS have a structure to promote international col-

laborations with highly regarded scientists from abroad. After vari-

ous discussions and much planning, the first term of the IOL

started in November 2008 with three research units. In particular

two persons greatly contributed to this new establishment, namely

Dr. Hirohiko Tsujii, then Executive Director for Research and Dr.

OhtsuraNiwa, then Deputy Center Director for the Research Cen-

ter for Charged Particle Therapy. Dr. Tsuiji was particularly keen to

start IOL by actively adding this new entity to the NIRS system

and Dr. Niwa greatly contributed to the selection and invitation of

the worldly recognized scientists. NIRS selected three units for the

first IOL term and each unit had a unit leader and a collaborating

distinguished scientist. The following units were active for the first

IOL term (2 years and 4 months) which ended in March 2011, co-

inciding with the end of the five year mid-term plan for the whole

institute:

1． Particle Therapy Model Research Unit: Prof. Anders Brahme

(Karolinska Institute, Sweden), Distinguished Scientist, and

Dr. Takeshi Murakami (NIRS), Unit Leader

2． Molecular Particle Radiation Biology Unit: Prof. Penny Jeggo

(Sussex University, U.K.), Distinguished Scientist, and Dr.

Ryuichi Okayasu (NIRS), Unit Leader

3． Space Radiation Research Unit: Prof. Tom K. Hei (Columbia

University, USA), Distinguished Scientist, and Dr. Ukio Uchi-

hori (NIRS), Unit Leader

These first three units actively pursued collaborations with re-

spective foreign institutes under the supervision of the foreign dis-

tinguished scientists and produced various useful results. As a re-

sult of these efforts, all of the three units obtained “excellent” over-

all status in the evaluation meeting which was held in June of

2011 with the international review board members. Each unit hold

frequent workshops in English with the respective distinguished-

scientist, and these workshops were well-attended by NIRS em-

ployees as well as researchers from outside NIRS.

Current IOL Status:
The second IOL term started in April 2011 with four research

units and it will last for three years. These units were chosen from

campus-wide applications at NIRS and they are actively pursuing

their collaborative research with foreign institutes at this point.

One unique feature for IOL this term is that most of the funding is

from donations from the general public and we are particularly

thankful to the Chang Yung-Fa fund for their substantial contribu-

tion.

The organization of IOL this term is shown Fig.1. Three profes-

sors (Profs. Hei, Brahme and Jeggo) are continuing for the sec-

ond term, and two new professors, Prof. Jac Nickoloff (Colorado

State University, USA) and Prof. Marco Durante (GSI, Germany),

joined IOL as Distinguished Scientists. The new Director of IOL is

Dr. Makoto Akashi, Executive Director for Research at NIRS. The

first general meeting, “IOL Research Seminar” was held in No-

vember 2011 (Fig.2) and was well-attended;all of the five distin-

guished scientists were able to attend the conference and very

fruitful discussions were had among the audience and speakers.

Around this time in 2011, Columbia University and NIRS signed a

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in the pursuit of further

active collaborations in the area of heavy ion therapy and space

radiation research; IOL, particularly the Space Radiation Re-

search Unit, played a great role in the signing of this document as

the major areas of IOL research are the applications of heavy ions

produced in the HIMAC facility here at NIRS. Another highlight of

IOL this term is that we were able to hire two appointed scientists

for a long period of time:Dr. Walter Tinganelli from GSI, Germanyis

staying here more than a year in the Particle Beam Quality Unit,

International Open Laboratory
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and Dr. Chris Allen, Colorado State University (CSU), USA stayed

for eight months in the Particle Therapy Molecular Target Unit.

With this new connection to CSU, many graduate students were

able to visit NIRS for collaborative experiments. In June of 2012,

the NIRS-Colombia University Joint Workshop was held at NIRS

hosted by IOL and the Research Center for Charged Particle

Therapy, NIRS. Many people attended this exciting conference

from all over Japan andthere were many fruitful discussions and

exchanges as one of the world’s renowned radiation biologists

Prof. Eric Hall was invited as a speaker.

In the second IOL term, our name and activities were intro-

duced on the web sites of several foreign institutions such as

CERN, Europe and Colorado State University, USA, and the IOL

reputation has started to spread internationally. The progress re-

port meeting for the FY 2012 was recently held in January 2013

and had great discussions and exchanges of novel ideas. We do

not know what our future holds, but our IOL activities thus far have

substantially contributed to the internationalization and improve-

ment of research quality at NIRS.

Fig.1 Organization of current IOL

Fig.2 IOL Research Seminar 2011 (November 2011)
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The Particle Therapy Molecular Target Unit was established in

2011 as one of four distinct units under the International Open

Laboratory (IOL). It took over a previous international collabora-

tion between Dr. Okayasu (Department Head of the Charged Par-

ticle Therapy Research Group) and Prof. Penelope A. Jeggo at

the University of Sussex, UK. In 2011, we invited another distin-

guished scientist, Prof. Jac A. Nickoloff from Colorado State Uni-

versity (CSU), to join us and our unit started as a united team from

three international facilities (Fig.1). The specific aim of our re-

search is to study cellular and molecular mechanisms associated

with heavy ion irradiation for cancer therapy. Our goal is to clarify

the molecular mechanism or determinants of cellular sensitivity to

ionizing radiation (IR), particularly to heavy ion particles. In other

words, we would like to define important ‘target molecules’ for

particle therapies.

Prof. Jeggo and Prof. Nickoloff are internationally recognized

leading scientists in the field of radiation research and molecular

biology. Through exchanges with such distinguished researchers,

we can work to obtain research outcomes that will promote the

use of particle therapy worldwide. Moreover we hope that the pre-

sent collaboration will ‘open’ the field of radiation research to more

researchers who are concerned with ordinary or different fields of

biology.

Because of the 3.11 disasters, the first official IOL meeting was

postponed to October 2011. In spite of the tight schedules, all the

distinguished scientists were able to gather at NIRS, where every-

one had fruitful discussions about experimental approaches with

heavy ion particles.

Since April 2011, we have used HIMAC over 60 times and

Fig.1 Organization of the Particle Therapy Molecular Target Research

Unit.

Fig.2 Demonstration of the Bragg peak in biological assays. Pictures of

Dr. Kato, Dr. Allen and students from CSU (Oncol Rep, 28, 1591-

1596, 2012).
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hosted 7 guest researchers and 19 students for running of experi-

ments (Fig.2). Faculty members from both universities gave excel-

lent seminars and Dr. Takamitsu Kato (Assistant Professor, CSU)

brought many students to NIRS and guided them in performing

biological experiments. The outcomes were published in two pa-

pers this year.

In 2012, we invited Dr. Christopher Allen (Assistant Professor,

CSU) as an appointed scientist. Dr. Allen stayed in Chiba for 8

months and investigated ‘delayed’ phenotypes of cell death and

mutations, which are induced in cells irradiated with X-rays or par-

ticle ion beams. In RKO (colon cancer cells), there is a single

copy of a target construct; a couple of tandem-repeated dead

GFP genes. One event of homologous recombination (HR) can

generate an active GFP gene and repopulate cells with green

fluorescence (Fig.3). Similarly to a DNA-double-strand break re-

pair process, the phenotypic conversion happens spontaneously

and is induced by IR; however, it can be detected without any tar-

geted DNA strand break and can remain over generations. The

RKO system can provide a good model to study how dividing

cells lose genome integrity under some stressful conditions [1]. The

molecular mechanism under delayed genomic instability (DGI) re-

mains to be clarified. An updated technique using a time-lapse

microscope and a cell sorting system will further accelerate our

research in the next year.

In the progress report meeting held on January 22, 2013, Prof.

Nickoloff presented some highlights from the collaboration as de-

scribed above. In addition, he referred to the ASPM (abnormal

spindle-like microcephaly associated) gene as a potential target

molecule for future radiation therapy. This conjecture is based on

our recent publication, in which we showed that knocking-down

ASPM significantly enhanced the radiation sensitivity in glioblas-

toma cells [2]. Dr. Nakako Nakajima of NIRS presented the charac-

terization of clustered DNA damages resulting from heavy ion par-

ticles that can be discriminated from those generated by delta-

electrons (Fig. 4). This work was done at the University of Sussex

in collaboration with Dr. Atsushi Shibata and Prof. Jeggo. Dr.

Nakajima often traveled to Sussex to accomplish the immunocy-

tological analyses using the special confocal microscope in Prof.

Jeggo’s laboratory. Dr. Hirohiko Yajima of NIRS talked about the

resection, an early step in the molecular process of HR followed

by DNA double-strand breaks. He demonstrated that phospho-

rylation of a key molecule CtIP was significantly enhanced in the

cells irradiated with higher LET radiation. This can be attributed to

a preference of HR over other repair pathways in the surviving

cells irradiated with higher LET radiation.

Study of biological targets for IR is clinically relevant to radio-

therapy. It can strengthen the ‘local control’ of particle therapy that

has been achieved by physical approaches. Cancer biologists

are seeking the targets selective to tumor cells. Cellular sensitivity

to IR is varied among the cells under different biological situ-

ations; cell cycle, circadian, tissue types, stemness or differentia-

tion, etc. A novel cellular response to IR is secretion of

prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) in IR-irradiated tissue. There are some

tumor cells that repopulate themselves in the chain of PGE2 se-

cretion. This effect is called ‘phoenix rising’ after the legendary

bird that could be reborn [3]. Since the upregulation of PGE2 selec-

tively depends on caspase3, inhibitors of the caspase pathways

may control the tumor repopulation. Investigation of ‘Phoenix ris-

ing’ under hypoxic conditions is being undertaken by Dr. Walter

Tinganelli, an appointed scientist from the laboratory of Prof.

Marco Durante (GSI), under collaboration with the Particle Beam

Quality Research Unit.

Fig.3 Delayed Homologous Recombination (DHR) induced by low and

high LET ionizing radiation in a human cancer cell line [1].

Fig.4 Core track consists of a clusters of γH2AX foci.
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The Japanese experimental module (KIBO) in the International

Space Station (ISS) was constructed and has been operated from

2010. After completion of this construction, Japanese astronauts

have been staying in the space environment longer than before.

Astronauts in the ISS are exposed to space radiation including

high energy heavy ions of galactic cosmic-rays. But the effects

and, especially risks, of such radiation, especially heavy ions, are

still not fully understood.

The Space Radiation Research Unit (SRRU) in the International

Open Laboratory is investigating the radiation effects and risks of

space radiation for astronauts and cosmonauts and also carrying

out dosimetry. Members of this unit include physicists and biolo-

gists (Fig.1). Prof. Tom K. Hei of Columbia University, USA is a Dis-

tinguished Foreign Scientist in the SRRU. Several young research-

ers, as appointed scientists, from Columbia University and other

universities and institutes have visited NIRS. They carried out re-

search with other young researchers using HIMAC, SPICE and

other facilities in NIRS.

The main subjects in biology in SRRU are to understand low

dose and low dose rate by high LET radiation and long time expo-

sures, and to lay out a common mechanism among cells, animals

and human beings. The subjects in physics are to launch our ra-

diation detectors in order to evaluate a radiation environment in

the vehicle at low earth orbit and to prepare a radiation field using

particle accelerators on ground to simulate the space radiation

environment.

Radiation-induced non-targeted effect, the so called bystander

effect is a phenomenon whereby cellular damage is expressed in

un-irradiated neighboring cells near an irradiated cell or cells.

This bystander effect is considered to be one of the major phe-

nomena in low dose and low dose rate environments. Also in

space environment, such as in the ISS, heavy ion radiation of ga-

lactic cosmic rays is lower by several orders than low LET radia-

tion like protons and gamma-rays but, if the bystander effect af-

fects other cells and organs, these rare heavy ions can become a

large contribution. To understand the mechanism of the bystander

effect, several experiments have been performed in the micro-

beam facility SPICE in NIRS by appointed scientists. With HIMAC,

an investigation on the heavy ion-induced p53-independent by-

stander effect through mitochondria malignancy was performed,

and with SPICE, studies on a mechanism of the cell nucleus and

cytoplasm damage-induced bystander effect, and also bystander

cellular responses in CSCs and non-stem cancer cells were in-

vestigated.

Radiation dose and dose equivalent have been measured in

the Russian Service Module in the ISS. These experiments were

collaborative research with the Institute of Bio Medical Problems

in Moscow, Russia. NIRS passive detectors were installed in sev-

eral packages and launched by Russian Progress Space Rock-

ets. These passive detectors were luminescence detectors used

to measure lower LET radiation and solid state track detectors, CR

-39, used to measure high LET radiation above 10 keV/μm. One of
Fig.1 The distinguished scientists, Prof. Tom Hei and members of the

Space Radiation Research Unit.
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our space experiments was in the Water Curtain Project (Figs 2

and 3). In this project, NIRS packages were installed outside and

inside water curtains. The water curtains consisted of water-

saturated napkins or towels. From these experiments, we found

that the water curtains could reduce radiation dose and they were

useful to protect astronauts and cosmonauts from space radia-

tion. We are continuing the project in the ISS.

The members in the SRRU prepared a new radiation field for

proton beams which has a wide and uniform profile in the cyclo-

tron facility in NIRS. The proton beam field can be used to cali-

brate radiation detectors and to irradiate biological samples using

30 to 80 MeV of proton beams. This work and micro beam experi-

ments have been a bridge between physics and biology.

The SRRU has had very fruitful collaborations with Columbia

University, and other international universities and institutes, e. g.

Peking University, Fudan University, Key Laboratory of the Chi-

nese Academy of Science, Hong Kong City University in China,

German Aerospace Center (DRL) in Germany, and Institute of Bio

Medical Problems in Russia.

Fig.2 Passive detectors of NIRS and IBMP, Russia, for the protective curtain project.

Fig.3 The protective curtains which were installed for our passive detec-

tor packages in the ISS.

Fig.4
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NIRS has many technologies which must be maintained and

developed to support the research activities and implement the

mission required of NIRS by the national government, for an in-

stance, such as the activities as a tertiary radiation emergency

medicine organization. These technologies do not stand out very

much, but none the less they have an impact on various fields.

Some of these technologies are introduced in this section.

NIRS sent a medical assistance team to the Fukushima Daiichi

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Off-Site Center which was located at

Okuma Town about 5 km from the plant site after the nuclear acci-

dent. At that time, since the Great East Japan Earthquake had

caused major damage to the infrastructure all over the area, there

was no way to communicate between the dispatched team and

the headquarters at NIRS. The headquarters was very anxious

about where the team was and whether it was a very high radioac-

tivity level area, and what the team was doing. The chaos in

Fukushima was so great that a member of the team was missing

for a while. In order to cope with such a situation in the future, we

developed a radiation monitoring system with functions of satellite

communication, GPS and TV cameras as well as radiation detec-

tion. This multifunction detector enables us to know where each

member is, to monitor the radiation level at which they are working

and to watch views of the place they are at on a screen at the

NIRS headquarters. This system can be used if the medical assis-

tance team is dispatched both domestically and to foreign coun-

tries. It has been commercialized.

Several devices to detect radiation have been developed for

the purpose of being used at high radiation level areas in

Fukushima Prefecture. Many private companies, national institu-

tions and so on have been competing with each other in develop-

ing such technologies, for an instance, a camera which visualizes

the degree of radioactivity of an area while superimposing a photo

taken at the same time as the radioactivity is detected. We have

developed two kinds of radiation detectors; one is a gamma-ray

camera which detects the radiation from only 137Cs selectively and

the other is a set of gamma-ray detectors installed on the detector

system which can identify strong radioactive spots in a wide area.

We expect that these radiation detectors will be useful in

Fukushima Prefecture, especially, when people who evacuated

return to their homes and begin living there again.

In NIRS many radiation detectors are used to measure and

monitor the exposed dose on targets in experiments. Among

doses, the most important is to measure the dose to be delivered

to a patient for radiotherapy. These doses need to be very accu-

rate and precise. Therefore, the detectors used for the above pur-

poses need to be calibrated correctly to keep their quality high. In

order to calibrate the detectors, we need standard radiation fields

in which the dose rate and the field uniformity are well known. We

formed a standard field of 60Co gamma-rays with the cooperation

of the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Tech-

nology. Most of the ionization chambers used for medical pur-

poses in Japan are being calibrated at this standard field in ac-

cordance with the protocol developed by NIRS. Until 2011, the

chambers were being calibrated with reference to an air ab-

sorbed dose. However, in 2012, the new protocol was developed

to calibrate an ionization chamber with reference to a water ab-

sorbed dose. The water absorbed dose is measured by an ioniza-

tion chamber which is set in water. Since this measurement condi-

tion is close to the condition of the human body which is com-

posed of more than 60 % water, we expect that the radiation dose

measured by a calibrated ionization chamber in the new protocol

is more accurate than that measured in the previous way.

NIRS has a facility in which a standard field of radiation emitted

from radon is formed. There are only two such facilities in the

world. In the facility, the radon gas concentration is accurately

and stably controlled to be constant at any desired concentration

value. Use of this standard field facility is being offered not only for

research on dynamics of radon in the environment, but also for the

calibration of radon radiation detectors. Recently, naturally occur-

ring radon has been recognized as of the biggest source of pub-

lic exposure to ionizing radiation. International organizations such
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as IAEA, WHO and UNSCEAR have recommended that the refer-

ence dose levels of radon exposure in daily life and in occupa-

tional circumstances should be set. If the Japanese government

adopts regulations on exposure to radon, it is obvious that the

standard field of radon radiation is required as the national stan-

dard. It seems that the time has come that NIRS should make the

radon field facility the national standard in cooperation with the

National Institute of Technology and Evaluation.

Estimating an exposed radiation dose on a radiation accident

victim is one of the most important items in triaging in radiation

emergency medicine. There are two methods for dose estimate:

physical dosimetry and biological dosimetry. A typical biological

dosimetry method is to search for the frequency of chromosomal

abnormality appearing in blood cells. The dicentric chromosome

assay is recommended by ISO as the standard method. However,

this standard method takes a long time to obtain results, so that

we have to develop a more practical method that can be con-

ducted for many victims in a short period. In particular, many

workers are engaging in decommissioning of the nuclear reactors

at Fukushima Daiichi NPP and they could receive overdoses if an

accident occurs. Therefore, establishment of a fast and automatic

process for dicentric chromosome assay is very urgent.
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In dealing with the aftermath of the TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi

Nuclear Power Plant accident that followed the Great East Japan

Earthquake on March 11,2011, through December 2011, NIRS

had dispatched more than 1200 experts to Fukushima Prefecture.

NIRS sent the first responder team of experts on radiation emer-

gency medicine and radiation measurement to Fukushima just 17

hours after the earthquake.

Since it was a nuclear disaster, those who were engaged in lo-

gistic support and direction from the Disaster Management Head-

quarters had to consider radiation risk of the dispatched workers.

However, it was very difficult to ensure the safety of the dis-

patched persons in the situation where the infrastructure func-

tions, such as means of communication and electricity, and the

means to travel about, were lost because of serious and extensive

damage from the earthquake and tsunami.

From these experiences,it was recognized that in order to en-

sure the safety of those who were dispatched in a nuclear disas-

ter, it was necessary to develop a system that can monitor the lo-

cation of an escape route and the dose rate in real time and can

instruct personnel about these matters from a remote location.

The first prototype Radi-Probe System could record dose rate

and location information on a hard disk every second. It was a

simple system that is configured with a camera, GPS unit and a

computer. The first test of this prototype around the Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant was successfully carried out in early

April 2011. Following this success, the system has been improved

using the advice of staff who actually worked at the disaster site

and other personnel. As a result, the system has been completed,

which can be remotely monitored in real time and provides a local

dispatcher with information on the local status and on activities to

assess exposure risk when a radiation disaster has occurred.

The Radi-Probe System is composed of a radiation detector, a

transmitting terminal, a communication server, an information dis-

play terminal, and data communication services (Figs.1 and 2).

1) Radiation detector

A scintillation detector can be used to measure the dose rate

and obtain the energy spectrum of gamma-rays.This is called the

‘probe’ for the radiation detector and several kinds of probes can

be used for this system simultaneously.

2) Transmitting terminal

This terminal is installed in an emergency vehicle which can go

to the disaster site.It sends data such as dose rate, gamma-ray

energy spectrum, position information and sequences of pictures

in real time.

3) Communication server

This server is installed in the server room at NIRS, and it saves

the information sent from the transmitting terminal and sends

these data to the information display terminal. This server can

have multiple connections from the terminals.

4) Information display terminal

This terminal displays information sent from the transmitting ter-

minal via the communication server. Persons who are in charge of

logistic support can check the status of the disaster site from vari-

ous locations because any general-purpose terminal with a WEB

browser can be used as this terminal (Fig.3).

5) Data communication services

Communication between the communication server and the

transmitting terminal uses commercial data communication serv-

ices, such as mobile phones provided by telecoms operators.

When a major disaster occurs, terrestrial communication networks

such as a mobile phone may not work or be overwhelmed. There-

fore this system also can use a satellite communication network

as well.

By integrating the Radi-Probe System into the emergency vehi-

cle that can go to the nuclear disaster site, the dispatched work-

ers can report the situation in real time to the logistics department.

In addition, this system has a function to display emergency mes-

sages from the commander on the Transmitting terminal at the dis-

aster site. If dispatched workers are in imminent danger, such as

an increase in dose rate and spatial changes in the surrounding

environment, the commander can issue orders for an emergency
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evacuation.

The Radi-Probe System can indicate radiation dose rate on an

electrical map using a color scale. The map is seen on the emer-

gency vehicle on the site. This function allows the dispatched

workers to determine driving routes on site and an evacuation

route in the worst case.

Some NIRS members have participated in radiation measure-

ment surveys using this system. The first trial was done on main

roads of Chiba Prefecture in cooperation with the Chiba Prefec-

tural Government.This system measured radiation dose while

traveling by car for a total of 1,000 km on main roads for 4 days;

the car was equipped with other instruments as well. It was suc-

cessfully demonstrated that the Radi-Probe System can be used

as a radiation measurement system with a mapping function.

In order to participate in a survey requested by MEXT, not only a

CsI scintillation detector (Mirion Technologies HDS-100GN) but

also a portable germanium detector (Canberra Falcon5000) were

used in the Radi-Probe System. Estimation of surface contamina-

tion density of radio nuclides was made possible by getting accu-

rate gamma-ray energy spectra using the Falcon5000 germanium

detector.

The Radi-Probe System was developed with feedback from dis-

patched workers who responded to the power plant accident and

the system secures the safety of their activities in the field. Trial

and error also contributed to the development. Lessons learned

from this experience will be kept in mind,as NIRS researchers

strive to ensure safety for unexpected disasters in the future.

2011/4/10 Successful testing of the prototype

2011/7/11-7/14 Participation in the survey in Chiba Prefecture

2011/10/18 Press release

2011/12/12-12/23 Participation in the second survey

2012/4/1 Radi-Probe Systems were installed on three

vehicles that were newly developed for the

purpose of the strengthening radiation emer-

gency medical system at NIRS

2012/9/25-10/7 Participation in the third survey

Various times Participation in nuclear disaster prevention

and training sessions of national and local

governments

Fig. 1 Summary of Radi-Probe System

Fig. 2 Photo of the Radi-Probe System

Fig. 3 Information display terminal
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NIRS has been the Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory

(SSDL) for radiotherapy in Japan. More than 600 therapy-level do-

simeters from hospitals were calibrated with the NIRS 60Co expo-

sure standard field per year.

In 2011, a primary standard for the absorbed dose rate to water

in a 60Co gamma-ray field was established at the National Metrol-

ogy Institute of Japan (NMIJ) as a primary standard dosimetry

laboratory (PSDL) [1]. Then, a 60Co gamma-ray standard field for

therapy-level dosimeter calibration in terms of absorbed dose to

water has been developed at NIRS as SSDL. The new field was

designed in accordance with IAEA TRS 398 [2] (Fig.1).

The results of the IAEA/WHO TLD SSDL audit with the new field

at NIRS demonstrated good agreement between the IAEA TLD

measurements and NIRS stated absorbed dose to water (DTLD/

DSSDL=1.00) within the measurement uncertainty (Fig. 2). Accord-

ing to IAEA TECDOC-1585 [3], the relative expanded uncertainty

on the calibration factor for therapy-level dosimeter in terms of ab-

sorbed dose to water (ND,w) with the new field was estimated to be

1.1 % (k=2), which corresponds to an international level such as

1.4% at ADCL in the USA and to approximately one third of the

value determined in the exposure standard field previously exist-

ing at NIRS (Table 1).

The new field has been used for determination of ND,w for radio-

therapy facilities in Japan since the beginning of October in 2012.

Fig. 1 NIRS 60Co gamma-ray standard field for ND,w calibration of therapy-level dosimeter

Topics

Development of the 60Co gamma-ray standard field for
therapy-level dosimeter calibration in terms
of absorbed dose to water

Akifumi Fukumura，Hideyuki Mizuno,
Mai Fukahori, Suoh Sakata
E-mail: fukumura@nirs.go.jp

Topic
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At the same time Japan Society of Medical Physics (JSMP) up-

dated its code of practice for dosimetry in external radiotherapy,

in collaboration with NIRS. The dissemination of traceability of

calibration factor determined in the new field is expected to dimin-

ish significantly the uncertainty of dose delivered to patients within

a couple of years.

Fig. 2 Results of the IAEA/WHO TLD audit run for SSDLs radiation therapy level, 2012 (Repro-

duced by courtesy of IAEA, NIRS data: No.31)
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Table 1 Comparison of uncertainty (k=2) of ND,w

Institution Relative Expanded Uncertainty(%)

NIRS (SSDL, in Japan) 1.1

NMIJ (PSDL, in Japan) [1] 0.8

ADCL (SSDL, in USA) 1.4

IAEA 1.0

NIRS (Exposure base) 3.0
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Organization Chart
(FY 2011－2012)

Organization Chart, Budget, Personnel,
International Collaboration and Partnerships with
Domestic and International Organizations and Universities
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(FY2011)

Total 793

Research Staff 456

Permanent 231

Fixed-term 225

Administrative Staff 337

Permanent 108

Fixed-term 229

(FY2012)

Total 795

Research Staff 459

Permanent 222

Fixed-term 237

Administrative Staff 336

Permanent 104

Fixed-term 232

Budget

Personnel
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Closing working with international organizations such as UNSCEAR, IAEA, etc., NIRS has been dedicated to R&D
and human resources development in radiological sciences, aiming to contribute to advances in human health and
the creation of a society that enjoys better safety and peace of mind.

In FYs 2011-2012 NIRS experts took part in the meet-
ings such as:
�58th and 59th UNSCEAR meetings
�Expert meetings for the UNSCEAR ”Fukushima as-

sessment”
�IAEA research coordination meetings for CRPs
(Tc-99m production; biodosimetry)
�IAEA Postgraduate educational course in radiation

protection and the safety of radioactive sources
�IAEA consultants advice on the glass dosimetry

system
�Meeting for the development of WHO guidelines on

public health response to radiation emergencies
etc.

NIRS held the following training courses in 2012 in the activity as an IAEA Collaborating
Centre.
�IAEA-CC Molecular Imaging: ”Special Training Course on Medical Physics” and Special

Training Course on Radiochemistry (April 17-26)
�IAEA-CC Workshop on the Medical Physics Aspects of Heavy Ion Radiotherapy (July 3 -14)
�Short-Term Training Course on Biological Dosimetry for Radiation Exposure-with Con-

centration on DCA and FISH (December 10－21)

Working with international organizations

NIRS as an IAEA Collaborating Centre
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Year in Review－international meetings and training

※ The events shown in blue were held out of Japan.
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This list includes the main publications by staff members that

appeared during the period from April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2012.

■ Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy
1. Reiko Imai, Tadashi Kamada, Shinji Sugahara, Hiroshi Tsuji,

Hirohiko Tsujii: Carbon ion radiotherapy for sacral chordoma,

British Journal of Radiology, 84, S48-S53, 2011

2. Shinichiro Mori, Nobuyuki Kanematsu, Hiroshi Asakura,

Sharp Gregory, Motoki Kumagai, Suguru Dobashi, Mio Naka-

jima, Naoyoshi Yamamoto, Susumu Kandatsu, Masayuki

Baba: Four-dimensional lung treatment planning in layer-

stacking carbon ion beam treatment: Comparison of layer-

stacking and conventional ungated/gated irradiation, Interna-

tional Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics, 80(2),

597-607, 2011

3. Cary Zeitlin, Jack Miller, Stephen B Guetersloh, Lawrence

Heilbronn, Akifumi Fukumura, Yoshiyuki Iwata, Takeshi Mu-

rakami, S Blattnig, R Norman, S Mashnik: Fragmentation of
14N, 16O, 20Ne, and 24Mg nuclei at 290 to 1000 MeV/nucleon,

Physical Review C , 83(3), 034909-1-034909-23, 2011

4. Mohd Rodzi B Ali, K. Zhumadilov, M. Ohtaki, A. Ivannikov, D.

Bhattacharjee, Akifumi Fukumura, Masaharu Hoshi: Estima-

tion of background radiation doses for the Peninsular Malay-

sia’s population by ESR dosimetry of tooth enamel, Radiation

and Environmental Biophysics, 50(3), 451-458, 2011

5. Etsuko Nakamura, Toyomi Satoh, Mayumi Iwakawa, Miyako

Nakawatari, Akinori Oki, Koji Matsumoto, Satoshi Okada,

Takeo Minaguchi, Hiroyuki Yoshikawa, Takashi Imai: Villin1, a

diagnostic marker for endometrial adenocarcinoma with high

grade nuclear atypia, Cancer Biology & Therapy, 12(3), 181-

190, 2011

6. Mayumi Fujita, Yoshimi Otsuka, Kaori Imadome, Satoshi

Endo, Shigeru Yamada, Takashi Imai: Carbon-ion radiation

enhances migration ability and invasiveness of the pancre-

atic cancer cell, PANC-1, in vitro, Cancer Science, 103(4),

677-683, 2012

7. Tsukasa Waki, Ikuo Nakanishi, Kenichiro Matsumoto, Junichi

Kitajima, Toshiyuki Chikuma, Shigeki Kobayashi: Key role of

chemical hardness to compare 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl

radical scavenging power of flavone and flavonol O-

glycoside and C-glycoside derivatives, Chemical & Pharma-

ceutical Bulletin, 60(1), 37-44, 2012

8. Kohei Imai, Ikuo Nakanishi, Kazunori Anzai, Toshihiko Ozawa,

Naoki Miyata, Shiro Urano, Haruhiro Okuda, Asao Nakamura,

Kiyoshi Fukuhara: Synthesis and enhanced radical scaveng-

ing activity of a conformationally constrained epigallocate-

chin analogue, Chemistry Letters, 40(12), 1417-1419, 2011

9. Ryan Davis, Shingo Matsumoto, Marcelino Bernardo, Anasta-

sia Sowers, Kenichiro Matsumoto, Murali C. Krishna, James

B. Mitchell: Magnetic resonance imaging of organic contrast

agents in mice: capturing the whole-body redox landscape,

Free Radical Biology and Medicine, 50(3), 459-468, 2011

10. Keisuke Sugahara, Yuichi Michikawa, Kenichi Ishikawa,

Yoshimi Shoji, Mayumi Iwakawa, Takahiko Shibahara, Takashi

Imai: Combination effects of distinct cores in 11q13 amplifi-

cation region on cervical lymph node metastasis of oral

squamous cell carcinoma, International Journal of Oncology,

39(4), 761-769, 2011

11. Kenichiro Matsumoto, Minako Nyuui, Masato Kamibayashi,

Toshihiko Ozawa, Ikuo Nakanishi , Kazunori Anzai :

Temperature-Dependent Free Radical Reaction in Water,

Journal of Clinical Biochemistry and Nutrition, 50(1), 40-46,

2012

12. Shinichiro Mori, Naoyoshi Yamamoto, Mio Nakajima,

Masayuki Baba: Changes in chest wall thickness during four-

dimensional CT in particle lung treatment planning, British

Journal of Radiology, 84, e158-e160, 2011

13. Xing Cui, Kazuhiko Oonishi, Hirohiko Tsujii, Takeshi Yasuda,

Yoshitaka Matsumoto, Yoshiya Furusawa, Makoto Akashi,

Tadashi Kamada, Ryuichi Okayasu: Effects of carbon ion

beam on putative colon cancer stem cells and its comparison

with X-rays, Cancer Research, 71(10), 3676-87, 2011

14. Jinpeng He, Junhong Li, Caiyong Ye, Libin Zhou, Jiayun Zhu,

Jiayun Wang, Atsushi Mizota, Yoshiya Furusawa, Guangming

Zhou: Cell cycle suspension: A novel process lurking in G2

arrest, Cell Cycle, 10(9), 1468-1476, 2011

15. Keita Takahashi, Naoyuki Amemiya, Taketsune Nakamura, et

al.: Magnetic field design of dipole magnet wound with

coated conductor considering its current transport character-

istics, IEEE Transactions on Applied Superconductivity, 21

(3), 1833-1837, 2011

16. Rie Tanaka, Katsuhiro Ichikawa, Shinichiro Mori, Suguru Do-

bashi, Motoki Kumagai, Shinichi Minohara, Shigeru Sanada:

Simulation study to evaluate accuracy of target tracking in ex-

ternal radiotherapy, Japanese Journal of Medical Imaging

and Information Sciences, 27(2), 33-37, 2010

17. Rie Tanaka, Katsuhiro Ichikawa, Shinichiro Mori, Suguru Do-

bashi, Motoki Kumagai, Hiroki Kawashima, Shinichi Mino-

hara, Shigeru Sanada: Investigation on effect of image lag in

fluoroscopic images obtained with a dynamic flat-panel de-

tector (FPD) on accuracy of target tracking in radiotherapy,

Journal of Radiation Research, 51(6), 723-731, 2010

18. Xiaodong Jin, Qiang Li, Qingfeng Wu, Ping Li, Yoshitaka Mat-

sumoto, Yoshiya Furusawa, Li Gong, Jifang Hao, Zhongying

Dai: Radiosensitization by inhibiting surviving in human hepa-

toma HepG2 cells to high-LET radiation, Journal of Radiation

Research, 52(3), 335-341, 2011

19. Toshiyuki Ogata, Teruki Teshima, Miho Inaoka, Kazumasa Mi-

nami, Takahiro Tuchiya, Masaru Isono, Yoshiya Furusawa,

Nariaki Matsuura: Carbon ion irradiation suppresses metas-
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tatic potential of human non-small cell lung cancer A549 cells

through the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase/Akt signaling path-

way, Journal of Radiation Research, 52(3), 374-379, 2011

20. Tadashi Tsuchimoto, Koh-ichi Sakata, Masanori Someya, Hi-

royuki Yamamoto, Ryoichi Hirayama, Yoshihisa Matsumoto,

Yoshiya Furusawa, Masato Hareyama: Gene expression as-

sociated with DNA-dependent protein kinase activity under

normoxia, hypoxia, and reoxygenation, Journal of Radiation

Research, 52(4), 464-471, 2011

21. Ping Li, Libin Zhou, Zhongying Dai, Xiaodong Jin, Xingou Liu,

Yoshitaka Matsumoto, Yoshiya Furusawa, Qiang Li: High LET

radiation enhances nocodazole Induced cell death in HeLa

cells through mitotic catastrophe and apoptosis, Journal of

Radiation Research, 52(4), 481-489, 2011

22. Yuki Kase, Takeshi Himukai, Ai Nagano, Shinichi Minohara,

Naruhiro Matsufuji, Junetsu Mizoe, Piero Fossati, Azusa

Hasegawa, Tatsuaki Kanai: Preliminary calculation of RBE-

weighted dose distribution for cerebral radionecrosis in

carbon-ion treatment planning, Journal of Radiation Re-

search, 52(6), 789-796, 2011
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Takeshi Himukai, Hiroyuki Nose, Naruhiro Matsufuji: Microdo-

simetric approach to NIRS-defined biological dose measure-

ment for carbon-ion treatment beam, Journal of Radiation Re-

search, 52, 59-68, 2011

24. Nobuyuki Kanematsu, Taku Inaniwa, Yusuke Koba: Relation-

ship between electron density and effective densities of body

tissues for stopping, scattering, and nuclear interactions of

proton and ion beams, Medical Physics, 39(2), 1016-1020,

2012

25. Tetsuya Fujimoto, Mitsutaka Kanazawa, Toshiyuki Shirai,

Yoshiyuki Iwata, Hiroshi Uchiyama, Kouji Noda: Acceleration

of heavy ions with a new RF system at HIMAC synchrotron,

Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Physics Research Section

B , 269(24), 2886-2890, 2011

26. Takeshi Himukai, Takuji Furukawa, Eri Takeshita, Taku In-

aniwa, Kota Mizushima, Ken Katagiri, Yoshihisa Takada:

Spreading of a heavy ion beam with the dual-ring double

scattering method, Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Phys-

ics Research Section B , 269(24), 2891-2894, 2012

27. Tetsuhito Kadowaki, Yoshiyuki Iwata, Kouji Noda, Eiichi

Takada, Toshiyuki Shirai, Takuji Furukawa, Hiroshi Uchiyama,

Tetsuya Fujimoto: Development of synchrotron control for

heavy-ion medical accelerators, Nuclear Instruments & Meth-

ods in Physics Research Section B , 269(24), 2901-2904,

2011

28. Ken Katagiri, Takuji Furukawa, Kota Mizushima, Hiroshi Uchi-

yama, Eri Takeshita, Takeshi Himukai, Shinji Satou, Yoshiyuki

Iwata, Toshiyuki Shirai, Kouji Noda: Beam stability improve-

ment of the HIMAC synchrotron using a feed-forward system

for magnet power supplies, Nuclear Instruments & Methods

in Physics Research Section B , 269(24), 2905-2910, 2011

29. Kota Mizushima, Shinji Satou, Toshiyuki Shirai, Takuji Fu-

rukawa, Ken Katagiri, Eri Takeshita, Yoshiyuki Iwata, Takeshi

Himukai, Kouji Noda: Development of beam current control

system in RF-knockout slow extraction, Nuclear Instruments

& Methods in Physics Research Section B , 269(24), 2915-

2918, 2011

30. Eri Takeshita, Takuji Furukawa, Taku Inaniwa, Shinji Satou,

Takeshi Himukai, Toshiyuki Shirai, Kouji Noda: A fluorescent

screen + CCD system for quality assurance of therapeutic

scanned ion beams, Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Phys-

ics Research Section B , 269(24), 2936-2940, 2011

31. Taku Inaniwa, Nobuyuki Kanematsu, Takuji Furukawa, Azusa

Hasegawa: A robust algorithm of intensity modulated proton

therapy for critical tissue sparing and target coverage, Phys-

ics in Medicine and Biology, 56(15), 4749-4770, 2011

32. Ritsuko Watanabe, Seiichi Wada, Tomoo Funayama, Yasuhiko

Kobayashi, Kimiaki Saito, Yoshiya Furusawa: Monte Carlo

simulation of radial distribution of DNA strand breaks along

the C and Ne ion paths, Radiation Protection Dosimetry, 143

(2/4), 186-190, 2011

33. Tatsuhiko Sato, Ritsuko Watanabe, Yuki Kase, Chizuru Tsu-

ruoka, Masao Suzuki, Yoshiya Furusawa, Koji Niita: Analysis

of cell-survival fractions for heavy-ion irradiations based on

microdosimetric kinetic model implemented in the particle

and heavy ion transport code system, Radiation Protection

Dosimetry, 143(2/4), 491-496, 2011

34. Ken Katagiri, Takuji Furukawa, Kouji Noda: Numerical studies

of transient gain reduction process in a multi-wire propor-

tional chamber, Review of Scientific Instruments, 82(5),

053303-1-053303-7, 2011

35. Tetsumi Tanabe, M. Saito, Kouji Noda: Relaxation of green

fluorescent protein chromophore anion observed by photo-

dissociation in an electrostatic storage ring, The European

Physical Journal, D, Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics,

62(2), 191-195, 2011

36. Kazunori Anzai, Emiko Sekine, Megumi Ueno, Mutsumi Oka-

mura, Hisashi Yoshimi, Shingo Dan, Shin-ichi Yaguchi, Jum-

pei Enami, Takao Yamori, Ryuichi Okayasu: Effectiveness of

combined treatment using X-rays and a phosphoinositide 3-

kinase inhibitor, ZSTK474, on proliferation of HeLa cells in vi-

tro and in vivo, Cancer Science, 102(6), 1176-1180, 2011

37. Takamitsu Kato, Ryuichi Okayasu, Penny Jeggo, Akira Fuji-

mori: ASPM influences DNA double-strand break repair and

represents a potential target for radiotherapy, International

Journal of Radiation Biology, 87(12), 1189-1195, 2011
38. Shichuan Zhang, Hirohiko Yajima, Hoang Dinh Huynh, et al.:

Congenital bone marrow failure in DNA-PKcs mutant mice as-

sociated with deficiencies in DNA repair, Journal of Cell Biol-

ogy, 193(2), 295-305, 2011

39. Kouji Noda: Status of Particle Therapy in Japan, Journal of

the Korean Physical Society, 59(2), 528-533, 2011
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Shinichi Minohara, Tomohiro Miyoshi, Shinichiro Mori, Takeshi

Murakami, Yoshinobu Sano, Shinji Satou, Toshiyuki Shirai, Ei-

ichi Takada, Yuka Takei, Eri Takeshita: Recent progress on

new treatment research project at HIMAC, Nuclear Instru-

ments & Methods in Physics Research Section B , 269(24),

2924-2927, 2011

41. Brian Ponnaiya, Masao Suzuki, Chizuru Tsuruoka, Yukio Uchi-

hori, Wei Ying, Tom K. Hei: Detection of chromosomal instabil-

ity in bystander cells after Si490-ion irradiation, Radiation Re-

search, 176(3), 280-290, 2011

42. Kyung-Jong Lee, Y.F. Lip, H.Y. Chou, Hirohiko Yajima, K.R.

Fattah, S.C. Lee, B.P. Chen: Involvement of DNA-dependent

protein kinase in normal cell cycle progression through mito-

sis, The Journal of Biological Chemistry, 286(14), 12796-
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43. Moyoko Tomiyasu, Noriko Aida, T. Mitani, T. Wada, Takayuki

Obata, H. Osaka: Acute hemicerebellitis in a pediatric pa-

tient: a case report of a serial MR spectroscopy study, Acta
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Clinical results of definitive chemoradiotherapy for patients
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markers, Journal of Experimental Animal Technology, 46(1),

23-26, 2011

10. Naoki Ishihara, Daisuke Niizuma, Masato Ito, Takashi Oh-

kubo, Kousuke Fujii, Wataru Ueno, Yuka Ishida, Toshiaki

Kokubo, Naoyuki Kawashima, Riichirou Iritani, Kaori Tateno,

Taeko Nakadai, Tetuya Outani, Kenji Aizawa, Tetsu

Nishikawa: An improvement for shortening the operation time

on Isolator -A trial manufacture of a new metal stopper-，
Journal of Experimental Animal Technology, 46(1), 27-30,

2011

11. Wataru Ueno, Mizuki Iina, Ayumi Umino, Tatsuo Hayao, Tetsu

Nishikawa: Trial for the genetic monitoring of the outbred

strain of mouse -In the case of CF1 strain of mice-, Journal of

Experimental Animal Technology, 46(2), 61-66, 2011

12. Tetsu Nishikawa, Naoki Morishita: Consciousness investiga-

tion of the attendance person of the memorial service for

laboratory animals, Journal of Experimental Animal Technol-

ogy, 46(2), 67-72, 2011

13. Yuka Ishida, Yasushi Ohmachi, Takeshi Hiraoka, Tetsu

Nishikawa, Yoshiya Shimada, et al.: Neurobehavioral changes

in mice exposed to fast neutrons in utero, Journal of Radiation

Research, 52(3), 257-263, 2011

14. Kei Miyamoto, Kouhei Nagai, Naoya Kitamura, Tomoaki

Nishikawa, Haruka Ikegami, Nguyen T. Binh, Satoshi Tsu-

kamoto, Mai Matsumoto, Tomoyuki Tsukiyama, Naojiro Mi-

nami, Masayasu Yamada, Hiroyoshi Ariga, Masashi Miyake,

Tatsuo Kawarasaki, Kazuya Matsumoto, Hiroshi Imai: Identifi-

cation and characterization of an oocyte factor required for
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development of porcine nuclear transfer embryos, Proceed-

ings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United

States of America, 108(17), 7040-7045, 2011

15. Ryoko Araki, Yuko Fujimori, Masahiro Uda, Miki Nakamura,

Yuko Jincho, Chihiro Tamura, Misato Sunayama, Syunsuke

Ando, Mayumi Sugiura, Mitsuaki A Yoshida, Yasuji Kasama,

Masumi Abe: Crucial role of c-Myc in the generation of in-

duced pluripotent stem cells, Stem Cells, 29(9), 1362-1370,

2011

16. Syuya Ota, Nakahiro Yasuda, Lembit Sihver, Satoshi Kodaira,

Shuichiro Naka, Yusuke Ideguchi, Nobuyuki Hasebe: Im-

provement of charge resolution for trans-iron nuclei (Z >=30)

in CR-39 plastic nuclear track detectors using trajectory trac-

ing technique, Astrophysics and Space Sciences Transac-

tions, 7(4), 495-500, 2011

17. Hidehito Nakamura, Yoshiyuki Shirakawa, S. Takahashi, H.

Shimizu: Evidence of deep-blue photon emission at high effi-

ciency by common plastic, EPL: A Letters Journal Exploring

the Frontiers of Physics, 95(2), 22001, 2011

18. Hisao Tokuno, T. Abu-Zayyad, R. Aida, et al.: The status of

the Telescope Array Experiment, Journal of Physics. Confer-

ence Series, 293(1), 012035, 2011

19. L. Pinsky, Anton Empl, Andrea Gutierrez, J. Jakubek, Hisashi

Kitamura, Jack Miller, Claude Leroy, Nicholas Stoffle, Stan-

islav Pospisil, Yukio Uchihori, Nakahiro Yasuda, Cary Zeitlin:

Penetrating heavy ion charge and velocity discrimination with

a Time Pix-based Si detector(for space radiation applica-

tions), Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Physics Research

Section A, 633(Suppl. 1), S190-S193, 2011

20. Satoshi Kodaira, Shuichiro Naka, Nakahiro Yasuda, Hajime

Kawashima, Mieko Kurano, Syuya Ota, Yusuke Ideguchi,

Nobuyuki Hasebe, Kouichi Ogura: Improvement of charge

resolution for high Z/b particles in CR-39 nuclear track detec-

tors by means of two-step etching technique, Nuclear Instru-

ments & Methods in Physics Research Section B , 274, 36-41,

2012

21. Hidehito Nakamura, Yoshiyuki Shirakawa, Sentaro Takahashi,

et al.: Cheap educational materials for understanding radia-

tion, Physics Education, 47(1), 17-18, 2012

22. L. Pinsky, Nicholas Stoffle, Anton Empl, J Jakubek, Stanislav

Pospisil, Claude Leroy, Hisashi Kitamura, Nakahiro Yasuda,

Yukio Uchihori: Application of the Medipix2 technology to

space radiation dosimetry and hadron therapy beam monitor-

ing, Radiation Measurements, 46(12), 1610-1614, 2011

23. Satoshi Kodaira, Nakahiro Yasuda, Hajime Kawashima,

Mieko Kurano, Shuichiro Naka, Syuya Ota, Yusuke Ideguchi,

Nobuyuki Hasebe, Kouichi Ogura: Detection threshold con-

trol of CR-39 plastic nuclear track detectors for the selective

measurement of high LET secondary charged particles, Ra-

diation Measurements, 46(12), 1782-1785, 2011

24. Akira Nifuji, Hisashi Ideno, Yoshio Ohyama, Rieko Takanabe,

Ryoko Araki, Masumi Abe, Masaki Noda, Hiroshi Shibuya:

Nemo-like kinase (NLK) expression in osteoblastic cells and

suppression of osteoblastic differentiation, Experimental Cell

Research, 316(7), 1127-1136, 2010

■ Medical Exposure Research Project
1. Gen Kobashi, Yoshiko Fukushima, Reiko Kanda, Yoshiya Shi-

mada: Radiation and health risks for practical public health,

Bulletin of Social Medicine, 29(1), 1-8, 2011

■ International Open Laboratory
1. Ryuichi Okayasu: Repair of DNA damage induced by accel-

erated heavy ions - A mini review, International Journal of

Cancer, 130(5), 991-1000, 2012

2. Maki Ohara, Shinichi Kimura, Aya Tanaka, Ken Ohnishi,

Ryuichi Okayasu, Nobuo Kubota: Benzyl isothiocyanate sen-

sitizes human pancreatic cancer cells to radiation by induc-

ing apoptosis, International Journal of Molecular Medicine,

28(6), 1043-1047, 2011

3. Yuko Kinashi, Sentaro Takahashi, Genro Kashino, Ryuichi

Okayasu, Shinichiro Masunaga, Minoru Suzuki, Koji Ono:

DNA double-strand break induction in Ku80-deficient CHO

cells following boron neutron capture reaction, Radiation On-

cology (Online only URL: http://www.ro-journal.com/)

4. Takamitsu Kato, Akihisa Tsuda, Mitsuru Uesaka, Akira Fuji-

mori, Tadashi Kamada, Hirohiko Tsujii, Ryuichi Okayasu: In vi-

tro characterization of cells derived from chordoma cell line U

-CH1 following treatment with X-rays, heavy ions and che-

motherapeutic drugs, Radiation Oncology (Online only URL:

http://www.ro-journal.com/)

■ Other Research Themes
1. Fumiaki Nakayama, Takeshi Yasuda, Sachiko Umeda, Masa-

hiro Asada, Toru Imamura, Viktor Meineke, Makoto Akashi: Fi-

broblast growth factor-12 (FGF12) translocation into intestinal

epithelial cells is dependent on a novel cell-penetrating pep-

tide domain: Involvement of internalization in the in vivo role

of exogenous FGF12, Journal of Biological Chemistry, 286

(29), 25823-25834, 2011

2. Hirofumi Fujimoto, Mariko Higuchi, Manabu Koike, et al.: A

possible overestimation of the effect of acetylation on lysine

residues in KQ mutant analysis, Journal of Computational

Chemistry, 33(3), 239-246, 2012

3. Shino Homma-Takeda, Kyoko Suzuki, Keiko Harumoto, To-

moyasu Yoshitomi, Hiroyuki Iso, Takahiro Ishikawa, Teruaki

Konishi, Masakazu Oikawa: Evaluation of thin section stan-

dards for local analysis of light elements by micro-PIXE analy-

sis, International Journal of PIXE , 21(1-2), 25-30, 2011

4. Teruaki Konishi, Akihiro Takeyasu, Toshiyuki Natsume,

Yoshiya Furusawa, Kotaro Hieda: Visualization of heavy ion

tracks by labeling 3’-OH termini of induced DNA strand

breaks, Journal of Radiation Research, 52(4), 433-440, 2011

5. Hideto Suzuki, Kazumoto Murata, Takaya Gotoh, et al.:

Phenotype-dependent production of des-gamma-carboxy

prothrombin in hepatocellular carcinoma, Journal of Gastro-

enterology, 46(10), 1219-1229, 2011

6. Kazuhiko Sawada, Xue-Zhi Sun, Katsuhiro Fukunishi, M. Ka-

shima, Shigeyoshi Saito, Ichio Aoki, Hiromi Sakata-Haga,

Yoshihiro Fukui: Development of corticocortical long associa-

tive fibers in cynomolgus monkey fetal cerebrum analyzed

using DTI: Its relation to sulcal formation, Advanced Studies

in Biology, 3(3), 133-150, 2011

7. Rumiana Bakalova-Zheleva, Zhivko Zhelev, Daisuke Kokuryo,

Ichio Aoki, Tsuneo Saga: Chemical nature and structure of or-

ganic coating of quantum dots is crucial for their application

in imaging diagnostics, International Journal of Nanomedi-

cine, 6, 1719-1732, 2011

8. Kenichi Odaka, Ichio Aoki, Junji Moriya, Kaoru Tateno, Hi-

royuki Tadokoro, Jeffrey Kershaw, Tohru Minamino, Toshiaki

Irie, Toshimitsu Fukumura, Issei Komuro, Tsuneo Saga: In vivo
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tracking of transplanted mononuclear cells using manganese

-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MEMRI), PLoS

ONE (Online only: URL: http://www.plosone.org)

9. Tsuyoshi Suga, Yuji Nakamoto, Tsuneo Saga, Tatsuya Hi-

gashi, Yasuyo Hamanaka, Mitsuaki Tatsumi, Kohei Hay-

ashida, Tadashi Hara, Ikuo Konishi, Shingo Fujii, Kaori To-

gashi: Clinical value of FDG-PET for preoperative evaluation

of endometrial cancer, Annals of Nuclear Medicine, 25(4),

269-275, 2011

10. Kazuhiko Ogawa, Itaru Chiba, Takamitsu Morioka, Hideaki

Shimoji, Wakana Tamaki, Reika Takamatsu, Tadashi Nishi-

maki, Naoki Yoshimi, Sadayuki Murayama: Clinical signifi-

cance of HIF-1alpha expression in patients with esophageal

cancer treated with concurrent chemoradiotherapy, Antican-

cer Research, 31(6), 2351-2360, 2011

11. Eiji Sakai, Takamitsu Morioka, Eiji Yamada, Hidenori Ohkubo,

Takuma Higurashi, Kunihiro Hosono, Hiroki Endo, Hirokazu

Takahashi, Reika Takamatsu, Changxu Cui, Manabu Shio-

zawa, Makoto Akaike, Hironori Samura, Tadashi Nishimaki,

Atsushi Nakajima Naoki Yoshimi: Identification of preneoplas-

tic lesions as mucin-depleted foci in patients with sporadic

colorectal cancer, Cancer Science, 103(1), 144-149, 2012

12. Masae Uehara, Nobusada Funabashi, Marehiko Ueda, Taichi

Murayama, Hiroyuki Takaoka, Koichi Sawada, Tetsuharu Ka-

sahara, Noriyuki Yanagawa, Issei Komuro: Quality of coronary

arterial 320-slice computed tomography images in subjects

with chronic atrial fibrillation compared with normal sinus

rhythm, International Journal of Cardiology, 150(1), 65-70,

2011

13. Daisaku Takai, Akiko Todate, Takanori Yanai, Kazuaki Ichi-

nohe, Yoichi Oghiso, : Enhanced transplantability of a cell line

from a murine ovary granulosa cell tumour in syngeneic B6C3

F(1) mice continuously irradiated with low dose-rate gamma-

rays, International Journal of Radiation Biology, 87(7), 729-
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14. Ogawa Mikako, Satoki Nakamura, Yuriko Saito, Mutsumi Ko-

sugi, Yasuhiro Magata: What can be seen by 18F-FDG PET in

atherosclerosis imaging? The effect of foam cell formation on
18F-FDG uptake to macrophages in vitro, Journal of Nuclear

Medicine, 53(1), 55-58, 2012

15. Daisuke Kokuryo, Kumamoto Etsuko, Yoshie Takao, Susumu

Fujii, Toshiya Kaihara, Kagayaki Kuroda: Evaluation of a

vessel-tracking-based technique for dynamic targeting in hu-

man liver, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, 67(1), 156-163,

2012

16. Minoru Tajiri, Kazuhiro Watanabe, Kazuhiro Watanabe: Cor-

rection method for in-air output ratio for output variations oc-

curring with changes in backscattered radiation, Medical

Physics, 39(2), 671-675, 2012

17. Itaru Chiba, Kazuhiko Ogawa, Takamitsu Morioka, Hideaki

Shimoji, Nao Sunagawa, Shiro Iraha, Tadashi Nishimaki,
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GLUT-1 expression in patients with esophageal cancer
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Robert Zoltaszek, Piotr Kowalczyk, Margaret Hanausek,

Naoki Yoshimi, Thomas J. Slaga, Zbigniew Walaszek: Modu-

lation of biomarkers related to tumor initiation and promotion

in mouse skin by a natural beta-glucuronidase inhibitor and

its precursors, Oncology Reports, 26(3), 551-556, 2011

19. Hisakatsu Nawata, Genro Kashino, Keizou Tano, et al.: Dys-

regulation of gene expression in the artificial human trisomy

cells of chromosome 8 associated with transformed cell phe-

notypes, PLoS ONE (Online only: URL: http://www.plosone.

org)

20. Tokuhisa Hirouchi, M. Akabane, Satoshi Tanaka, Igunacia

Braga-Tanaka, Kazuaki Ichinohe, Yoichi Oghiso, Kimio

Tanaka: Cell surface marker phenotypes and gene expres-

sion profiles of murine radiation-induced acute myeloid leu-

kemia stem cells are similar to those of common myeloid pro-

genitors, Radiation Research, 176(3), 311-322, 2011

21. Hiroko Inoue, Stavros Giannakopoulos, Tatsushi Matsumura,

Takako Furukawa, Naoko Tanese: Target genes of the largest

human SWI/SNF complex subunit control cell growth, The

Biochemical Journal , 434(1), 83-92, 2011

22. Shunji Ueno, Takashige Kashimoto, Nobuyuki Susa, Masaaki

Ishikawa, Tadahiro Kawagoe, Kenji Mizuta, Masaaki

Nishimura, Shino Homma-Takeda, Kyosuke Temma: Smoking

induces bimodal DNA damage in mouse lung, Toxicological

Sciences, 120(2), 322-330, 2011

23. Yusuke Koba, Hiroki Iwamoto, Katashi Kiyohara, Toshinori

Nagasaki, Genichiro Wakabayashi, Yusuke Uozumi, Naruhiro

Matsufuji: Scintillation efficiency of inorganic scintillators for

intermediate-energy charged particles, Progress in Nuclear
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24. Kozak Kryzstof, Beata Kozlowska, Tadeusz Przylibski, Mazur
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tercomparison measurements of 222Rn concentration in water
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This list includes the main publications by staff members that

appeared during the period from April 1, 2012 to March 31, 2013.

■ Research Center for Charged Particle Therapy
1. Yutaka Mori, Tomoya Yamauchi, Masato Kanasaki, Atsuto

Hattori, Yuri Matai, Kenya Matsukawa, Keiji Oda, Satoshi Ko-

daira, Hisashi Kitamura, Teruaki Konishi, Nakahiro Yasuda,

Sachiko Tojo, Yoshihide Honda, Remi Barillon: Greater radia-

tion chemical yields for losses of ether and carbonate ester

bonds at lower stopping powers along heavy ion tracks in

poly(allyl diglycol carbonate) films, Applied Physics Express,

5(8), 086401-1-086401-3, 2012

2. Tomoya Yamauchi, Yutaka Mori, Akira Morimoto, Masato Ka-

nasaki, Keiji Oda, Satoshi Kodaira, Teruaki Konishi, Nakahiro

Yasuda, Sachiko Tojo, Yoshihide Honda, Remi Barillon:

Thresholds of etchable track formation and chemical damage

parameters in poly(ethylene terephthalate), bisphenol A poly-

carbonate, and poly(allyl diglycol carbonate) films at the

stopping powers ranging from 10 to 12,000 keV/MUm, Japa-

nese Journal of Applied Physics, 51(5), 056301-1-056301-5,

2012

3. 1. Keiko Inami, Yuko Iizuka, M. Furukawa, Ikuo Nakanishi, Kei

Ohkubo, Kiyoshi Fukuhara, Shunichi Fukuzumi, Masataka

Mochizuki: Chlorine atom substitution influences radical

scavenging activity of 6-chromanol, Bioorganic & Medicinal

Chemistry, 20(13), 4049-4055, 2012

4. Tomonori Kawashima, Sushma Manda, Yoshihiro Uto, Kei Oh-

kubo, Hitoshi Hori, Kenichiro Matsumoto, Kiyoshi Fukuhara,

Nobuo Ikota, Shunichi Fukuzumi, Toshihiko Ozawa, Kazunori

Anzai, Ikuo Nakanishi: Kinetics and mechanism for the scav-

enging reaction of the 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl radical

by synthetic artepillin C analogues, Bulletin of the Chemical

Society of Japan, 85(8), 877-883, 2012

5. Fumiaki Nakayama, Sachiko Umeda, Tomomi Ichimiya, Shin

Kamiyama, Masaharu Hazawa, Takeshi Yasuda, Shoko Nishi-

hara, Takashi Imai: Sulfation of keratan sulfate proteoglycan

reduces radiation-induced apoptosis in human Burkitt’s lym-

phoma cell lines, FEBS Letters, 587(2), 231-237, 2013

6. Hiroko Indo, Osamu Inanami, T. Koumura, S. Suenaga, H.C.

Yen, Shizuko Kakinuma, Kenichiro Matsumoto, Ikuo Nakan-

ishi, W. St Clair, Daret St Clair, H. Matusi, R. Cornette, O.

Gusev, T. Okuda, Y. Nakagawa, Toshihiko Ozawa, Hideyuki

Majima: Roles of mitochondria-generated reactive oxygen

species on x-ray-induced apoptosis in a human hepatocellu-

lar carcinoma cell line, HLE, Free Radical Research, 46(8),

1029-1043, 2012

7. Takashi Moritake, Hidetoshi Fujita, Mitsuru Yanagisawa, Mi-

yako Nakawatari, Kaori Imadome, Etsuko Nakamura, Mayumi

Iwakawa, Takashi Imai: Strain-dependent damage in mouse

lung after carbon ion irradiation, International Journal of Ra-

diation Oncology Biology Physics, 84(1), e95-e102, 2012

8. Fumiaki Nakayama, Sachiko Umeda, Takeshi Yasuda, Masa-

hiro Asada, Kaori Motomura, Masashi Suzuki, Malgorzata

Zakrzewska, Toru Imamura, Takashi Imai: Structural stability

of human fibroblast growth FACTOR-1 is essential for protec-

tive effects against radiation-induced intestinal damage, In-

ternational Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics,

85(2), 477-483, 2013

9. Hiroko Indo, Ikuo Nakanishi, Kei Ohkubo, Hsiu-chuan Yen,

Minako Nyuui, Sushma Manda, Keni-chiro Matsumoto, Ki-

yoshi Fukuhara, Kazunori Anzai, Nobuo Ikota, Hirofumi Mat-

sui, Yukiko Minamiyama, Akira Nakajima, Hiroshi Ichikawa,

Shunichi Fukuzumi, Toshihiko Ozawa, Chiaki Mukai, Hideyuki

Majima: Comparison of in vivo and in vitro antioxidative pa-

rameters for eleven food factors, RSC Advances (Online Only

URL:http://www.rsc.org/advances/)

10. Keiko Inami, Ikuo Nakanishi, Mine Morita, Miyuki Furukawa,

Kei Ohkubo, Shunichi Fukuzumi, Masataka Mochizuki: The

high stability of intermediate radicals enhances the radical-

scavenging activity of aminochromanols, RSC Advances

(Online Only URL:http://www.rsc.org/advances/)

11. Claude Le Sech, Katsumi Kobayashi, Noriko Usami, Yoshiya

Furusawa, Erika Porcel, Sandrine Lacombe: Comment on ”

Enhanced relative biological effectiveness of proton radio-

therapy in tumor cells with internalized gold nanoparticles”

[Appl. Phys. Lett. 98, 193702 (2011)], Applied Physics Let-

ters, 100(2), 026101-1-026101-2, 2012

12. Shinichiro Mori, Taku Inaniwa, Tsunekazu Kuwae, Yuka Mat-

suzaki, Motoki Kumagai, Takuji Furukawa, Toshiyuki Shirai,

Kouji Noda: Development of digital reconstructed radiogra-

phy software at new treatment facility for carbon-ion beam

scanning of National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Aus-

tralasian Physical & Engineering Sciences in Medicine, 35,

221-229, 2012

13. Yosuke Nakagawa, Akihisa Takahashi, A. Kajihara, N. Yamak-

awa, Y. Imai, I. Ota, N. Okamoto, E. Mori, T. Noda, Yoshiya Fu-

rusawa, T. Kirita, Takeo Ohnishi: Depression of p53-

independent Akt survival signals in human oral cancer cells

bearing mutated p53 gene after exposure to high-LET radia-

tion, Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communica-

tions, 423(4), 654-660, 2012

14. J Hallman, Shinichiro Mori, Gregory Sharp, T.S. Hong,

George Chen: A four-dimensional computed tomography

analysis of multiorgan abdominal motion, International Jour-

nal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics, 83(1), 435-441,

2012

15. Shinichiro Mori, Toshiyuki Shirai, Yuka Takei, Takuji Furukawa,

Taku Inaniwa, Yuka Matsuzaki, Motoki Kumagai, Takeshi Mu-

rakami, Kouji Noda: Patient handling system for carbon-ion

beam scanning therapy, Journal of Applied Clinical Medical
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Physics (Online Only: http://www.jacmp.org/)

16. Erika Porcel, S. Li, Noriko Usami, H. Remita, Yoshiya Fu-

rusawa, Katsumi Kobayashi, Claude Le Sech, Sandrine La-

combe: Nano-sensitization under gamma rays and fast ion

radiation, Journal of Physics, Conference Series, 373(1),

012006-1-012006-10, 2012

17. Shinichiro Mori, Kouichi Shibayama, Katsuyuki Tanimoto, Mo-

toki Kumagai, Yuka Matsuzaki, Takuji Furukawa, Taku In-

aniwa, Toshiyuki Shirai, Kouji Noda, Hiroshi Tsuji, Tadashi Ka-

mada: First clinical experience in carbon-ion scanning beam

therapy: retrospective analysis of patient positional accuracy,

Journal of Radiation Research, 53, 760-768, 2012

18. Rie Tanaka, Katsuhiro Ichikawa, Shinichiro Mori, Sigeru San-

ada: Simulation approach for the evaluation of tracking accu-

racy in radiotherapy: A preliminary study, Journal of Radiation

Research, 54(1), 146-151, 2012

19. Hiromitsu Iwata, Naruhiro Matsufuji, Toshiyuki Toshito, Takashi

Akagi, Shinya Otsuka, Yuta Shibamoto: Compatibility of the

repairable-conditionally repairable, multi-target and linear-

quadratic models in converting hypofractionated radiation

doses to single doses, Journal of Radiation Research, 54(2),

367-373, 2013

20. Shunsuke Yonai, Naruhiro Matsufuji, Masao Namba: Calcula-

tion of out-of-field dose distribution in carbon-ion radiother-

apy by Monte Carlo simulation, Medical Physics, 39(8), 5028-

5039, 2012

21. Claude Le Sech, Katsumi Kobayashi, Noriko Usami, Yoshiya

Furusawa, Erika Porcel, Sandrine Lacombe: Comment on

“Therapeutic application of metallic nanoparticles combined

with particle-induced x-ray emission effect”, Nanotechnol-

ogy, 23(7), 078001-1-078001-2, 2012

22. Mahmoud Shoulkamy, T. Nakano, M. Ohshima, Ryoichi

Hirayama, Akiko Uzawa, Yoshiya Furusawa, Hiroshi Ide: De-

tection of DNA-protein crosslinks (DPCs) by novel direct fluo-

rescence labeling methods: distinct stabilities of aldehyde

and radiation-induced DPCs, Nucleic Acids Research, 40

(18), e143, 2012

23. Yoshiyuki Iwata, Kouji Noda, Toshiyuki Shirai, Takeshi Mu-

rakami, Takuji Furukawa, Shinichiro Mori, Takashi Fujita, Aki-

fumi Itano, Kouichi Shoda, Kota Mizushima, Tetsuya Fujimoto,

Toru Ogitsu, Naoyuki Amemiya, et al.: Design of a supercon-

ducting rotating gantry for heavy-ion therapy, Physical Re-

view Special Topics: Accelerator and Beams (Online Only

URL: http://prst-ab.aps.org/)

24. Yousuke Hara, Yoshihisa Takada, Kenji Hotta, Ryohei Tansho,

Tetsuya Nihei, Yojiro Suzuki, K. Nagafuchi, R. kawai, M. Tan-

abe, S. Mizutani, Takeshi Himukai, Naruhiro Matsufuji: Im-

provement of spread-out Bragg peak flatness for a carbon-

ion beam by the use of a ridge filter with a ripple filter, Physics

in Medicine and Biology, 57(22), 1717-1731, 2012

25. Yoshiya Furusawa: Corrections in the article: Inactivation of

aerobic and hypoxic cells from three different cell lines by ac-

celerated 3He-, 12C- and 20Ne-ion beams, Radiation Research,

177, 129-131, 2012

26. Tatsuhiko Sato, Yoshiya Furusawa: Cell-survival fraction esti-

mation based on the probability densities of domain and cell

nucleus specific energies using improved microdosimetric ki-

netic models, Radiation Research, 178(4), 341-356, 2012

27. Yohsuke Kusano, Saki Uesaka, Kaori Yajima, Motoki Kuma-

gai, Hideyuki Mizuno, Shinichiro Mori: Positional dependence

of the CT number with use of a cone-beam CT scanner for an

electron density phantom in particle beam therapy, Radiologi-

cal Physics and Technology, 6(1), 241-247, 2013

28. Kazuhiko Oonishi, Xing Cui, Hirokazu Hirakawa, Akira Fuji-

mori, Takehiko Kamijo, Shigeru Yamada, Osamu Yokosuka,

Tadashi Kamada: Different effects of carbon ion beams and

X-rays on clonogenic survival and DNA repair in human pan-

creatic cancer stem-like cells, Radiotherapy and Oncology,

105(2), 258-265, 2012

29. Chiara Latessa, Thomas Berger, Robert Kaderka, D. Schardt,

C. Korner, U Ramm, J. Licher, Naruhiro Matsufuji, C. Vallha-

gen Dahlgren, T. Lomax, Gunther Reitz, Marco Durante: Out-

of-field dose studies with an anthropomorphic phantom: com-

parison of X-rays and particle therapy treatments, Radiother-

apy and Oncology, 105, 133-138, 2012

30. Tetsumi Tanabe, M. Saito, Kouji Noda, E.B. Starikov: Molecu-

lar structure conversion of fluorescein monoanions in an elec-

trostatic storage ring, The European Physical Journal. D,

Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics, 66, 163-1-163-8,

2012
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